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Editorial

The Republic is Being Reborn!
G.G. Parikh, Neeraj Jain
The ruling Modi–Shah duo led BJP government’s
attempts to make alternations in the Indian Constitution
have sparked off protests across the country, protests
which are unique in the sense that it is the first time since
Independence that people are coming out on the streets
to defend the Constitution. In cities and towns, tens
of thousands and sometimes even lakhs, are marching
together, the tricolour waving in abundance, and small
and huge photographs and cut-outs of Babasaheb
Ambedkar and Mahatma Gandhi and drawings of the
Constitution being carried aloft. The Preamble to the
Constitution, a beautifully written promise of what the
people had resolved and promised to give to themselves,
in the new era of hope after the hated British rulers were
thrown out, is being read out in huge gatherings. Indeed,
the Republic is being reborn.
For long, the ruling BJP and its parent which rules
from behind the screens, the RSS, have been slowly
chipping away at the values of the Constitution. They
have sought to destroy the secular fabric of the country
and deepen the communal divide, with campaigns
such as ghar wapsi and love jehad, leading to frenzied
mobs lynching innocent Muslims allegedly for cow
slaughter. They have attacked democracy and freedom
of expression by launching a vicious offensive to attack
all ideologies and progressive forces seeking to challenge
their fascist ideology, labelling them as anti-nationals and
getting a docile police force to arrest them under false
charges of sedition. The rights of dalits and adivasis,
guaranteed under the Constitution, are under attack.
The BJP–RSS are seeking to destroy our universities
by foisting persons whose sole qualification is their
Hindutva leanings as their heads, and getting goons to
attack all dissenting voices. They have systematically
hollowed out or subverted all constitutional bodies
ranging from the Supreme Court to the Election
Commission. The economic architecture built for selfreliance and economic sovereignty, so assiduously built
over the past decades, is being dismantled.
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There were protests across this gradual subversion
of the Constitution in several states. But these were
episodic, scattered and drowned out by the hegemony of
the Modi-led government with its powerful propaganda
machine and populist appeals.
With economic distress worsening, and the
government not doing anything about it while seeking
to divert attention by false slogans of ‘nationalism’
and pointing fingers at Pakistan for everything going
wrong, the final straw was the BJP bulldozing the
Constitutional Amendment Bill through Parliament
using its brute majority. It fast tracked the granting of
citizenship to members of six religious communities
but not to Muslims. It was immediately seen for what
it really was—an open subversion of the Constitution,
which not only upholds secularism, but also equality of
all, irrespective of caste or creed, before law. Modi–Shah
also announced a countrywide NPR as the first step to
making a countrywide register of citizens (NRC). This
had already been implemented in Assam, with disastrous
consequences. It became clear to people all over the
country—that our Constitution and our country were
under attack.
It has led to unprecedented protests across the country
against the CAA–NPR–NRC. The youth, especially
students of universities, have been leading these protests.
It is as if democracy is having a rebirth in the country.
Till just a month ago, democracy had come to mean
mere voting in elections. And now, people are out on the
streets, in thousands and lakhs, reclaiming democracy.
In cities and towns, people, especially women who have
never participated in a public programme, are spending
days and nights together in a new found sense of
fraternity and purpose. In a historic moment, on January
26, thousands of people congregated at Shaheen Bagh in
Delhi to celebrate Republic Day. The National Flag was
unfurled by the three elderly women who have come to
be known as the ‘dadis of Shaheen Bagh’ for leading the
agitation against the CAA there, and Radhika Vemula,
the mother of Rohith Vemula, a former student of the
University of Hyderabad who killed himself in January
2016; after the flag hoisting, the crowd sang the national
anthem. They then chanted “CAA se azaadi, NRC se
azaadi, BJP se azaadi”—along with other slogans against
the CAA and the NRC–NPR.
What is exhilarating is that the Muslim minority is out
on the streets in massive numbers, carrying Ambedkar’s
photo in one hand and waving a copy of the Constitution
in the other, shouting slogans of ‘Samvidhaan Bachao’.
They are boldly asserting their citizenship, boldly

asserting their identity as Indian Muslims, boldly
declaring that their forefathers had sacrificed their lives
for the freedom of this country and none can ask them
to ‘go to Pakistan’, boldly defending the secular nature
of our Constitution and denouncing the RSS claim that
this country is a Hindu country.
Even more fascinating is that the public gatherings in
defence of the Constitution have brought out thousands
of women from the Muslim community. This too was
unheard of till now. Their indomitable spirit, their resolve
and most of all, their understanding of the Constitution
is breathtakingly lucid. It is as if a hidden treasure of
diamonds has been revealed in this struggle.
The dream of Mahatma Gandhi, for which he
sacrificed his life, is coming alive. Secularism is having
a rebirth in the country.
This is indeed a unique constitutional moment in the
life of the Indian nation. In the 163 years of evolution of
the Indian Constitution, this is the fourth such moment.
The first three moments were:
•

•

•

The first moment appeared in 1857 in the besieged
city of Delhi when the rebellious soldiers along
with representatives of the city formed the
Court of Administration and had given the city a
“constitution”, outlining the structure of governance
and responsibilities of administration. The rebel
soldiers were the first citizen-rulers—members of
an incipient nation.
The second moment came in 1928–29, beginning
with the report of the Nehru Committee (chaired
by Motilal Nehru and with members such as
Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose), the
widespread demonstrations in 1928 against the
Simon Commission, culminating in the declaration
of Purna Swaraj by the Indian National Congress in
1929 in Lahore. Founding a republic was declared
as the goal.
The third moment is known to all. It was the moment
of founding the constitution of independent India
(1946–49).

The fourth, and present, moment, is different from
all the above moments in that it is for the first time since
the Consitution was adopted by ‘We the People’ that the
streets, campuses, squares, towns and cities, tea shops,
clubs and assemblies are discussing and debating the
Constitution, and the people are out on the streets in
massive numbers to defend the very founding values
of the Indian Republic as enshrined in the Constitution
of India.
We are indeed living in exhilarating times!
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Modi-Shah Duo Bring About a Fine Unintended Consequence
Badri Raina
It is said that the way to hell is paved with good
intentions. But did you ever imagine that the way to
heaven may, conversely, be paved with not-so-good
intentions?
However the government of the day may protest
that there has been no nefarious intent behind the
discriminatory provisions of the Citizenship Amendment
Act, it is by now irrefutable that few have been convinced.
What sponsored public support the government has been
able to mount has been uncharacteristically tepid in
stark contrast to the energy and articulation among the
spontaneous opposers of the CAA.
Thus, a measure that has been insidiously designed
to divide and polarise the polity for short-term electoral
gains and long-term systemic constitutional alterations
in the nature of the state has brought about just the most
unintended consequence: where opposition forces have
failed repeatedly, the Narendra Modi–Amit Shah duo
has spectacularly succeeded in cementing the Indian
polity across denominations and India’s customary social
fault-lines behind the founding secular principles of the
constitution.
This stern consolidation has come to be grounded in
what Aristotle called an Anagnorisis, namely, the stunned
recognition of a life-changing moment for all Indians
and for the republic; or in what Foucault designated an
Epistemic shift from “one order of things” to another.
That students across the board, from the mofussil
college to the highfalutin institutions, are leading this
most salutary and unforeseen movement is evidence
of how seriously the underlying substance of the CAA
legislation has impacted the thinking youth of the
country. Much as all ruling establishments always wish
education to remain insulated from thinking (they call it
‘politics’), good education does indeed off and on lead
to forms of questioning anathema to the powers-that-be.
That said, of even greater significance is the
phenomenon at Shaheen Bagh where predominantly
Muslim women of all ages, including several above 70,
have effected a rite-of-passage replicating, as it were, the
vanguard role that Gandhi had once assigned to India’s
women.

For more than a month now, these new organic
leaders have been braving the chill of winter, displaying
the tiranga and pictures of iconic “framers” such as
Ambedkar, and enacting readings of the Preamble of
the constitution—all that to emphatically underscore
the point that they are out to defend the founding secular
and egalitarian principles on which the republic came to
be founded.
As the days have gone by, these new leaders have
gathered to them thousands of other citizens across
castes and communities, and have each day generated
new innovative forms of citizen-power in peace and
secular unity.
Just the elixir the fraught nation has been pining for,
one might well say. The revolutionary poet, Majaz, had
once pleaded with Muslim women to turn their hijabs into
banners and flags; well, all that is happening at Shaheen
Bagh—thanks to the unbearable over-reach of India’s
sectarian rulers of the day.
So real and thought-out is the current appeal to the
Preamble, which is everyday being read out by the young
and old alike, that one is encouraged to think that the
present transformation may well put paid to the successes
of communal politics for a good long time.
The see-through seems complete, stern in argument,
and no longer deflectable by emotive subterfuges of
the sort that have brought the republic low over the
last six years. Women at Shaheen Bagh can be heard to
articulate views on the economic collapse of the realm
with an expertise that would hearten the best-informed
academic of the day.
If the matter may be put more baldly, a glorious
transformation of “minority” Indians into vanguards
of secular and republican citizenship is underway—a
happening where citizen-interests are beginning to be
seen to be indivisible and best obtained from a standpoint
of undifferentiated secular struggle authenticated by the
constitution.
A battle is now underway between the real and the
legal, as it were. If on the one side, the unresponsive
Modi–Shah–RSS triumvirate seem adamant on enforcing
the CAA, having now made its gazette notification,
cont'd... on page no. 13
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Flag This Extraordinary Moment—A Symbol of Power has
Become a Totem of Resistance
Chitra Padmanabhan
In The Black Jacobins, a classic work on the Haitian
Revolution (1791–1803)—the only successful slave
revolt in history, which erupted in the wake of the French
Revolution—C.L.R. James describes a fascinating
moment in the confrontation between Napoleon’s army
and the slaves of the colony:
“The soldiers still thought of themselves as a
revolutionary army. Yet at nights they heard the blacks
in the fortress singing the Marseillaise, the Ca Ira, and
the other revolutionary songs. Lacroix records how these
misguided wretches, as they heard the songs, started and
looked at the officers as if to say, ‘Have our barbarous
enemies justice on their side? Are we no longer the
soldiers of Republican France? And have we become
the crude instruments of policy?’”
There’s something about the sheer ability of ideas
and symbols to resound across time and space, providing
the dispossessed the life force to turn an oppressive
situation around.
The contexts may vary widely, but in ways big and
small, the fight for justice and dignity often starts with
reclaiming the inclusive and humane potential of symbols
that have become calcified. That’s when establishments,
somewhat nonplussed, wonder about the capriciousness
of ‘their’ symbols, ready to go from being pennants of
crushing might to becoming a sheltering sky for hearts
heavy with the injustices they bear.
Something like that seems to be happening in our
midst as well. Take our national flag, for instance. Most
of us see it as a symbol of our country’s sovereign power
and prestige in the world. Yet it also brings to mind the
suppleness that comes with catching the cadence of
untold aspirations and the most tentative whisper from
the margins.
In the past five years or so, that image of the flag has
receded, even as it has been more visible on the Indian
skyline than before, but with shrunken meanings and
associations. The towering flags that have been placed in
public places all over the country have become the totem
poles around which an official festival of nationalism is
being orchestrated. The mantra is simple: only a follower
of Hindutva is a nationalist, hence, the national flag
represents only them; the rest are anti-nationals, to be

denounced—national flag in hand.
Under the tutoring hands of the regime and its hydraheaded ‘parivar’, the flag has been used as a weapon,
like never before, to brand, isolate and target its own
people—and especially the minorities—as anti-national.
Its warp and weft infected with the ideological hauteur
of Hindutva, the cloth from which their flag is cut is
hardening, in danger of losing the very possibility of
being able to hold a multiplicity of dreams that are lifeaffirming. Just as a fabric that is not made of organic
material cannot breathe, bearing the imprint of an
inorganic pattern of exclusion has taken its toll on the
symbol itself.
Until now, that is. Relief for the flag is at hand—
from the very people who are being excluded from the
narrative of the nation by being branded as those who
are anti-national and insult the national flag. Be it the
women of Shaheen Bagh, the students of Jawaharlal
Nehru University and Jamia Millia Islamia or the Bhim
Army of Chandra Shekhar Aazad, in protest after protest
against the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019 (CAA)
and the National Register of Citizens (NRC), they have
held the Indian flag aloft to assert that they too belong to
India—they too are citizens of this country, represented
in the weave of the Indian flag.
Imagine the scene at Delhi’s Shaheen Bagh where
a core group of women, many with babes in their arms,
have been present day after day in bone-chilling cold, to
assert their rootedness in the soil where they stand, and to
assert that the destiny of their children is co-terminus with
the fate of the nation. Suddenly you see a flag painted on
a smooth cheek come alive as it warms to the touch of the
skin, and in that moment you realise a basic truth. These
women, children, youngsters and men are the ones now
taking forward the unfinished task of our republic—of
working towards the equality and dignity that has been
promised to all citizens under the constitution. By laying
claim to their rightful place within the capacious folds of
the Indian flag, they have rescued it as well.
This then is a moment which holds the opportunity to
turn an oppressive context around in a humane manner.
One can’t remember any other occasion in recent
times when young and old, women and men, chose to
cont'd... on page no. 10
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Shaheen Baghs Spreading: Indian Republic has Come of Age
1. Women at Kolkata's Park Circus
Kavita Panjabi
A republic truly comes of age when its women too
claim it. The 71st Republic Day of India marked a proud
year for this nation when its republic truly came of age.
When millions of women begin to insist that the state
is a matter of res publica, a public affair, and not the
private estate of rulers to decree as they please, then it
marks a turning point in the history of the nation. When
women take over public spaces in small towns and big
cities across the country with the power we are witnessing
today, then theirs is a force not to be underestimated;
and when they claim in unison that it is their historical
rooting in the soil of Hindustan that will determine their
nationality, as well as the the place of their graves, then
the authority of papers indeed does seem to decline.
On this Republic Day, Kolkata’s Park Circus Maidan
wore a festive look, with a profusion of orange, white
and green balloons and streamers dotting the sky, and
portraits of Dr B.R. Ambedkar, evoking the primacy
of the constitution, towering high. Under the national
flag that stretches across the entire length of the
makeshift “stage” area each day, women and men of all
denominations chant slogans; students perform rap, and
musicians their songs; school students, escorted there
in uniform by their teachers, read the preamble and sing
the national anthem, ‘Saare jahan se achha’ and ‘We
shall overcome’; and doctors march in to extend their
solidarity.
Students from Alia and Brabourne, Bangabasi and
Maulana Azad, and from Presidency, Loreto, Xaviers
and Jadavpur, have of course been holding strong in
powerful solidarity with the women right from the first
day. In fact, as one of the women said, Park Circus has
become a “mini Hindustan”.
Women have finally claimed agency on the fields of
this nation, and the anti-colonial movement is a constant
reference point. Asmat Jamil, one of the women who
spearheaded the Park Circus women’s protest, and has
a BA degree in history from Bhawanipur Education
Society, Kolkata, evokes the Rowlatt Act of 1919: “As
Gandhi had declared a struggle for azadi in 1919, and the
chants of freedom rent every part of this country, so we
too have declared azadi now—the freedom to lay claim

to our own land.”
Neelam Ghazala, the principal of a school who holds
a PhD in the humanities from Calcutta University and
posts in the executive bodies of several organisations,
points out, “When the civil disobedience movement
was launched, when the non-cooperation movement
happened, the British lost their seat of power. We too
are ready to put our lives at stake now.”
What compelled thousands of women who had
never stepped out in protest to take over the maidan with
such vigour? Jamil, who has been coming here since
the first day with 18 women from her family, explains,
“If a housewife steps out then something extraordinary
has happened, something really terrible has happened.
Hindustaan ki sarzameen, the land of Hindustan,
Hindustaan ki mitti, the very soil of Hindustan, beckons
us in its sorrow. As mothers we understand the sorrow of
this earth, of the mother who sees her children divided,
their lives drenched in blood, their home poisoned with
hatred. They have passed a law questioning our very
right to our own land, now they are threatening our very
existence, now we cannot keep quiet.”
As the land is endangered, so is the home. When the
home itself is in danger, then women have to step out of
the home to save the home.
This is a political notion of motherhood that
transcends all strategic rhetoric. Right across the Park
Circus maidan, women poor and affluent, non-literate and
highly educated, all echo a powerful litany of grievances:
“They brought down our mosque, we said nothing;
they threw our sons out of trains and lynched our men to
death on the mere suspicion that they were carrying beef,
we were quiet; they passed judgement on our personal
laws, we had to accept it; they issued a partial judgement
on Babri Masjid, we kept shut because we had promised
we would; now they have attacked our daughters in
universities …”
The daughters that were attacked in Jamia Millia
Islamia, in Jawaharlal Nehru University and in Aligarh
Muslim University were not the biological daughters
of the Park Circus Women; they were the daughters of
the nation.
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The irony that the people who chanted “Beti Bachao,
Beti Padhao” were the very ones responsible for the
crackdown on the Jamia women, or the sidetracking of
economic issues, is not lost on the protesting women
either. “Those very girls, the women they wanted to
educate, are now rising against the NRC and CAA,” says
Jamil. Citing the inadequacy of rape laws and the effect
of poverty on women, she points out that women wanted
better laws against rape, they wanted the eradication of
poverty, but the government instead diverted attention
away from these concerns to the CAA. “We’re not
fighting for religion, we’re fighting for humanity,” she
asserts.
Jaweriya Mehreen, a medical student, says, “Come
and see if it is only Muslims protesting here. No,
everyone is protesting—most of the time the microphone
is in the hands of ‘non-Muslims’, and that is very good,
that all are standing by us! It is good, for this government
is the enemy not just of Muslims but of all those who are
poor, who are illiterate, who do not have documents and
who will suffer the most.”
The dam has burst; it seems as if the terrifying culture
of fear has killed fear. Instead, the women have laid claim
to their azadi. Asked if one should safeguard their actual
names, Baby Razia, a modest homemaker and social
worker, responded spiritedly with: “Nahin nahin, likhiye
na! Hum to Azad hain na! (No no, go ahead and write!
We are a free people!)”
The police have tried to break up their demonstrations,
but they have been resilient. One woman claimed that
there are now over 40 women-led demonstrations in
public spaces across the country. These include Shaheen
Bagh and Khureji in Delhi and Park Circus Maidan,
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the Ekbalpur Nawab Ali Park, Watgunge and Nakhoda
Masjid in Kolkata. Ghantaghar in Lucknow, Frazer Town
in Bengaluru and Roshan Bagh in Allahabad too have all
been occupied by them.
The protest has spread to smaller cities and towns
too—to Muhammad Ali Park in Kanpur’s Chamanganj,
Bhopal’s Iqbal Maidan, Pune’s Kondhwa, Jaipur’s Albert
Hall, Raipur’s Jaistambh Chowk, Patna’s Sabzibagh,
Gaya’s Shanti Bagh and other spaces in the towns of
Kishanganj, Bahadurganj and Gopalganj in Bihar, and
Berhampur in West Bengal.
In processions too women have made their presence
felt—on January 6 this year, Malegaon saw an estimated
50,000 women taking to the streets to protest against the
CAA, NRC and National Population Register, led by
women students of Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi.
One of the major shifts has been that men are not only
backing women’s massive entry into the public sphere,
they are actually playing quietly supportive roles. A large
number are self-employed in small businesses and hence
have some flexibility with their time. Many have taken
on the responsibility of sending the children to school or
looking after infants while their wives are at the sit-in.
The women of Park Circus are determined. They give
lie to the claims some politicians have been making about
women being used as a “front” by community groups or
opposition parties. “This is clearly a women’s movement
now, and it will not stop,” they say. The pain and passion
in their voices lends an intensity, a power, to their words
that cannot be transcribed on paper.
(Kavita Panjabi is professor of comparative literature,
Jadavpur University.)

2. In Lucknow, Women's Anti-CAA Protest Gives the Adityanath Govt Jitters
Sharat Pradhan
Undeterred by Uttar Pradesh chief minister
Adityanath’s loud threats to file cases against them and
undaunted by the biting cold, thousands of women are
braving it out here to make their voices heard against
the CAA and NRC.
Far from losing steam, as the dharna entered
its ninth day under the open skies at Lucknow’s
historical Hussainabad Clock Tower, the number of the
demonstrators appears to be increasing. Friday’s (Jan 24)
gathering looked not less than a 8,000–10,000 strong.

Significantly, they are neither under a political banner
nor guided by any recognised social activist group.
Similar protests by ordinary women have been on in
Varanasi, Allahabad, Aligarh, Sambhal and some other
UP towns. And despite being charged with the “violation
of Section 144” or for “instigation”, the protesters have
not given up.
prawled over a roughly four-acre stone-paved
platform in front of the 19th-century clock tower, these
first-time demonstrators in Lucknow refused to get cowed
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down by Adityanath’s threat to charge them with sedition
and imprison them.
“We are just staging a peaceful dharna in this corner
of the city; what is most shocking is that simply because
we raised this slogan of ‘azadi’, we are being accused
of indulging in anti-national activity. How can someone
equate our quest for azadi with that of separatists in
Kashmir?” asked Sabiha Rizvi, a BCom final year
student at a local elite college who defied her family to
participate in the anti-CAA dharna. She was referring
to the chief minister’s remark that if the demonstrators
continued with their azadi slogan, they would be dealt
with most severely.
Rizvi goes on to point out, “What we are seeking
is freedom from CAA and NRC , besides azadi from
unemployment and illiteracy as well as azadi from
heinous crimes like rape and dowry deaths.”
Well-known former BBC journalist Ramdutt Tripathi
feels, “This intimidation by the BJP government is a
reflection of their aversion to the word ‘azadi’, because
these right-wingers had nothing to do with India’s
freedom movement; rather, some of them even joined
hands with the British to oppose the freedom movement.”
Tripathi compares this protest to what Mahatma Gandhi
did way back in 1906 in South Africa, against a new law
that prescribed compulsory registration of all Indians,
Chinese, Arabs and other Asians.
Meanwhile, emboldened by the chief minister’s
offensive attitude against the demonstrators, policemen
went to the extent of snatching away blankets brought by
volunteers to save the demonstrators from the extreme
cold at night. The temperature usually drops very low
because of the close proximity of the area to the Gomati
river. Blanket snatching was stopped after stories of
the “kambal chors” went viral on social media, leading
Lucknow’s new police commissioner Sujit Pande to
castigate his men in khakhi. But then, civic officials got
down to switching off all the street lights in and around
the area, thereby plunging it into darkness. They also
locked public toilets in and around the area, but were
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compelled to open them after loud public outcry.
“The government’s oppressive actions have failed
to deter these protesting women,” observed former
Lucknow University vice-chancellor Roop Rekha Verma,
who is a regular at the dharna site. 76-year-old Verma,
who is widely known for her activism, spends some time
every day encouraging the younger lot, whose passion
to fight for their rights is incredible.
The UP government had been extremely harsh on
anti-CAA protestors when they undertook their first
demonstrations last month. Not only were thousands of
protestors arrested and put in jails in different parts of
the state, but about 17 protestors were killed in police
firing. Yet, many of those who suffered were seen joining
the dharna at the Clock Tower. These include activists
like Deepak Kabir and Sadaf Jafar, who faced police
violence and brutality, besides spending weeks in jail.
Jafar’s crime was that she had dared to ask the cops why
they were not arresting stone-pelting mobs, while Kabir
was put in prison because he went looking for Jafar at a
local police station.
That some policemen were trying to be more loyal
than the king became glaringly obvious when they hauled
up boys flying black kites and beat up others playing with
black balloons. There was utter disregard for the fact that
displaying black flags or sporting black bands is the most
passive form of protest in a democracy.
While everyone wonders whether we are heading
towards a police state, popular public support to the
peaceful demonstration is becoming increasingly visible.
Citizens are busy offering food, water, blankets and other
essentials for the protestors. Some battery-operated lights
have also been donated for the safety of demonstrators
at night.
It would not be unfair to assume that the dharna has
turned into a mass people’s movement in Lucknow—
something that must be making Adityanath and his
government very uncomfortable.
(Sharat Pradhan is a senior journalist in Lucknow.)

cont'd... from page no. 7
mould themselves in the image of the constitution so
passionately; similarly, the flag was never so vibrant
as when adorning a cheek in Shaheen Bagh. A friend
describes this moment also as a semiotic turnaround,
in which a symbol invested with the idea of power
and hegemony, sheds the burden and stretches itself to

accommodate innumerable new meanings of resistance.
One can’t help but hope that those caught in the web
of divisive politics might start wondering—have our
‘enemies’ justice on their side; have we been reduced to
mere instruments of crude ideology?
(Chitra Padmanabhan is a journalist and author.)
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154 European Union Lawmakers Draft Stunning Anti-CAA
Resolution
Mala Jay
India’s Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) could
trigger the “largest statelessness crisis in the world and
cause widespread human suffering”, a powerful group of
154 European Parliament members have warned.
In a scathing denouncement of CAA, the lawmakers
have drafted a formal five-page resolution to be tabled
during the plenary session of the European Parliament
starting in Brussels next week.
The proposed resolution not only describes the CAA
as “discriminatory and dangerously divisive” but also
a violation of India’s “international obligations” under
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR) and other Human Rights treaties to which New
Delhi is a signatory.
The 154 lawmakers belong to the ‘S&D Group’—a
progressive forum of MEPs from 26 EU countries,
recognised as the second-largest political caucus in the
European Parliament. They are committed to upholding
social justice and democratic values such as Equality,
Diversity and Fairness.
Significantly the draft resolution also refers pointedly
to the United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of
Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, to
which India is also bound.
This is in the context of their observation that the
adoption of the CAA “has sparked massive protests
against its implementation, with 27 reported deaths, 175
injured and thousands arrested and reports that the Indian
government has ordered internet shutdowns, imposed
curfews and placed limits on public transportation to
prevent peaceful protests”.
Moreover, “reports have emerged of hundreds of
protesters being beaten, shot, and tortured, in particular
in Uttar Pradesh”.
The draft resolution notes that on January 5, 2020, the
campus of Jawaharlal Nehru University, where students
were protesting against the CAA and the National
Register of Citizens (NRC), was attacked by a masked
mob that injured over 20 students and teachers from the
University.
It says various media reports and students have
alleged that the police stood witness to the attack and
refused to control and arrest the mob, about which the

international community, including the UN, has already
expressed concerns regarding the CAA and the violence
that it has sparked. It quotes the spokesperson for the UN
High Commission for Human Rights as having expressed
concern that the CAA is ‘fundamentally discriminatory
in nature’.
The S&D Group has pointed out that CAA was
amended ostensibly to enable irregular migrants to
acquire Indian citizenship through naturalisation and
registration. However the CAA restricts eligibility
to only Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and
Christians from Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan
who entered India on or before 31 December 2014.
“The CAA is explicitly discriminatory in nature as it
specifically excludes Muslims from having access to
the same provisions as other religious groups”, it says.
Further, whereas the Indian Government has stated
that the countries listed in the CAA are Muslim-majority
countries where minority religions are more likely to
face persecution in their home countries, thus using this
as justification for fast-tracked citizenship, but India
shares a border with Bangladesh, Bhutan, Burma, Nepal,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka—“yet the CAA does not bring Sri
Lankan Tamils under its purview, who form the largest
refugee group in India and who have been resident in the
country for over thirty years”.
Moreover, CAA also excludes Rohingya Muslims
from Myanmar, who have been described by Amnesty
International and the United Nations as the world’s
most persecuted minority; and also ignores the plight
of Ahmadis in Pakistan, Bihari Muslims in Bangladesh,
and the Hazaras of Pakistan, all of whom are subject to
persecution in their home countries.
According to the S&D Group, the CAA contradicts
Article 14 of India’s own Constitution, which guarantees
the right to equality to every person and protects them
from discrimination on the grounds of religion, race,
caste, sex or place of birth.
In effect, the amended law “undermines India’s
commitment to uphold the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the ICCPR and the Convention for the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination, to which India is
a State party, which prohibit discrimination on the basis
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of racial, ethnic or religious grounds”.
The draft resolution states that the CAA was
enacted during the Government’s push for a nationwide
citizenship verification process (the NRC). “The
Government’s statements revealed that the aim of the
NRC process was to strip Muslims of their citizenship
rights while protecting those of Hindus and other nonMuslims” and “whereas Muslims who are not included in
the NRC will have recourse to the Foreigners’ Tribunals
that have been established to determine the right to
citizenship, these tribunals have been internationally
condemned for failing to protect the right to a fair trial
and human rights guarantees”.
It notes that although the Indian Government has
stated that it is yet to start a nationwide NRC, this exercise
was recently concluded in Assam and “resulted in the
exclusion of more than 1.9 million people and has been
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used to label them as illegal migrants, who now face an
uncertain future and possible deportation”.
Several Indian States have already announced that
they would not implement the law and the Government
of Kerala, in its petition to the Supreme Court, called
the CAA ‘a violation of the secular nature of the Indian
Constitution’ and accused the federal Indian Government
of ‘dividing the nation on religious lines’.
The draft resolution calls on the Indian authorities
to ensure the right to peaceful protest and to guarantee
the life and physical integrity of those who choose to
demonstrate and also to ensure that the security forces
comply with the United Nations Basic Principles on
the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement
Officials.
(Courtesy: National Herald)

cont'd... from page no. 5
the citizenry across all denominational, gender and
gerontological divides seems equally charged to rebuff
the measure, encouraging many state governments to
proclaim that they will not implement the new law,
however the chips fall.
Unprecedentedly, one state government has now filed
a suit against the central government in the top court,
challenging the constitutionality of the new law, even as
some 60 or so writ petitions also wait to be heard there.
Can it be hoped that the triumvirate will find it in
themselves to step back and become partners in this
glorious revival of secular–democratic consciousness
and constitutional assertion? Not likely; and certainly
not till the top court makes its views known.
And how may that court in turn read the spontaneous
revulsion against what has come to be recognised as the
deleterious intent behind the new law? The Supreme
Court of India seems as much on test as those that are
now in charge of the republic.
There are times in history when justice comes to
mean a concept in excess of mere jurisprudence. Just
to recall: the declaration of the Internal Emergency in
June, 1975 was a wholly legal act; yet the judge who has
come to be lauded by the people of India and our current
political rulers has been the one who held that declaration
ultra vires, not the judges who put their stamp on it.
But, however those things might pan out, the
spontaneous but tough-mindedly awake and aware
upsurge that has gripped the mood and imagination of

the nation will remain a boon to the life of the republic
in the long-term, and perhaps an eye-opener for large
sections of the media that have thus far tended to think
that the rulers of the day are far too invincible for them
to risk any principled journalism.
What will be of crucial interest and far-reaching
import is how the organised political life of the republic
may or may not be impacted by the leadership provided
by the street. The question observers justly ponder is
this: have political formations opposed to the ruling party
fully grasped the extent and meaning of India’s renewed
non-cooperation movement?
And will they find the will and the strategy to plough
the lead from the youth and the women into forging a new
and credible politics that is uncompromisingly committed
to the informing values of the constitution, overriding the
call of short-term calculations?
The women of Shaheen Bagh are watching.
(Badri Raina has taught at Delhi University.)
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is available at
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Closer Than Ever: It Is 100 Seconds to Midnight
John Mecklin
Editor’s note: Founded in 1945 by University of
Chicago scientists who had helped develop the first
atomic weapons in the Manhattan Project, the Bulletin
of the Atomic Scientists created the Doomsday Clock two
years later, using the imagery of apocalypse (midnight)
and the contemporary idiom of nuclear explosion
(countdown to zero) to convey threats to humanity and
the planet. The decision to move (or to leave in place)
the minute hand of the Doomsday Clock is made every
year by the Bulletin’s Science and Security Board in
consultation with its Board of Sponsors, which includes
13 Nobel laureates. The Clock has become a universally
recognised indicator of the world’s vulnerability to
catastrophe from nuclear weapons, climate change and
disruptive technologies in other domains.
To: Leaders and citizens of the world
Re: Closer than ever: It is 100 seconds to midnight
Date: January 23, 2020
Humanity continues to face two simultaneous
existential dangers—nuclear war and climate change—
that are compounded by a threat multiplier, cyber-enabled
information warfare, that undercuts society’s ability to
respond. The international security situation is dire, not
just because these threats exist, but because world leaders
have allowed the international political infrastructure for
managing them to erode.
In the nuclear realm, national leaders have ended
or undermined several major arms control treaties and
negotiations during the last year, creating an environment
conducive to a renewed nuclear arms race, to the
proliferation of nuclear weapons, and to lowered barriers
to nuclear war. Political conflicts regarding nuclear
programs in Iran and North Korea remain unresolved
and are, if anything, worsening. US–Russia cooperation
on arms control and disarmament is all but nonexistent.
Public awareness of the climate crisis grew over the
course of 2019, largely because of mass protests by young
people around the world. Just the same, governmental
action on climate change still falls far short of meeting
the challenge at hand. At UN climate meetings last year,
national delegates made fine speeches but put forward
few concrete plans to further limit the carbon dioxide

emissions that are disrupting Earth’s climate. This limited
political response came during a year when the effects
of manmade climate change were manifested by one of
the warmest years on record, extensive wildfires and
quicker-than-expected melting of glacial ice.
Continued corruption of the information ecosphere
on which democracy and public decision making
depend has heightened the nuclear and climate threats.
In the last year, many governments used cyber-enabled
disinformation campaigns to sow distrust in institutions
and among nations, undermining domestic and
international efforts to foster peace and protect the planet.
This situation—two major threats to human
civilisation, amplified by sophisticated, technologypropelled propaganda—would be serious enough if
leaders around the world were focused on managing
the danger and reducing the risk of catastrophe. Instead,
over the last two years, we have seen influential leaders
denigrate and discard the most effective methods for
addressing complex threats—international agreements
with strong verification regimes—in favour of their
own narrow interests and domestic political gain. By
undermining cooperative, science- and law-based
approaches to managing the most urgent threats to
humanity, these leaders have helped to create a situation
that will, if unaddressed, lead to catastrophe, sooner
rather than later.
Faced with this daunting threat landscape and a new
willingness of political leaders to reject the negotiations
and institutions that can protect civilisation over the
long term, the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists Science
and Security Board today moves the Doomsday Clock
20 seconds closer to midnight—closer to apocalypse
than ever. In so doing, board members are explicitly
warning leaders and citizens around the world that the
international security situation is now more dangerous
than it has ever been, even at the height of the Cold War.
Civilisation-ending nuclear war—whether started
by design, blunder, or simple miscommunication—is a
genuine possibility. Climate change that could devastate
the planet is undeniably happening. And for a variety
of reasons that include a corrupted and manipulated
media environment, democratic governments and other
institutions that should be working to address these
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threats have failed to rise to the challenge.
The Bulletin believes that human beings can manage
the dangers posed by the technology that humans create.
Indeed, in the 1990s leaders in the United States and the
Soviet Union took bold actions that made nuclear war
markedly less likely—and as a result the Bulletin moved
the minute hand of the Doomsday Clock the farthest it
has been from midnight.
But given the inaction—and in too many cases
counterproductive actions—of international leaders,
the members of the Science and Security Board are
compelled to declare a state of emergency that requires
the immediate, focused, and unrelenting attention of the
entire world. It is 100 seconds to midnight. The Clock
continues to tick. Immediate action is required.

A retreat from arms control creates a dangerous
nuclear reality
The world is sleepwalking its way through a newly
unstable nuclear landscape. The arms control boundaries
that have helped prevent nuclear catastrophe for the last
half century are being steadily dismantled.
In several areas, a bad situation continues to worsen.
Throughout 2019, Iran increased its stockpile of lowenriched uranium, increased its uranium enrichment
levels, and added new and improved centrifuges—all
to express its frustration that the United States had
withdrawn from the Iran nuclear deal (formally known
as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, or JCPOA),
re-imposed economic sanctions on Iran and pressured
other parties to the Iran nuclear agreement to stop their
compliance with the agreement. Early this year, amid
high US-Iranian tensions, the US military conducted a
drone air strike that killed a prominent Iranian general
in Iraq. Iranian leaders vowed to exact “severe revenge”
on US military forces, and the Iranian government
announced it would no longer observe limits, imposed
by the JCPOA, on the number of centrifuges that it uses
to enrich uranium.
Although Iran has not formally exited the nuclear
deal, its actions appear likely to reduce the “breakout
time” it would need to build a nuclear weapon, to less
than the 12 months envisioned by parties to the JCPOA.
At that point, other parties to the nuclear agreement—
including the European Union and possibly Russia and
China—may be compelled to acknowledge that Iran is
not complying. What little is left of the agreement could
crumble, reducing constraints on the Iranian nuclear
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program and increasing the likelihood of military conflict
with the United States.
The demise of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear
Forces (INF) Treaty became official in 2019, and, as
predicted, the United States and Russia have begun a new
competition to develop and deploy weapons the treaty
had long banned. Meanwhile, the United States continues
to suggest that it will not extend New START, the
agreement that limits US and Russian deployed strategic
nuclear weapons and delivery systems, and that it may
withdraw from the Open Skies Treaty, which provides
aerial overflights to build confidence and transparency
around the world. Russia, meanwhile, continues to
support an extension of New START.
The assault on arms control is exacerbated by the
decay of great power relations. Despite declaring its
intent to bring China into an arms control agreement, the
United States has adopted a bullying and derisive tone
toward its Chinese and Russian competitors. The three
countries disagree on whether to pursue negotiations
on outer space, missile defenses and cyberwarfare. One
of the few issues they do agree on: They all oppose
the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons,
which opened for signature in 2017. As an alternative,
the United States has promoted, within the context of
the review conference process of the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT), an initiative called “Creating
the Environment for Nuclear Disarmament.” The success
of this initiative may depend on its reception at the 2020
NPT Review Conference—a landmark 50th anniversary
of the treaty.
US efforts to reach agreement with North Korea
made little progress in 2019, despite an early summit in
Hanoi and subsequent working-level meetings. After a
North Korean deadline for end-of-year progress passed,
Kim Jong Un announced he would demonstrate a new
“strategic weapon” and indicated that North Korea
would forge ahead without sanctions relief. Until now,
the willingness of both sides to continue a dialogue was
positive, but Chairman Kim seems to have lost faith in
President Trump’s willingness to come to an agreement.
Without conscious efforts to reinvigorate arms
control, the world is headed into an unregulated nuclear
environment. Such an outcome could reproduce the
intense arms race that was the hallmark of the early
decades of the nuclear age. Both the United States and
Russia have massive stockpiles of warheads and fissile
material in reserve from which to draw, if they choose.
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Should China decide to build up to US and Russian
arsenal levels—a development previously dismissed as
unlikely but now being debated—deterrence calculations
could become more complicated, making the situation
more dangerous. An unconstrained North Korea, coupled
with a more assertive China, could further destabilise
Northeast Asian security.
As we wrote last year and re-emphasise now, any
belief that the threat of nuclear war has been vanquished
is a mirage.

An insufficient response to an increasingly
threatened climate
In the past year, some countries have taken action to
combat climate change, but others—including the United
States, which formalised its withdrawal from the Paris
Agreement, and Brazil, which dismantled policies that
had protected the Amazon rainforest—have taken major
steps backward. The highly anticipated UN Climate
Action Summit in September fell far short of Secretary
General António Guterres’ request that countries come
not with “beautiful speeches, but with concrete plans.”
The 60 or so countries that have committed (in more or
less vague terms) to net zero emissions of carbon dioxide
account for just 11 percent of global emissions. The UN
climate conference in Madrid similarly disappointed. The
countries involved in negotiations there barely reached
an agreement, and the result was little more than a weak
nudge, asking countries to consider further curbing their
emissions. The agreement made no advances in providing
further support to poorer countries to cut emissions and
deal with increasingly damaging climate impacts.
Lip service continued, with some governments
now echoing many scientists’ use of the term “climate
emergency.” But the policies and actions that governments
proposed were hardly commensurate to an emergency.
Exploration and exploitation of fossil fuels continues to
grow. A recent UN report finds that global governmental
support and private sector investment have put fossil
fuels on course to be over-produced at more than twice
the level needed to meet the emissions-reduction goals
set out in Paris.
Unsurprisingly, these continuing trends are reflected
in our atmosphere and environment: greenhouse gas
emissions rose again over the past year, taking both
annual emissions and atmospheric concentrations of
greenhouse gases to record highs. The world is heading
in the opposite direction from the clear demands of
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climate science and plain arithmetic: net carbon dioxide
emissions need to go down to zero if the world is to
stop the continuing buildup of greenhouse gases. World
emissions are going in the wrong direction.
The consequences of climate change in the lives of
people around the world have been striking and tragic.
India was ravaged in 2019 both by record-breaking
heat waves and record-breaking floods, each taking a
heavy toll on human lives. Wildfires from the Arctic to
Australia, and many regions in between, have erupted
with a frequency, intensity, extent and duration that
further degrade ecosystems and endanger people. It is
not good news when wildfires spring up simultaneously
in both the northern and southern hemispheres, making
the notion of a limited “fire season” increasingly a thing
of the past.
The dramatic effects of a changing climate, alongside
the glacial progress of government responses, have
unsurprisingly led to rising concern and anger among
growing numbers of people. Climate change has
catalysed a wave of youth engagement, activism and
protest that seems akin to the mobilisation triggered by
nuclear disaster and nuclear weapons fears in the 1970s
and 1980s. Politicians are taking notice, and, in some
cases, starting to propose policies scaled to the urgency
and magnitude of the climate problem. We hope that
public support for strong climate policies will continue to
spread, corporations will accelerate their investments in
low-carbon technologies, the price of renewable energy
will continue to decline, and politicians will take action.
We also hope that these developments will happen rapidly
enough to lead to the major transformation that is needed
to check climate change.
But the actions of many world leaders continue
to increase global risk, at a time when the opposite is
urgently needed.

The increased threat of information warfare and
other disruptive technologies
Nuclear war and climate change are major threats to
the physical world. But information is an essential aspect
of human interaction, and threats to the information
ecosphere—especially when coupled with the emergence
of new destabilising technologies in artificial intelligence,
space, hypersonics, and biology—portend a dangerous
and multifaceted global instability.
In recent years, national leaders have increasingly
dismissed information with which they do not agree
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as fake news, promulgating their own untruths,
exaggerations and misrepresentations in response.
Unfortunately, this trend accelerated in 2019. Leaders
claimed their lies to be truth, calling into question the
integrity of, and creating public distrust in, national
institutions that have historically provided societal
stability and cohesion.
In the United States, there is active political
antagonism toward science and a growing sense of
government-sanctioned disdain for expert opinion,
creating fear and doubt regarding well-established
science about climate change and other urgent challenges.
Countries have long attempted to employ propaganda
in service of their political agendas. Now, however,
the internet provides widespread, inexpensive access
to worldwide audiences, facilitating the broadcast of
false and manipulative messages to large populations
and enabling millions of individuals to indulge in their
prejudices, biases, and ideological differences.
The recent emergence of so-called “deepfakes”—
audio and video recordings that are essentially
undetectable as false—threatens to further undermine
the ability of citizens and decision makers to separate
truth from fiction. The resulting falsehoods hold the
potential to create economic, social, and military chaos,
increasing the possibility of misunderstandings or
provocations that could lead to war, and fomenting public
confusion that leads to inaction on serious issues facing
the planet. Agreement on facts is essential to democracy
and effective collective action.
Other new technologies, including developments in
biological engineering, high-speed (hypersonic) weapons
and space weapons, present further opportunities for
disruption.
Artificial intelligence is progressing at a frenzied
pace. In addition to the concern about marginally
controlled AI development and its incorporation into
weaponry that would make kill decisions without
human supervision, AI is now being used in military
command and control systems. Research and experience
have demonstrated the vulnerability of these systems
to hacking and manipulation. Given AI’s known
shortcomings, it is crucial that the nuclear command
and control system remain firmly in the hands of human
decision makers.
There is increasing investment in and deployment
of hypersonic weapons that will severely limit response
times available to targeted nations and create a dangerous
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degree of ambiguity and uncertainty, at least in part
because of their likely ability to carry either nuclear or
conventional warheads. This uncertainty could lead to
rapid escalation of military conflicts. At a minimum,
these weapons are highly destabilising and presage a
new arms race.
Meanwhile, space has become a new arena for
weapons development, with multiple countries testing
and deploying kinetic, laser and radiofrequency antisatellite capabilities and the United States creating a new
military service, the Space Force.
The overall global trend is toward complex, hightech, highly automated, high-speed warfare. The
computerised and increasingly AI-assisted nature of
militaries, the sophistication of their weapons, and the
new, more aggressive military doctrines asserted by
the most heavily armed countries could result in global
catastrophe.

How the world should respond
To say the world is nearer to doomsday today than
during the Cold War—when the United States and Soviet
Union had tens of thousands more nuclear weapons than
they now possess—is to make a profound assertion that
demands serious explanation. After much deliberation,
the members of the Science and Security Board have
concluded that the complex technological threats the
world faces are at least as dangerous today as they were
last year and the year before, when we set the Clock at
two minutes to midnight (as close as it had ever been,
and the same setting that was announced in 1953, after
the United States and the Soviet Union tested their first
thermonuclear weapons).
But this year, we move the Clock 20 seconds closer
to midnight not just because trends in our major areas of
concern—nuclear weapons and climate change—have
failed to improve significantly over the last two years.
We move the Clock toward midnight because the means
by which political leaders had previously managed these
potentially civilisation-ending dangers are themselves
being dismantled or undermined, without a realistic effort
to replace them with new or better management regimes.
In effect, the international political infrastructure for
controlling existential risk is degrading, leaving the world
in a situation of high and rising threat. Global leaders
are not responding appropriately to reduce this threat
level and counteract the hollowing-out of international
political institutions, negotiations, and agreements that
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aim to contain it. The result is a heightened and growing
risk of disaster.
To be sure, some of these negative trends have been
long in development. That they could be seen coming
miles in the distance but still were allowed to occur is
not just disheartening but also a sign of fundamental
dysfunction in the world’s efforts to manage and reduce
existential risk.
Last year, we called the extremely troubling state of
world security an untenable “new abnormal.” “In this
extraordinarily dangerous state of affairs, nuclear war
and climate change pose severe threats to humanity, yet
go largely unaddressed,” we wrote.
This dangerous situation remains—and continues
to deteriorate. Compounding the nuclear, climate, and
information warfare threats, the world’s institutional
and political capacity for dealing with these threats and
reducing the possibility of civilisation-scale catastrophe
has been diminished. Because of the worldwide
governmental trend toward dysfunction in dealing with
global threats, we feel compelled to move the Doomsday
Clock forward. The need for emergency action is urgent.
There are many practical, concrete steps that leaders
could take—and citizens should demand—to improve the
current, absolutely unacceptable state of world security
affairs. Among them:
•

•

US and Russian leaders can return to the negotiating
table to: reinstate the INF Treaty or take other action
to restrain an unnecessary arms race in medium-range
missiles; extend the limits of New START beyond
2021; seek further reductions in nuclear arms; discuss
a lowering of the alert status of the nuclear arsenals of
both countries; limit nuclear modernisation programs
that threaten to create a new nuclear arms race; and
start talks on cyber warfare, missile defenses, the
militarisation of space, hypersonic technology, and
the elimination of battlefield nuclear weapons.
The countries of the world should publicly rededicate
themselves to the temperature goal of the Paris
climate agreement, which is restricting warming
“well below” 2 degrees Celsius higher than
the preindustrial level. That goal is consistent
with consensus views on climate science, and,
notwithstanding the inadequate climate action
to date, it may well remain within reach if major
changes in the worldwide energy system and land use
are undertaken promptly. If that goal is to be attained,
industrialised countries will need to curb emissions

•

•

rapidly, going beyond their initial, inadequate pledges
and supporting developing countries so they can
leapfrog the entrenched, fossil fuel-intensive patterns
previously pursued by industrialised countries.
US citizens should demand climate action from their
government. President Trump’s decision to withdraw
the United States from the Paris climate change
agreement was a dire mistake. Whoever wins the
2020 US presidential election should reverse that
decision.
The international community should begin multilateral
discussions aimed at establishing norms of behavior,
both domestic and international, that discourage and
penalise the misuse of science. Science provides the
world’s searchlight in times of fog and confusion.
Furthermore, focused attention is needed to prevent
information technology from undermining public
trust in political institutions, in the media, and in the
existence of objective reality itself.

The global security situation is unsustainable and
extremely dangerous, but that situation can be improved,
if leaders seek change and citizens demand it. There is
no reason the Doomsday Clock cannot move away from
midnight. It has done so in the past when wise leaders
acted, under pressure from informed and engaged citizens
around the world. We believe that mass civic engagement
will be necessary to compel the change the world needs.
Citizens around the world have the power to unmask
social media disinformation and improve the long-term
prospects of their children and grandchildren. They
can insist on facts and discount nonsense. They can
demand—through public protest, at the ballot box, and
in many other creative ways—that their leaders take
immediate steps to reduce the existential threats of
nuclear war and climate change. It is now 100 seconds
to midnight, the most dangerous situation that humanity
has ever faced. Now is the time to unite—and act.
(John Mecklin is the editor-in-chief of the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists.)
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The Climate Decade: A Global Crisis Unveiled,
a Global Movement Unleashed
Erika Spanger-Siegfried
We’ve all just lived through a most consequential
ten years.
Some decades, like the 1860s for the Civil War and
the 1960s for the Civil Rights Movement, are seismic and
stand out in history for generations. The 2010s weren’t
like that (though politically it’s been one long mixedmartial arts cage fight) but in this decade, amidst the
stampede of everyday life, climate changes, sometimes
subtle or invisible, have locked down their profoundly
consequential influence on our future–with us, until
recently, scarcely noticing.
In the 2010s, more stable climate futures that we
could have adapted to were quietly foreclosed on,
more dangerous ones that we’ll struggle to cope with
were inked into the script, and we may, it seems, have
stumbled over catastrophic climate thresholds without
even knowing.
In this same time, millions have seen the signs and
joined the climate fight. Together we’ve felt grief as
bad news mounted, rage as monied interests blocked
the world’s efforts to save itself and, as climate denial
made a political comeback at home, we’ve felt at times
like the mythical Cassandra, cursed to tell the truth and
never be believed. And though recent years have brought
few clear policy wins and many setbacks, we have also
watched clean energy soar to new heights and the youth
climate movement surge onto the world stage and we’ve
taken heart.
Members of our Union of Concerned Scientists
(UCS) climate team have been reflecting on the last
ten years and what really shook us, for better or worse.
Below are climate moments, some universal, some
personal, that stood out. These are not the only or even
the most important ones. But their observations woven
together tell the story of a historically consequential
decade, when climate change became a climate crisis
and in doing so changed us all. Knowing now what we
only feared in 2010, many of us would give anything for
a do-over, to be our bravest selves before it was widely
seen as necessary. But by living these years as we did,
millions upon millions of us are meeting the 2020s
deeply changed, frightened but fierce, and ready to put
it all on the line.

Here’s what we’ve seen. What have you seen? And
are you ready for what comes next? We welcome your
comments.

2010: A decade is born as a climate policy dies
The decade began at the end of a long, bruising battle
for US climate policy. Angela Anderson, Director of the
Climate and Energy Program here at UCS, lived this up
close. Here’s how she tells it:
“The decade opened by dashing the rising hopes
that Congress would pass climate policy to guide
our emissions downward. After the 2008 midterms,
President Obama and the Democratic House majority
declared climate a priority and the House passed
Waxman-Markey’s 1200 page American Clean Energy
and Security Act (ACES, H.R. 2454), in part to advance
international negotiations toward a climate treaty the US
could lead and join in the UN meeting in Copenhagen at
the end of 2009. The bill was not enough to deliver an
international agreement, leading to the first real collapse
of those talks. When ACES went to the Senate, it faced
a Republican minority led by Mitch McConnell, who
had earlier pledged to block every Obama priority. The
Democratic strategy had been to persuade the American
people and elected officials to support the bill because
of its ‘green jobs’ and health benefits. One columnist’s
assessment of that strategy was that, ‘It was like “Fight
Club”—the first rule to passing climate legislation was
that you could not talk about the climate.’ So we began
the decade with the climate community in disarray,
dispirited and directionless. But before too long, we
realised that we had to figure out how to help the
American public understand how climate is affecting
and will continue to affect their lives if we were going to
have the political support needed to address what would
become a climate crisis.”
So, we did our best to dust off, check our
discouragement, and get on with the work.

2011: What happens in the Arctic…
The Arctic took a more prominent role over the course
of this decade as a key harbinger of climate change. But
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unlike canaries in coal mines which alert us to danger
through harm done to them alone, it has been noted this
decade with increasing alarm that “what happens in the
Arctic doesn’t stay in the Arctic.” UCS’s Director of
Climate Science, Brenda Ekwurzel, has followed these
trends for many years. Looking back at the 2010s, she
recalls early troubling developments:
“In 2011, the proportion of Arctic sea ice greater than
4 years old—a key indicator of sea ice’s resilience—
dropped to less than 5% and has never recovered. After
dipping to an all-time low in 2012, 7 of the 10 years with
the lowest minimum sea ice extent have occurred since.
The absence of ice can devastate communities that rely
on such ice for food, transportation and their way of
life. On a global scale, disappearing Arctic ice can also
contribute to the severe cold snaps and extreme weather
we’ve experienced over the last decade.”
More than sea ice has been disappearing from the
Arctic this decade. In her work on carbon and boreal
forests, our Kendall Fellow, Carly Phillips, has been
watching other accelerating changes.
“Arctic permafrost is continuing to thaw and fail
at alarming rates. As permafrost thaws, anciently
stored carbon can be released to the atmosphere as
greenhouse gases, and that, of course, further amplifies
warming. Indeed, while the 2011 Arctic Report Card
observed ‘A major uncertainty is whether continued
Arctic warming and permafrost thawing could cause
these high latitude ecosystems to become a net source
of CO2,’ the 2019 Report Card warned that ‘Thawing
permafrost throughout the Arctic could be releasing an
estimated 300–600 million tons of net carbon per year
to the atmosphere.’”

2012: Hurricane Sandy’s wake-up call
Astrid Caldas, Senior Climate Scientist, recalls
when Hurricane Sandy rained destruction, scarred
communities, and shaped the climate perception of
millions of people from “meh” to “this is dead serious.”
“October 29, 2012. It was unreal. Katrina was
certainly in my mind as the powerful “superstorm”
Sandy blew across the populous, developed Northeast
US, blowing minds in its wake. I was fortunate to be
out of its reach, but I couldn’t unglue my eyes from the
TV. Nobody in the storm’s path had seen anything like
it. The images and on-the-ground devastation brought
home the realisation of what storms could be like in a
warming world, of the new, true risks of coastal living,
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and certainly of the seriousness of climate change (yes,
Sandy was made worse by it). Thankfully, Sandy spurred
important initiatives like Rebuild by Design that urged us
to think big about how to increase resilience; we tried to
learn and build back stronger. But since then, warming
emissions have kept rising, and Sandy—at the time the
second costliest extreme weather event in US history
after Katrina—has been surpassed by hurricanes Harvey
and Maria in 2017. As we have learned about the role
of climate change in making extreme events worse, and
about the alarming trend in stronger hurricanes, will the
US and the world do something about it? How long will
coastal communities be able to keep their heads above
water, if not?”

2013: CO2 reaches 400 ppm
Climate science tells its story in numbers and in
that story, carbon dioxide plays a lead role. Kristina
Dahl, Senior Climate Scientist, recalls how in 2013
CO2, invisible to the eye but a potent determinant of
the planet’s temperature, had the numbers equivalent of
a mic drop moment.
“On May 9, 2013, the concentration of carbon
dioxide in Earth’s atmosphere hit 400 parts per million
for the first time in at least three million years. Geologic
records suggest that the last time CO2 was at this level
was the Pliocene when the Earth was a very different
place, e.g., with sea levels roughly 25 meters higher than
today. We know from Antarctic ice cores that for the
800,000 years leading up to the Industrial Revolution, the
concentration of carbon dioxide in Earth’s atmosphere
never exceeded 300 parts per million (ppm). When
scientists began directly measuring CO2 in 1958, its
concentration had risen to 315 ppm. By 1988, when
James Hansen testified before Congress that humaninduced global warming was detectable and scientists
called for sharp reductions in fossil fuel use, CO2 levels
were at 350 ppm. Over the next 25 years, those warnings
went unheeded as we marched to 400 ppm in 2013. Like
Hansen’s testimony, the 400 ppm mark could have been
a wake-up call to humanity. Instead, we sleepwalked to
where we are today: 411 ppm.”

2014: Power to the Peoples’ Climate Movement
With climate records seeming to fall at an alarming
clip by mid-decade and with no real movement on climate
policy, many of us working on the issues were desperate
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for a shot in the arm. As Kate Cell, Manager of our
Climate Campaign recalls, 2014 delivered.
“When I first started campaigning for climate action,
I was frequently asked: ‘What does it take to get us in
the streets?’ In 2014 the Peoples’ Climate Movement
answered the question by assembling a huge coalition
of climate justice activists, union workers, faith leaders,
scientists and health professionals and thousands more
to advocate for climate, jobs and justice. UCS folks
joined more than 300,000 people in a September march
in New York City, timed to coincide with that year’s UN
Climate Summit. Three years later we were one hundred
days into the Trump administration’s anti-climate, antijustice, anti-science agenda and it was time to march
again. This time UCS didn’t just walk. I was privileged
to serve on the steering committee that planned the
April 2017 mobilisation and to organise the attendance
of more than 1000 UCS supporters, some of whom
also participated in a legislative day to demand action
from Capitol Hill. During the march itself, we led the
science and health section. I was exhilarated that UCS
helped gather 200,000 people in the capital. To all who
asked: we’re in the streets now and there’s no turning
us back.”

2015: The Paris Agreement
In 2015, we watched in horror as Syrians and other
refugees fled crises that, we learned, were exacerbated
by climate change. But in a dramatic and hopeful
development, the year closed on an historic high note
in Paris. No one (perhaps literally) knows these highs
and lows better than 28-year veteran of the international
climate negotiations and UCS’s Director of Strategy and
Policy, Alden Meyer.
“On December 14, 2015, the Paris Agreement was
adopted, setting a goal of ‘holding the increase in the
global average temperature to well below 2°C above
pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the
temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial
levels,’ and requiring countries to put forward selfdetermined emissions limitation pledges. These initial
pledges collectively fell far short of what’s needed to
meet the temperature goals, so countries were asked to
consider ‘updating’ their pledges before finalising them
in 2020. This means that next year is shaping up as the
moment of truth for Paris: will countries step up their
ambition, or condemn current and future generations to
truly devastating climate impacts?
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Two days into the next climate summit, held in
November 2016 in Marrakech, Morocco, Donald
Trump unexpectedly won the US presidential election.
At a packed press conference the next morning, I told
reporters Trump’s presidency would pose a threat to
Paris, but also noted the growing numbers of states,
cities, companies and others making strong climate
action commitments. In the days that followed, these
governors, mayors and corporate CEOs issued statements
pledging to meet the US Paris commitments, despite
Trump’s election; they now comprise the We Are Still
In coalition, which represents more than two-thirds of
the US economy and population.”

2016: Ecosystems and species pay a price
One of the great injustices of climate change came
into clear relief this decade: that people who have
contributed least to the problem—the global poor—
will pay most dearly for it. Another breathtaking, farreaching injustice, the climate-driven collapse of whole
ecosystems and extinction of species, came into stark
focus, too. The Deputy Director of our Climate and
Energy Program, Adam Markham, describes the disaster
that was unfolding for coral reefs.
“The third-ever global coral bleaching event got
underway in 2015 and would play out over the next
two years, eventually becoming the most significant
event ever documented in geographic extent, length
and severity. Warm-water reefs everywhere experienced
elevated water temperatures, and by June 2017 70% of
the world’s coral had been exposed to waters hot enough
to cause bleaching. The consequences for Australia’s
1,600-mile-long Great Barrier Reef, the world’s largest
coral reef system, were especially severe. By June 2016,
surveys showed that 93% of the corals of the northern
section had been affected and that more than 20% had
died. The conditions were so extreme that corals such
as staghorns suffered catastrophic die-off, altering the
species mix and biological structure of the reef. Coral
spawning—the mechanism by which reefs can reproduce
and recover—was down by nearly 90% on the Great
Barrier Reef in 2016 and 2017. The future looks bleak
for warm-water coral ecosystems without governments’
most ambitious emissions reductions— according to both
a 2017 UNESCO report and the IPCC’s 2018 report,
which found that almost all living reefs will be lost if
we do not keep warming below 2.0°C.”
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2017: Hurricanes’ unprecedented lashing
The 2010s reshaped our perceptions of the seasons
as climate change pushed our normal seasonal cycles
to palpably abnormal and destructive extremes. Before
giving way to the most extensive wildfire season on
record in California, at least until the next year, the 2017
hurricane season landed terribly costly blows, in lives as
well as dollars, on Caribbean nations and the US. With
family in Puerto Rico, 2017’s hurricane season left deep
impressions on Climate Vulnerability Social Scientist,
Juan Declet-Barreto.
“Seventeen named storms was the balance that
2017 left us. Ten became hurricanes. Six of those were
Category 3, 4 or 5, and three made landfall in the US
or its territories. No wonder NOAA was glad to declare
at the end of November that the ‘extremely active 2017
Atlantic hurricane season finally ended.’ Nowhere in
the western hemisphere was that felt with more ferocity,
destruction, and misery than in Puerto Rico and the US
Virgin Islands. After the near-miss of Hurricane Irma
in early September, Puerto Ricans breathed a sigh of
relief. But a few weeks later, Hurricane María battered
the islands, leaving the US territories without power
for months and unleashing a humanitarian crisis that
contributed to thousands of deaths. Meanwhile, Texas
was reeling from Hurricane Harvey, which dropped
rainfall that was literally off the charts, prompting NOAA
to add more colours to its maps. There, environmental
justice communities faced both climate change and
acute toxic pollution when structures that house toxic
chemicals collapsed due to the rain, exposing residents
to toxic emissions. As the decade closes, I wonder about
the abysmal difference between the sort of recovery the
US Caribbean requires, and what it got: a despondent
and bungled federal effort, exemplified by the indecorous
spectacle of the President throwing paper towel rolls at
victims; plans to continue burning fossil fuels and even
bring untested nuclear technologies to the energy grid,
instead of a transition to renewables. Still, I am hopeful
that Puerto Ricans, wherever they may live, will continue
to demand an equitable recovery for our island.”
And while all communities hit by extremes wish to
be safer, this decade, some began taking aim at those
that bear some responsible, as Kathryn Mulvey, Fossil
Energy Accountability Campaign Manager, recounts.
“Communities across the US began to file lawsuits
seeking to hold fossil fuel producers accountable for the
mounting costs of climate damages and preparedness.
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With a majority of Americans thinking that fossil fuel
companies should pay for climate damages, these cases
are informed by attribution science that quantifies the
contributions of particular fossil fuel companies to global
average temperature increase, sea level rise and ocean
acidification.” Something to watch closely.

2018: Science pulls no punches
Climate scientists can feel like they’re howling into
the abyss, but things shifted in 2018. This latest year to
see a rash of devastating wildfires, hurricanes and other
extremes in the US also saw a heightened awareness
of and concern for climate change, as Senior Climate
Scientist, Rachel Licker, recounts.
“Two major climate science reports came out
in 2018 that seemed to pack a one-two punch in the
public’s imagination, quickly giving rise to the terms
‘climate crisis’ and ‘climate emergency.’ First came the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s report on
Global Warming of 1.5°C. The report made clear that
there are dramatic differences for life on Earth between
1.5° and 2°C warming, let alone anything higher (which
is where we’re headed). The report also made clear that
we don’t have a lot of time: to limit warming to 1.5°C,
we need to make deep cuts to our emissions in the next
decade and achieve net zero emissions by midcentury.
Shortly after, and while deadly wildfires roiled California,
the Trump Administration released the full Fourth
National Climate Assessment (NCA4) on Black Friday
in an attempt to bury the report. The strategy backfired,
with the report appearing on the cover of major media
outlets. NCA4 put a price tag on climate change for the
US in a way that wasn’t possible before and underscored
how the most vulnerable among us are likely to be most
affected. Previous reports seemed to go unheard by many.
Something was different this time around.”

2019: People power, climate justice
Rattled by the weight of 2018’s climate science, and
with a newfound awareness of the price we are paying
for decades of inaction, people around the world rose up
by the millions in 2019 to demand a crisis-level response
to climate change. Rachel Cleetus, Policy Director for
UCS’s Climate and Energy Program, who has seen this
unfold in her role as an ally to activists, a mother of
climate strikers, and herself a protester in the streets,
reflects on the surging energy of youth and indigenous
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movements, the hope and courage they inspire, and
their implicit call that hangs in the air: join us, it’s your
fight too.
“2019 was the year we saw climate protests and
strikes take off around the world in record numbers,
inspiring us at a time when climate impacts are already
so dire and hope so desperately needed. Everyone knows
the inimitable Greta Thunberg. Alongside her are many
climate justice advocates leading indigenous peoples’
movements and youth movements worldwide. They are
fighting with a moral clarity that is impossible to deny.
Hilda Nakabuye from Uganda was galvanised to action
after realising that climate change was affecting her
grandmother’s ability to grow food crops. At COP25
in Madrid she spoke powerfully: ‘I have come to think
that the climate crisis is another form of environmental
racism and apartheid.’ Indigenous activists like Nemonte
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Nenquimo, Emergildo Criollo, Sandro Piaguaje and Taita
Pablo Maniguaje, who are part of the Amazon Frontlines
movement, are fighting for the future of the Amazon often
at great peril to their lives. Chief Raoni Metuktire of the
indigenous Brazilian Kayapó people writes: ‘We, the
peoples of the Amazon, are full of fear. Soon you will be
too.’ Perhaps some amazing young people in your lives
are part of the global strikes for climate justice, putting
pressure on political leaders to respond to the climate
emergency now. Adults, please support them. Together,
we are gaining strength and we will not be denied.
‘El pueblo unido jamás será vencido…The people
united will never be defeated!’”
(Erika Spanger-Siegfried is a senior analyst in the
Climate and Energy program at the Union of Concerned
Scientists.)
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On Fire This Time
John Bellamy Foster
We are seeing today what appear to be the beginnings
of an ecological revolution, a new historical moment
unlike any humanity has experienced.(1) Not only is the
planet burning, but a revolutionary climate movement is
rising up and is now on fire in response. Here is a brief
chronology of the last year, focusing on climate actions
in Europe and North America—though it should be
stressed that the whole world is now objectively (and
subjectively) on fire this time:
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

August 2018: 15-year-old Greta Thunberg begins her
school strike outside the Swedish Parliament.
October 8, 2018: The United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
releases Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5ºC
pointing to the need for “systems transitions…
unprecedented in terms of scale.”(2)
October 17, 2018: Extinction Rebellion activists
occupy UK Greenpeace headquarters demanding
the staging of mass civil disobedience to address the
climate emergency.
November 6, 2018: Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
(Democrat) is elected as a Congressional
Representative on a platform that includes a Green
New Deal.
November 13, 2018: Members of the Sunrise
Movement occupy House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s
Congressional office; newly elected Representative
Ocasio-Cortez joins them.
November 17, 2018: Extinction Rebellion activists
block five bridges over the Thames in London.
December 10, 2018: Sunrise Movement activists
flood key Democratic Party Congressional offices
demanding the creation of a Select Committee for a
Green New Deal.
December 19, 2018: Members of Congress in support
of a Select Committee for a Green New Deal rises to
forty.
January 25, 2019: Thunberg tells World Economic
Forum: “Our house is on fire.… I want you to act as
if our house is on fire. Because it is.”
February 7, 2019: Representative Ocasio-Cortez and
Senator Edward Markey introduce the Green New
Deal Resolution in Congress.

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

March 15, 2019: Nearly 2,100 youth-led climate
strikes occur in 125 countries with 1.6 million
participating (100,000 in Milan, 40,000 in Paris,
150,000 in Montreal).(3)
April 15–19, 2019: Extinction Rebellion shuts down
large parts of central London.
April 23, 2019: Speaking to both Houses of
Parliament, Thunberg states: “Did you hear what I
just said? Is my English okay? Is the microphone on?
Because I am beginning to wonder.”(4)
April 25, 2019: Extinction Rebellion protesters
blockade the London Stock Exchange, gluing
themselves across its entrances.
May 1, 2019: UK Parliament declares a Climate
Emergency shortly after similar declarations by
Scotland and Wales.
August 22, 2019: Senator and presidential candidate
Bernie Sanders unveils the most comprehensive
Green New Deal plan to date, proposing a public
investment of $16.3 trillion over ten years.(5)
September 12, 2019: The number of Congressional
cosponsors of the Green New Deal Resolution
reaches 107.
September 20, 2019: Four million people join the
global climate strike, staging more than 2,500 events
in 150 countries. 1.4 million protest in Germany
alone.(6)
September 23, 2019: Thunberg tells the United
Nations: “People are suffering. People are dying.
Entire ecosystems are collapsing. We are in the
beginning of a mass extinction, and all you can talk
about is money and fairy tales of eternal economic
growth. How dare you!”(7)
September 25, 2019: IPCC Special Report on the
Ocean and Cryosphere is released, indicating that
many low-lying megacities and small islands,
especially in tropical regions, will experience
“extreme sea level events” every year by 2050.

The outpouring of climate change protests over
the last year were largely in response to the IPCC’s
October 2018 report, which declares that carbon dioxide
emissions need to peak in 2020, drop by 45 percent by
2030, and reach zero net emissions by 2050 for the world
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to have a reasonable chance of avoiding a catastrophic
1.5ºC increase in global average temperature.(8) Untold
numbers of people have suddenly become aware that,
in order to pull back from the edge of the cliff, it is
necessary to initiate socioeconomic change on a scale
commensurate with that of the Earth System crisis
that humanity is facing. This has resulted in System
Change Not Climate Change, the name of the leading
US ecosocialist movement, becoming the mantra of the
entire global grassroots climate movement.(9)
The meteoric rise of Thunberg and the student climate
strike movement, the Sunrise Movement, Extinction
Rebellion, and the Green New Deal, all within the brief
span of a year, coupled with the actual protests and strikes
of millions of climate change activists, the vast majority
of them young, has meant a massive transformation of
the environmental struggle in the advanced capitalist
states. Virtually overnight, the struggle has shifted from
its previous more generic climate action framework
toward the more radical climate justice and ecosocialist
wings of the movement. The climate action movement
has been largely reformist, merely seeking to nudge
business-as-usual in a climate-conscious direction. The
400,000-person climate march in New York in 2014,
organised by the People’s Climate Movement, proceeded
to 34th Street and 11th Avenue, a non-destination, rather
than to the United Nations where climate negotiators
were meeting, with the result that it had more the
character of a parade than a protest.
In contrast, climate justice organisations such as
Extinction Rebellion, the Sunrise Movement and the
Climate Justice Alliance are known for their direct action.
The new movement is younger, bolder, more diverse, and
more revolutionary in its outlook. In the present struggle
for the planet, there is a growing recognition that the
social and ecological relations of production must be
transformed. Only a transformation that is revolutionary
in terms of scale and tempo can pull humanity out of the
trap that capitalism has imposed. As Thunberg told the
UN Climate Change Conference on December 15, 2018,
“If the solutions within this system are so impossible to
find then maybe we should change the system itself.”(10)

The Green New Deal: Reform or Revolution?
What has made the struggle for an ecological
revolution a seemingly unstoppable force in the last
year is the rise of the Green New Deal, a program that
represents the coalescence of the movement to arrest
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climate change with the struggle for economic and social
justice, focusing on the effects on workers and frontline
communities. However, the Green New Deal was not
originally a radical-transformational strategy, but rather
a moderate-reformist one. The phrase Green New Deal
took hold in 2007 in a meeting between Colin Hines,
former head of Greenpeace’s International Economics
unit, and Guardian economics editor Larry Elliott. Faced
with growing economic and environmental problems,
Hines suggested a dose of Green Keynesian spending,
labeling it a Green New Deal after Franklin Roosevelt’s
New Deal during the Great Depression in the United
States. Elliott, Hines, and others, including British
entrepreneur Jeremy Leggett, launched the UK Green
New Deal Group later that year.(11)
The idea caught on quickly within environmental
policy circles. Barack Obama was to advance a Green
New Deal proposal in his 2008 campaign. However, he
dropped the Green New Deal terminology along with
what remained of its substance after the midterm elections
in 2010. In September 2009, the UN Environment
Programme issued a report entitled Global Green New
Deal, consisting of a sustainable growth plan.
All of these proposals, introduced under the mantle
of a Green New Deal, were top-down combinations of
Green Keynesianism, ecomodernism and corporatist
technocratic planning incorporating a marginal concern
for promoting employment and eradicating poverty,
while standing for a mildly reformist green capitalism.
In this respect, the first Green New Deal proposals had
more in common with Franklin Roosevelt’s First New
Deal, from 1933 to 1935 in the United States, which was
corporatist and heavily probusiness in character, than
with the Second New Deal from 1935 to 1940, which
was animated by the great revolt of industrial labor in
the mid-late 1930s.(12)
In sharp contrast to these early corporatist proposals,
the radical version of the Green New Deal that has
gained traction in the last year in the United States
has its historical inspiration in the great revolt from
below in the Second New Deal. A key force in this
metamorphosis was the Climate Justice Alliance that
arose in 2013 through the coalescence of various
primarily environmental justice organisations. The
Climate Justice Alliance currently unites sixty-eight
different frontline organisations, representing lowincome communities and communities of color, engaged
in immediate struggles for environmental justice and
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supporting a just transition.(13)
The Green New Deal first metamorphosed into
a radical grassroots strategy during Jill Stein’s two
successive Green Party presidential campaigns in 2012
and 2016. The Green Party’s Green New Deal had
four pillars: (1) An Economic Bill of Rights, including
the right to employment, workers’ rights, the right to
health care (Medicare for All), and the right to tuitionfree, federally funded, higher education; (2) a Green
Transition, promoting investment in small businesses,
green research, and green jobs; (3) Real Financial
Reform, including relieving homeowner and student
debt, democratising monetary policy, breaking up
financial corporations, ending government bailouts of
banks, and regulating financial derivatives; and (4) a
Functioning Democracy, revoking corporate personhood,
incorporating a Voter’s Bill of Rights, repealing the
Patriot Act, and cutting military spending by 50 percent.
(14)
There can be no doubt about the radical (and antiimperialist) nature of the Green Party’s original Green
New Deal platform. Its designated halving of US
military spending was the key to its plan to increase
federal spending in other spheres. At the heart of the
Green Party’s Green New Deal was thus an attack on
the economic, financial, and military structure of the US
empire, while focusing its economic policy proposals
on a Green Transition that would provide up to twenty
million new green jobs. The Green Transition part of the
program was, ironically, the weakest component of the
Green Party’s Green New Deal. The innovation of the
Green Party, however, was to link vital environmental
change to what it conceived as equally necessary social
change.
But it was not until the radical Green New Deal
burst forth in Congress in November 2018, spearheaded
by the newly elected Congressional Representative
Ocasio-Cortez following the midterm US elections, that
it suddenly became a major factor in the US political
landscape. Ocasio-Cortez had decided to run for office
after joining the hard-fought indigenous-led protest
aimed at blocking the Dakota Access Pipeline at Standing
Rock in North Dakota in 2016–17. In campaigning in
New York’s 14th Congressional District (representing
the Bronx and part of north-central Queens), she signed
the Sunrise Movement’s No Fossil Fuel Money pledge,
with the result that the Sunrise Movement canvassed for
her, contributing to her surprise election victory against
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ten-term-incumbent Representative Joe Crowley.
Ocasio-Cortez’s campaign drew much of its
inspiration from Sanders’ self-described democratic
socialist campaign for president in 2016 that led to the
revival of the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA),
which Ocasio-Cortez joined prior to her election. From
the start, the people’s Green New Deal resolution thus
took on what was in many ways an ecosocialist character.
In the fourteen-page Green New Deal Resolution
presented by Ocasio-Cortez and Markey in February
2019, the reality of the climate emergency is laid out
along with the extent of US responsibility. This is
juxtaposed to “related crises” manifested in: the decline
in life expectancy, wage stagnation, diminishing class
mobility, soaring inequality, the racial divide in wealth
and the gender earnings gap. The solution offered
is a Green New Deal that would achieve net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions through a “just transition,”
creating “millions of good, high wage jobs” in the
process of securing a sustainable environment. It is
designed to “promote justice and equity by stopping
current, preventing future, and repairing historic
oppression of indigenous peoples, communities of color,
migrant communities, deindustrialised communities,
depopulated rural communities, the poor, low income
workers, women, the elderly, the unhoused, people with
disabilities, and youth.”
The Green New Deal Resolution is based on a “10year national mobilisation.” In this period, the goal is to
achieve “100 percent of the power demand in the United
States through clean, renewable, and zero-emission
energy sources.” Other measures include opposing
“domestic or international monopolies”; supporting
family farming; building a sustainable food system;
establishing a zero-emission vehicle infrastructure;
promoting public transit; investing in high-speed
rail; ensuring the international exchange of climaterelated technology; creating partnerships with frontline
communities, labor unions, and worker cooperatives;
providing job guarantees, training and higher education
to the working population; ensuring high-quality,
universal health care for the entire US population; and
protecting public lands and waters.(15)
Unlike the Green Party’s New Deal, the Democratic
Party’s Green New Deal Resolution as introduced by
Ocasio-Cortez and Markey does not directly oppose
financial capital or US spending on the military and
empire. Rather, its radical character is confined to linking
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a massive mobilisation to combat climate change to
a just transition for frontline communities, including
redistributive economic measures. And yet there is
no doubt about the radical nature of the demands put
forward, which if carried out fully would require a
mass mobilisation of the entire society aimed at a vast
transformation of US capital and the expropriation of the
fossil fuel industry.
Sanders’ thirty-four-page Green New Deal plan goes
still further. It requires 100 percent renewable energy for
electricity and transportation by 2030 (amounting to a 71
percent reduction in US carbon emissions) and complete
decarbonisation by 2050 at the latest. It sets out to
accomplish all of this by devoting $16.3 trillion in public
investment to the massive mobilisation of resources to
displace fossil fuels; insisting on a just transition for
both workers and frontline communities; declaring a
climate change national emergency; and banning offshore
drilling, fracking, and mountaintop removal coal mining.
It would offer $200 billion to the Green Climate Fund
to support necessary transformations in poor countries
with the aim of helping reduce carbon emissions in less
industrialised nations by 36 percent by 2030.
To ensure a just transition for workers, Sanders
proposes “up to five years of a wage guarantee, job
placement assistance, relocation assistance, health
care, and a pension based on their previous salary,”
along with housing assistance, to all workers displaced
due to the switch away from fossil fuels. Workers will
receive training for different career paths, including
fully paid four-year college education. Health care cost
would be covered by Medicare for All. The principles
of environmental justice will be adhered to in order to
protect frontline communities. Funding will be provided
to impacted frontline communities, including the
indigenous. Tribal sovereignty will be respected, with
the Sanders plan including $1.12 billion offered for tribal
land access and extension programs.
Funding would come from a number of sources
including: (1) “massively raising taxes on corporate
polluters’ and investors’ fossil fuel income and wealth”
as well as “raising penalties on pollution from fossil
fuel energy generation” by corporations; (2) eliminating
subsidies to the fossil fuel industry; (3) cutting back on
military spending directed at safeguarding global oil
supplies; and (4) making corporations and the wealthy
pay their “fair share.”(16)
Sanders’s Green New Deal is thus distinguished
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from Ocasio-Cortez and Markey’s House Resolution
in: (1) setting a definite timeline for greenhouse gas
emission cuts (one far more ambitious for the United
States, due to its unique responsibilities, than what
is required by the world on average under the global
carbon budget); (2) its direct confrontation with fossil
capital; (3) explicitly basing its just transition on the
needs of the working class as a whole, while focusing in
particular on frontline communities; (4) specifying, like
the earlier Green Party New Deal proposal, the creation
of twenty million new jobs; (4) banning offshore drilling,
fracking, and mountaintop removal coal mining; (5)
confronting the role of the military in safeguarding the
global fossil fuel economy; (6) stipulating $16.3 trillion
in federal government expenditures on the Green New
Deal over ten years; and (7) relying on taxes on polluting
corporations to help fund the Green New Deal itself.(17)
The Sanders plan, however, backs off from the Green
Party’s bold proposal to halve military spending.
The peoples’ Green New Deal strategies now being
advanced constitute what in socialist theory is called
revolutionary reforms, that is, reforms that promise a
fundamental restructuring of economic, political, and
ecological power, and that point toward rather than
away from the transition from capitalism to socialism.
The scale of the changes envisaged are far greater,
representing a more formidable threat to the power of
capital, than those posed by the Second New Deal of
the late 1930s.
As capital understood from the start, these changes
would threaten the entire political-economic order, since
once the population was mobilised for change, the entire
metabolism of capitalist production would be challenged.
Energy corporations, Klein writes, will “have to leave
trillions of dollars’ worth of proven fossil fuel reserves
[which they count as assets] in the ground.”(18) For the
climate justice movement to take on fossil capital and the
reigning capitalist system as a whole in this way requires
social mobilisation and class struggle on an enormous
scale, with the major transformations in productionenergy to be introduced in a mere handful of years.
The Green New Deal proposals could spark
a global revolutionary struggle for freedom and
sustainability, since the changes contemplated go
against the logic of capital itself and cannot be achieved
without a mobilisation of the population as a whole on
an emergency basis.
Still, there are lingering contradictions to the radical
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Green New Deal strategies themselves, related to their
emphasis on economic growth and capital accumulation.
The constraints imposed by the need to stabilise the
climate are severe, requiring changes in the underlying
structure of production. Nevertheless, all of the current
Green New Deal proposals largely eschew any mention
of direct conservation of resources or cuts in overall
consumption—much less emergency measures like
rationing as an equitable non-price-related means of
reallocating society’s scarce resources (a fairly popular
measure in the United States in the Second World War).42
None consider the full level of waste built into the current
accumulation system and how that could be turned to
ecological advantage. As Klein cautions, a Green New
Deal plan would fail dismally both in protecting the
planet and in carrying out a just transition if it were to
take the path of “climate Keynesianism.”(19)

The IPCC and Mitigation Strategies
None of this is to deny that a tectonic shift appears
to be underway. The radical Green New Deal strategies
now being advocated threaten to blow apart the IPCCled scientific-policy process with respect to what can and
should be done to combat climate change. The IPCC’s
approach to the social actions necessary to mitigate the
climate emergency has been dictated in large part by the
current political-economic hegemony. Hence, while the
scale of climate change and its socioecological impacts
are well captured by IPCC models and projections,
the scale of the social change required to meet this
challenge is systematically downgraded in the hundreds
of mitigation models utilised by the IPCC. Magic bullets
emanating from market-price interventions (such as
carbon trading) and futuristic technology involving
inventions that are not feasible on the necessary scale
and that rely on negative emissions are resorted to
instead.(20)
Most climate mitigation models incorporate
bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS)
technology, which promotes growing plants (principally
trees) on a massive scale to be burned to produce energy,
while simultaneously capturing the carbon dioxide
released into the atmosphere and somehow sequestering
or storing it, as in geologic and ocean sequestration.
If implemented, this would require a quantity of land
equal to one or two Indias and an amount of freshwater
approximating that which is currently used by world
agriculture despite world water shortages.(21) Nor is the
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avid promotion of such purely mechanistic approaches an
accident. It is deeply embedded in how these reports are
constructed and the underlying capitalist order they serve.
Kevin Anderson of the Tyndall Centre for Climate
Change Research in the United Kingdom stresses that
the reality is that current climate-scenario modeling and
projections provided by the IPCC and incorporated into
national plans are based on assumptions drawn from the
general equilibrium analysis of neoclassical economics,
building in notions of gradualist changes, based on the
requirements of the profit system. Such stipulations in
mitigation scenarios are meaningless in the context of
the current climate emergency and dangerous in that they
inhibit necessary action—so that nonexistent technology
is seen as the only savior. Of the numerous models
considered by the IPCC in its 2018 report, all require
carbon dioxide reduction (CDR) or so-called negative
emissions, mostly by technological means but also
including afforestation.(22) The truth is that the whole
mitigation approach within the IPCC, Anderson explains,
has been an “accelerating failure,” guiding a process that
is radically opposed to its projections, with the result
that “annual CO2 emissions have increased by about
70% since 1990.” Since the effects of such emissions
are cumulative and nonlinear, with all sorts of positive
feedbacks, the “ongoing failure to mitigate emissions
has pushed the challenge from a moderate change in
the economic system to a revolutionary overhaul of the
system. This is not an ideological position; it emerges
directly from a scientific and mathematical interpretation
of the Paris climate agreement.”(23)
A major virtue of the rise of radical or people’s Green
New Deal strategies, therefore, is that they open up the
realm of what is possible in accord with actual necessity,
raising the question of transformative change as the only
basis of human-civilisational survival.
Still, the fact remains that the attempt to construct
a radical Green New Deal in a world still dominated by
monopoly-finance capital will be constantly threatened
by a tendency to revert to Green Keynesianism, where
the promise of unlimited jobs, rapid economic growth,
and higher consumption militate against any solution to
the planetary ecological crisis.
The path toward ecological and social freedom
requires abandoning a mode of production rooted in
the exploitation of human labor and the expropriation
of nature and peoples, leading to evermore frequent
and severe economic and ecological crises. The
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overaccumulation of capital under the regime of
monopoly-finance capital has made waste at every level
integral to the preservation of the system, creating a
society in which what is rational for capital is irrational
for the world’s people and the earth.(24) This has led to
the wasting away of human lives on unnecessary labor
spent on producing useless commodities, requiring the
squandering of the world’s natural-material resources.
Conversely, the extent of this profligate waste of human
production and wealth, and of the earth itself, is a measure
of the enormous potential that exists today for expanding
human freedom and fulfilling individual and collective
needs while securing a sustainable environment.(25)
In the current climate crisis, it is the imperialist
countries at the center of the system that have produced
the bulk of the carbon dioxide emissions now concentrated
in the environment. It is these nations that still have
the highest per capita emissions. These same states,
moreover, monopolise the wealth and technology
necessary to reduce global carbon emissions dramatically.
It is therefore essential that the wealthy nations take on
the larger burden for stabilising the world’s climate,
reducing their carbon dioxide emissions at a rate of 10
percent or more a year.(26) It is the recognition of this
responsibility on the part of rich nations, together with the
underlying global necessity, that has led to the sudden rise
of transformative movements like Extinction Rebellion.
Over the longer run, however, the main impetus for
worldwide ecological transformation will come from
the Global South where the planetary crisis is having
its harshest effects—on top of an already imperialist
world system and a growing gap between rich and poor
countries as a whole. It is in the periphery of the capitalist
world that the legacy of revolution is the strongest—and
the deepest conceptions of how to carry out such needed
change persist. This is especially evident in countries
such as Cuba, Venezuela and Bolivia, which have sought
to revolutionise their societies despite the harsh attacks by
the imperialist world system and in spite of their historic
dependence (in the cases of Venezuela and Bolivia)—
itself imposed by the hegemonic structures of the global
economy—on energy extraction. In general, we can
expect the Global South to be the site of the most rapid
growth of an environmental proletariat, arising from the
degradation of material conditions of the population in
ways that are equally ecological and economic.(27)
The role of China in all of this remains crucial and
contradictory. It is one of the most polluted and resourcehungry countries in the world, while its carbon emissions
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are so massive as to themselves constitute a global-scale
problem. Nevertheless, China has done more than any
other country thus far to develop alternative-energy
technologies geared to the creation of what is officially
referred to as an ecological civilisation. Remarkably, it
remains largely self-sufficient in food due to its system
of agriculture, in which the land is social property
and agricultural production is mainly reliant on small
producers with remnants of collective-communal
responsibility. What is clear is that the present and future
choices of the Chinese state, and even more the Chinese
people, with respect to the creation of an ecological
civilisation are likely to be key in determining the longterm fate of the earth.(28)
Ecological revolution faces the enmity of the entire
capitalist system. At a minimum it means going against
the logic of capital. In its full development, it means
transcending the system. Under these conditions, the
reactionary response of the capitalist class backed by its
rearguard on the far right will be regressive, destructive,
and unrestrained. This can already be seen in the numerous
attempts by Donald Trump’s administration to remove
the very possibility of making the changes necessary to
combat climate change (seemingly in order to burn the
world’s ships behind it), beginning with its withdrawal
from the Paris Climate Agreement and its acceleration of
fossil fuel extraction. Ecological barbarism or ecofascism
are palpable threats in the current global political context
and are part of the reality with which any mass ecological
revolt will need to contend. Only a genuine revolutionary,
and not a reformist, struggle will be able to propel itself
forward in these circumstances.

An Age of Transformational Change
It is commonplace in the social science literature,
representing the reigning liberal ideology, to see society
as simply constituted by the actions of the individuals
that make it up. Other, more critical, thinkers sometimes
see individuals as affecting society and society affecting
individuals in a kind of back and forth motion.
In contrast to all of these mainstream, mostly liberal
approaches, which leave little room for genuine social
transformation, socialist theory sees individuals as
historically born into and socialised in a given society
(called mode of production), which sets the initial
parameters of their existence. Caught in historical
situations not of their choosing, human beings, acting
both spontaneously and through organised social
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movements, reflecting class and other individual and
collective identities, seek to alter the existing social
structures, giving rise to critical historical moments
consisting of radical breaks and revolutions, and new
emergent realities. As Karl Marx wrote, “Men make
their own history, but they do not make it just as
they please; they do not make it under circumstances
chosen by themselves, but under circumstances directly
encountered, given and transmitted from the past.”(29)
Such a transformational model of social activity
supports a theory of human self-emancipation in history.
Existing social relations become fetters on general human
development; but they also give rise to fundamental
contradictions in the labour and production process—or
what Marx called the social metabolism of humanity and
nature—leading to a period of crisis and transformation,
threatening the revolutionary overturning of the social
relations of production, or the relations of class, property,
and power. Today we are presented with such severe
contradictions in the metabolism of nature and society
and in the social relations of production, but in a manner
for which there is no true historical precedent.
In the Anthropocene, the planetary ecological
emergency overlaps with the overaccumulation of capital
and an intensified imperialist expropriation, creating an
epochal economic and ecological crisis.(30) It is the
overaccumulation of capital that accelerates the global
ecological crisis by propelling capital to find new ways
to stimulate consumption to keep the profits flowing. The
result is a state of planetary Armageddon, threatening
not just socioeconomic stability, but the survival of
human civilisation and the human species itself. The
core explanation has been pointed out by many on the
left: noting that Marx had written about capitalism’s
‘irreparable rift’ with ‘the natural laws of life itself’, they
point out that an economic system built on unleashing
the voracious appetites of capital is eventually going to
overwhelm the natural systems on which life depended.
And this is exactly what has happened in the period since
the Second World War, through the great acceleration of
economic activity, overconsumption on the part of the
wealthy, and the resulting ecological destruction.
Capitalist society has long glorified the domination of
nature. William James, the great pragmatist philosopher,
famously referred in 1906 to “the moral equivalent of
war.” Though it is seldom mentioned, James’s moral
equivalent was a war on the earth, in which he proposed
“to form for a certain number of years a part of the

army enlisted against Nature.”(31) Today, we have to
reverse this and create a new, more revolutionary moral
equivalent of war; one directed not at the enlisting of
an army to conquer the earth, but directed at the selfmobilisation of the population to save the earth as a place
of human habitation. This can only be accomplished
through a struggle for ecological sustainability and
substantive equality aimed at resurrecting the global
commons. In the words of Thunberg speaking to the
United Nations on September 23, 2019, “Right here, right
now is where we draw the line. The world is waking up.
And change is coming, whether you like it or not.” The
world is on fire this time.
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How the Rich Plan to Rule a Burning Planet
James Plested
The climate crisis isn’t a future we must fight to avoid.
It’s an already unfolding reality. It’s the intensification of
extreme weather—cyclones, storms and floods, droughts
and deadly heat waves. It’s burning forests in Australia,
the Amazon, Indonesia, Siberia, Canada and California.
It’s melting ice caps, receding glaciers and rising seas. It’s
ecosystem devastation and crop failures. It’s the scarcity
of resources spreading hunger and thirst. It’s lives and
communities destroyed, and millions forced to flee.
This crisis is escalating at a terrifying rate. Every
year, new temperature records are set. Every day, new
disasters are reported. In Australia, we’re living through
a summer of dust and fire. Hot winds from the desert
are sweeping up dirt from the parched landscape and
covering towns and cities hundreds and thousands of
kilometres away. Creeks and riverbeds are being baked
dry. Our cities are shrouded in smoke from fires burning
for weeks on end, while on the hottest and windiest days
the flames grow, devouring everything in their path.
Do our rulers—the political leaders and corporate
elites who, behind the facade of democracy, make all
the important decisions about what happens in our
society—understand the danger we face? On the surface
they appear unconcerned. In September, after millions of
school students participated in the global climate strike
and Greta Thunberg gave her “How dare you!” speech
at the United Nations, prime minister Scott Morrison
responded by cautioning “against raising the anxieties of
children”. And when, in November, hundreds of homes
were destroyed and four people killed by bushfires in
New South Wales and Queensland, he told the ABC
there was “no evidence” that Australia’s emissions had
any role in it and that “we’re doing our bit” to tackle
climate change.
Is Morrison stupid? Somewhere along the line it
appears his words have become unmoored from reality,
and are now simply free-floating signifiers, spinning out
of control in a void of unreason.
But something is wrong with this picture. To believe
that someone in Morrison’s position could genuinely
be ignorant of the dangers of climate change is itself to
give up on reason. The prime minister of Australia is
among the most well-briefed people on the planet, with

thousands of staff at his beck and call to update him on the
latest developments in climate science or any other field
he may wish to get his head around. The only rational
explanation is that Morrison and his like are aware of
the dangers posed by climate change but are choosing
to act as though they’re not.
On first appearances, this might seem like a
fundamentally irrational standpoint. It would be more
accurate, however, to describe it as evil. Morrison is
smart enough to see that any genuine effort to tackle
the climate crisis would involve a challenge to the
system of free market capitalism that he has made his
life’s mission to serve. And he has chosen to defend the
system. Morrison and others among the global political
and business elite have made a choice to build a future
in which capitalism survives, even if it brings destruction
on an unimaginable scale. They are like angels of death,
happy to watch the world burn, and millions burn with it,
if they can preserve for themselves the heavenly realm
of a system that has brought them untold riches.
When seen from this perspective, everything
becomes clearer. In the face of the climate crisis, the
main priority of the global ruling class and its political
servants is to batten down the hatches. Publicly, they’re
telling school kids not to worry about the future. Behind
the scenes, however—in the cabinet offices, boardrooms,
mansions and military high commands—they’re hard at
work, planning for a future in which they can maintain
their power and privilege amid the chaos and destruction
of the burning world around them.
***
We’re not, as some in the environment movement
argue, “all in this together”. There are many ways
in which the wealthy minority at the top of society
are already protected from the worst climate change
impacts. Big corporations can afford to spend millions
on mitigating climate change risks—ensuring their assets
are protected so they can keep their business running
even during a major disaster. Businesses and wealthy
individuals can also protect themselves by taking out
insurance policies that will pay out if their property is
damaged in a flood, fire or other climate-related disaster.
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The rich are also protected from climate change on
a more day to day level. They tend to live in the leafiest
suburbs, in large, climate-controlled houses. They have
shorter commutes to work, where, again, they’re most
often to be found in the most comfortable, air-conditioned
buildings. They’re not the ones working on farms or
construction sites, in factories or warehouses—struggling
with the increasing frequency of summer heatwaves.
They’re not the ones living in houses with no air
conditioning, sweating their way through stifling summer
nights. They have pools and manicured lawns and can
afford their own large water tanks to keep their gardens
green in the hot, dry summer months.
What about in the most extreme scenarios, where
what we might call the “natural defences” enjoyed by
the wealthy are bound to fail? What happens when the
firestorms bear down on their country retreats or rising
seas threaten their beach houses? Money, it turns out,
goes a long way. In November 2018, for instance, when
large areas of California were engulfed in flames, and
more than 100 people burned to death, Kanye West and
Kim Kardashian hired their own private firefighting crew
to save their US$50 million Calabasas mansion. When
Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans in 2005, the city’s
wealthiest residents evacuated well in advance and hired
a private army of security guards from companies such
as Blackwater to protect their homes and possessions
from the mass of poor, mainly Black residents who were
left behind.
In the event of disaster, the response of the rich hasn’t
been to work with others to ensure the collective security
of all those affected. It has been to use all resources at
their disposal to protect themselves and their property.
And increasingly, as in New Orleans, this protection has
come in the form of armed violence directed at those less
well off–people whose desperation, they fear, could turn
them into a threat.
The most forward thinking of the super-rich are
aware that we’re heading toward a future of ecological
and social break-down. And they’re keen to keep ahead of
the curve by investing today in the things they’ll need to
survive. Writing in the Guardian in 2018, media theorist
and futurist Douglas Rushkoff related his experience of
being paid half his annual salary to speak at “a superdeluxe private resort … on the subject of ‘the future of
technology.’” He was expecting a room full of investment
bankers. When he arrived, however, he was introduced
to “five super-wealthy guys … from the upper echelon
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of the hedge fund world.” Rushkoff wrote:
“After a bit of small talk, I realised they had no
interest in the information I had prepared about the future
of technology. They had come with questions of their
own … Which region will be less affected by the coming
climate crisis: New Zealand or Alaska? … Finally, the
CEO of a brokerage house explained that he had nearly
completed building his own underground bunker system
and asked: ‘How do I maintain authority over my security
force after the Event?’
“The Event. That was their euphemism for the
environmental collapse, social unrest, nuclear explosion,
unstoppable virus, or Mr Robot hack that takes
everything down … They knew armed guards would be
required to protect their compounds from the angry mobs.
But how would they pay the guards once money was
worthless? What would stop the guards from choosing
their own leader? The billionaires considered using
special combination locks on the food supply that only
they knew. Or making guards wear disciplinary collars
of some kind in return for survival.”
There’s a reason these conversations go on only
behind closed doors. If your plan is to allow the world
to spiral towards mass death and destruction while you
retreat to a bunker in the south island of New Zealand or
some other isolated area to live out your days in comfort,
protected by armed guards whose loyalty you maintain by
threat of death, you’re unlikely to win much in the way of
public support. Better to keep the militarised bunker thing
on the low-down and keep people thinking that “we’re
all in this together” and if we just install solar panels,
recycle more, ride to work and so on we’ll somehow turn
it all around and march arm in arm towards a happy and
sustainable future.
The rich don’t have to depend only on themselves.
Their most powerful, and well-armed, protector is
the capitalist state, which they can rely on to advance
their interests even when those may conflict with the
imperative to preserve some semblance of civilisation.
This is where people like Morrison come in. They’re
the ones who have been delegated the task, as Karl
Marx put it in the Communist Manifesto, of “managing
the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie”. In the
context of climate change, this means taking the steps
necessary to ensure the continued ability of the capitalist
class to profit even if the world may be unravelling into
ecological breakdown and social chaos.
There are three main ways in which Australia and
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other world powers are working toward this. First,
they’re building their military might—spending billions
of dollars on ensuring they have the best means of
destruction at their disposal to help project their power in
an increasingly unstable world. Second, they’re building
walls and brutal detention regimes to make sure borders
can be crossed only by those deemed necessary to the
requirements of profit making. Third, they’re enhancing
their repressive apparatus by passing anti-protest laws
and expanding and granting new powers to the police and
security agencies to help crush dissent at home.
Military strategists have been awake to the
implications of climate change for a long time.
For instance, a 2015 US Department of Defense
memorandum to Congress argued: “Climate change is
an urgent and growing threat to our national security,
contributing to increased natural disasters, refugee flows
and conflicts over basic resources such as food and water.
These impacts are already occurring, and the scope, scale
and intensity of these impacts are projected to increase
over time.”
Although discussions about military preparedness
are often pitched in terms of the need for increased
development assistance, disaster relief and so on, the
practice of the US, Australian and other military powers
over the past few decades leaves little room for doubt
as to what their role will be. When they’re not invading
countries on the other side of the world—killing hundreds
of thousands, reducing cities to rubble and imprisoning
and torturing anyone who opposes them—to secure
access to fossil fuels, they’re acting as the enforcers of
capitalist interests closer to home.
The response to Hurricane Katrina in 2005 is again
a good example. When troops from the US National
Guard joined the army of private contractors sent to
establish “security” amid the death and destruction of the
hurricane’s aftermath, the Army Times described their
role as quashing “the insurgency in the city”. The paper
quoted brigadier general Gary Jones as saying, “This
place is going to look like Little Somalia. We’re going
to go out and take this city back. This will be a combat
operation to get this city under control.”
The idea that the military could be a force for good
in the context of environmental catastrophe and social
breakdown is laughable. Whatever the rhetoric, the role
of the military is to secure the interests of a nation’s
capitalist class amid the competitive global scramble
for resources and markets. New York Times columnist
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Thomas Friedman had it right when he argued in 1999:
“The hidden hand of the market will never work without
a hidden fist—McDonald’s cannot flourish without
McDonnell Douglas, the designer of the US Air Force
F-15. And the hidden fist that keeps the world safe for
Silicon Valley’s technologies to flourish is called the US
Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps.” The military
are gangsters for capitalism. And in the future, they’re
likely to double down on savagery.
The next way in which the world’s most powerful
capitalist states are preparing for climate catastrophe is
by massively increasing what’s euphemistically called
“border security”. Over the past few decades, European
countries have built around 1,000 kilometres of new
border walls and fences. Most have been constructed
since 2015, when millions of Syrians were forced to flee
and seek sanctuary in Europe amid a brutal civil war that
was triggered in part, at least, by climate change.
A 2018 report by the World Bank, Groundswell:
Preparing for Internal Climate Migration, found that
just three regions (Latin America, sub-Saharan Africa
and South-East Asia) could generate 143 million climate
migrants by 2050. Australia’s immediate neighbourhood
will be affected severely, with several Pacific island
nations forecast to disappear completely under rising
seas. Already, in response to the relatively small numbers
of refugees who have managed to reach Australia by boat
in the past few decades, the Australian government has
established one of the world’s most barbarous detention
regimes. Other governments are now following suit.
So far, the measures discussed have been those
primarily directed outwards by states seeking to defend
the interests of their capitalist class in the international
sphere. This is in part designed to create an “us and them”
mentality within the domestic population. In Australia,
this has been a staple of both Labour and Liberal
governments for decades—the idea that the outside world
is dangerous, full of terrorists and other bad people whom
we should trust the government to protect us from. In
the context of growing global instability associated with
climate change, we can expect governments everywhere
to double down on these xenophobic scare campaigns.
This should be resisted at every step. Not only for
the sake of those “others”—civilians in Afghanistan,
refugees imprisoned on Manus Island and so on—whose
lives the government is destroying in the name of our
security. But also because the racist fear of the outsider
promoted by our governments is designed in large part
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to draw our attention away from the increasingly direct
and open war being waged against the “others” within.
In the years since the 11 September 2001 terrorist
attacks, Western governments have expanded and
strengthened the state’s repressive apparatus. Today
we’re seeing, as many predicted, how the crackdown
on basic freedoms carried out in the name of the “war
on terror” has created a new normal in which anyone
opposing the government’s agenda becomes a target.
Environmental protesters, and anyone else standing up
against the destructive neoliberal order, are now firmly
in their sights.
In the US, the battle to halt the construction of the
Dakota Access oil pipeline provides the most extreme
example to date. In November 2016, the Native
American blockade at Standing Rock was broken up
by a police operation so heavily militarised that it
looked like something out of the invasion of Iraq. In
sub-zero temperatures, blockaders were attacked with
water cannons, tear gas, rubber bullets and concussion
grenades. Hundreds were injured and many hospitalised.
Two women who were involved in the blockade and who
later vandalised the pipeline are now facing charges under
which they could be jailed for up to 110 years.
In Australia, we’ve seen those protesting peacefully
outside the International Resources and Mining
Conference in Melbourne face an unusual level of
police violence and mass arrests. In early December,
three members of Extinction Rebellion were jailed when
a magistrate refused them bail—something without
precedent for charges related to acts of non-violent civil
disobedience.
***

Perhaps nothing provides a better metaphor for the
future our leaders are steering us towards than a picture,
taken during Hurricane Sandy in 2012, of the New York
city skyline shrouded in the darkness of a blackout—
all except one building, which remained lit up like a
Christmas tree. That building was the headquarters of
global banking giant Goldman Sachs, where, protected
by a mountain of sandbags and using a back-up generator,
the company was able to keep the lights on and the profits
flowing even while the city was inundated by a threemetre storm surge and hospitals, schools, the subway and
most other services were forced to close.
If you imagine this picture as the world, and the
Goldman Sachs building as the gilded realm inhabited
by the world’s super-rich and the political class that serve
them, all you’d need to add is some heavily armed guards
around the building and you’d get a pretty good sense of
what’s ahead. Our rulers’ apparent lack of concern about
climate change is a ruse. They hope that, if they can just
head off dissent for long enough, they will succeed in
building this future, brick by brutal brick, and there will
be nothing the rest of us can do about it.
We need to fight for something different: a system
in which our economy isn’t just a destructive machine
grinding up human and natural resources to create megaprofits for the rich. One in which the productive life of
society is managed collectively by those who do all the
work, and where decisions are made not in the interests of
private profit, but in the interests of human need. We need
socialism—and the fight for it is the great challenge of our
generation. At stake is nothing less than the world itself.
(James Plested is an Australian socialist activist.)
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Gandhi and the National Movement
Irfan Habib
I deem it an honour indeed that I should be asked to
speak on Mahatma Gandhi and the National Movement.
It is a very important theme, because it is my belief that
in the cause of the National Movement Gandhi occupied
a crucially important position. The theme is appropriate,
but I'm not an expert on Gandhi. I have read some of his
writings, and I have seen secondary material on Gandhi,
and I have—as many of us have—met people who knew
him, who were his followers or his critics. In any case
anyone who is seriously interested in Indian history
must be confronted in his own mind with the nature of
the National Movement, which could be regarded as the
greatest creation of the Indian people to date, and, within
the nature of Gandhi's legacy. I agreed to speak on it,
despite my limitations, because I thought the time has
arrived when certain questions with regard to Gandhiji's
role, and with regard to the National Movement and its
nature, could be profitably raised.
I should like to begin with the embarrassment of my
own first encounter with the problem of assessment of
Gandhiji in slightly personal terms. My difficulties are
not exceptional. They might have been faced by many
who came to the communist movement during the last
phase of the National Movement. With my parents it
was not usual to refer to him as Gandhiji, but only as
Mahatmaji; even to refer to him as Gandhiji was thought
of as taking a liberty. It did not mean that my father
was not critical of certain positions taken by Gandhiji:
but it meant that whatever the criticism it was within a
framework in which Gandhiji's total dominance of the
National Movement was accepted as a fact, and although
one might differ, one must defer to Gandhi's views.
With regard to the National Movement I think, some
points need to be stressed. The National Movement
had already begun, already established itself, when
Gandhi entered the political field in South Africa. The
founding fathers of the National Movement had a level
of critique of imperialism which one can only admire
today. Dadabhai Naoroji and R.C. Dutt wrote critiques of
imperialism, which later Marxist writing largely followed
without any major improvement during the British rule.

They underscored the modem imperialist exploitation
of India. But they underscored one other important
point—that the National Movement can only create a
modem India. There cannot be any going back to Ancient
India and, therefore, India did not only need education,
it needed a new ideology. This ideology they sought
to create through various kinds of movements like the
Brahma Samaj; and I would like to recall here that in
1830 Ram Mohun Roy said that India cannot be a nation
because it is divided up among many castes. If India had
to be a nation then the caste system had to be rejected. I
think Keshavchandra Sen must be particularly respected
because he extended this view also to the repression of
women, and in 1870 propounded the idea that as India
reformed itself it would become a nation. So India was
not historically a nation. It was making itself into a
nation by rejecting its past as a divided society, a society
divided according to castes and religions. It was making
itself into a nation by rejecting the traditional oppression
of women, by absorbing modem thought and trying to
develop a modem capitalist economy. The swadeshi
or the development of the internal Indian economy in
their minds was directed towards an industrial capitalist
economy, the only kind of advanced economy they saw
functioning around them. Dadabhai Naoroji may have
been drawn towards the socialists because the socialists
were anti-imperialists, and he might also have been
drawn to labour legislation, but essentially his notion
of the future of India, and of R.C. Dutt, was what can
be called capitalism 'with a human face' but with more
substance.
The second important thing about Gandhi was his
desire to unite the National Movement with economic
struggles. The earlier thinkers among the Moderates had
provided intellectual material. They had shown how
India was being exploited by England, but in their actual
politics they acted merely as spokesmen. They made
demands on behalf of the Indian people but they were
unable to spread these ideas among the masses whose
cause they espoused. They spoke of banning exports of
Indian foodgrains, but there were no demonstrations of
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hungry famine-stricken people supporting their demands.
There was practically no popular mobilisation.
With Gandhi one enters an important phase in the
National Movement where mobilisation for economic
demands became a part of the National Movement.
It seems to me that this is an extremely important
achievement, whose importance is not in any way
diminished by the fact that the initial demands raised
were extremely limited.
Nowhere in the world does a trade union start
with the most radical demands. We always start with
the demand, say, that temporary employees be made
regular employees; it is only later that we gain in
confidence and begin to make further demands about
pay and promotion. Certainly any trade union which,
according to the wishes of the subalterns and other
such radicals, has a strike everyday would have a very
short life in the working class movement. Clearly, the
necessarily limited nature of day-to-day demands and
the ability to compromise are an inalienable part of any
serious peasant and working class movement. When
we say that Gandhi in the Champaran Satyagraha in
1917 was merely leading rich peasants, first of all, we
ought to recall that Gandhi did not lead them because
he thought they were rich peasants. Second, it was clear
that the demands had to be narrow because without any
partial success the Satyagraha would have had a totally
demoralising effect. So also in the Kheda Satyagraha and
the Ahmedabad working class strike. Criticisms that the
demands were limited, that compromises were entered
into, are not very serious criticisms. Even the greatest
Marxists would have done the same. They may perhaps
have not gone on hunger strike, but at some stage they
would have compromised. You cannot in one agitation
overthrow the landlord system in India, or the capitalist
system in Ahmedabad or the British rule in Champaran
or in Kheda district.
Another important achievement, as I see, in Gandhi is
his immediate identification with the peasantry. He might
use religious language for it, which one may deplore,
but the essential point remains that to him peasants
were those with whom he identified himself most. I
was amused to read in Subaltern Studies, Volume I, an
analysis of a document in which Gandhi is supposed to
have abandoned the peasants and made a compromise
with the zamindars.
Although the subalterns did not quote R.P. Dutt,
the approach here is identical: Gandhi had made a
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compromise with zamindars, he had surrendered to
zamindars in 1922, forced the peasant to retreat and so
on. But in interpreting this 'discourse'—and these are
interpreters who look very closely at each word, the
subalterns forget that when Gandhi used the word 'we'
in this document he meant peasants and when he used
'they' he meant the zamindars, thus indicating essentially
an element of differentiation from the zamindars and
solidarity with the peasant masses of the country.
Now you can argue that this was false identification,
that he was not in fact representing the peasants' long term
interests. (Let us forget about the temporary compromise,
because as far as compromises are concerned, I have
argued that they are essential in any movement.)
Compromises will always be subject to criticism, but
in the long term even when Gandhi was talking about
zamindars as trustees, as custodians of peasants who
should be paid rent so that they open schools and
hospitals, he was still raising a fresh issue. First of all, rent
could be reduced, a matter about which Ram Mohun Roy
had also written, but very cautiously. For Gandhi rents
could be reduced by peaceful methods, by negotiation,
but it was justified only if it was spent on health and
education. Why should a zamindar collect rent if he was
not able to enjoy it? This meant that even the idea of
trusteeship brought into question rights of the zamindars
in an indirect manner. And one should also remember that
in the 1920s, while peasants might rise here and there,
the general situation was not of unrestrained revolt. One
cannot read into the peasant movement of 1919–22, what
was the creation of the Left in the 1930s. It would be
absurd and it would be belittling the contribution of the
Left and of Gandhi's own 'constructive' programme in
the 1920s and 1930s to consider peasant consciousness
in the 1920s at level with peasant consciousness in the
1930s. Given that position, obviously a totally hostile
attitude to the zamindars would have made the situation
for the National Movement even more complex in
the early 1920s. But peasants did come into the Civil
Disobedience Movement in 1930. They came to the
Civil Disobedience Movement in far larger numbers
than during non-cooperation where their participation
was relatively scattered and fragmentary. Perhaps class
analysis would show that most of them were rich peasants
and small zamindars. But one of the important facts
doesn't come out well even in Sumit Sarkar’s book. This
is that when we are talking of imprisonment in the civil
disobedience of 1930 and are sneering about the fact that
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the number of prisoners did not exceed 100,000 even by
Congress estimates, we are again reading into 1930 what
the position is in 1994. Imprisonment in 1930 was not
like 'political' imprisonment today when going to prison
hardly matters. But in 1930, prison meant one could never
get employment and could well lose one's property also;
and therefore, I am surprised that even 100,000 went into
civil disobedience under such circumstances. Consider
losing your land, being thrown out of your family, and if
you look at this, certainly, the peasant participation in the
civil disobedience movement all over India was sizeable.
This was soon followed by the Karachi Resolution
which provided a blue-print for industrial development of
India—which was totally opposed to Gandhi's views—
the public sector, the government ownership of key
industries, working class rights, and, in rather cautious
terms, land to the tiller with some compensation to the
zamindars, universal adult suffrage already promised in
the Motilal Committee Report, equal rights for women,
separation of religion from state—every modem political
idea of a bourgeois welfare state is there in the Karachi
Resolution. The basic idea of bourgeois welfare state
happens to coincide fairly extensively with the concept
that the communist movement developed of people's
democracy as a first stage after revolution. Therefore,
clearly the Karachi Resolution is an important platform
for the Left also. It united Gandhi with centrist radicals
like Nehru and with the Left. And Gandhi's acceptance of
it, and his position that although the Karachi Resolution
didn't represent his views, it represented the Congress’
views and therefore he would not have any quarrel
with the Congress governments which implemented
it, must certainly be recognised. This was an important
concession, the work of a person who could lay aside
his own views, and accept contrary views, because the
peasants had served the civil disobedience movement
and had to have their reward.
The working class had largely kept away and
so workers had to be attracted back to the National
Movement. Women had come out to participate, and
they too had to have their share in the future of India.
The Karachi Resolution was a kind of recognition of
the requirements of a situation that Gandhi himself had
helped to bring about. And so far as Gandhi allowed this
to stand as part of the Congress programme, he must
be credited with a very important share in giving to the
Congress a leftward direction.
Gandhi's subsequent life, in which it became clear that
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free India would not be as he saw it, moved inexorably
towards tragedy. He had unleashed forces the direction of
whose movement was so different from what he wanted
it to be. I think in this tragedy one also recognises his
greatness, because Gandhi accepted, as I have said, in
the Karachi Resolution and later, the promises that the
Congress had made to the kisans and to the trade unions.
Gandhi recognised the direction, while he criticised it.
In one particular respect, in the communal divide which
tended to intensify again from the late 1930s, Gandhi
was constantly on the side of moderation. Gandhi had not
taken the view which the Left adopted in the 1930s that
if the National Movement was to be secular, then Hindu
or Muslim communalism could have no place within it.
It was an important position, a bold position. But it was
not Gandhi's position. Tilak before Gandhi had brought
the Congress and Muslim League together, on that classic
compromise, the communal electorate for Muslims in
exchange for Muslim League's acceptance of Home
Rule. Yet, I think it was one of the notable landmarks
in the development of the National Movement. Gandhi
himself invoked Khilafat Committee—Abbas Tyabji
was one of Gandhi's very dose followers. But Gandhi
felt the Khilafat Movement would extend the scope of
the National Movement. On this there could always be
discussion. Gandhi felt that he could ally with Muslim
communalism or indeed with Hindu communalism also
on particular issues to enlarge the National Movement.
Given this argument, the Khilafat Movement was a
logical development of Gandhian strategy. The criticism
of separate electorates, and so on, came more vocally
from the Left than from Gandhi who while standing up
for a general electorate was willing to give concessions.
Indeed, in 1931, on all the major points, Jinnah's
demands had been conceded, but unfortunately
Jinnah and the Muslim League now looked to British
imperialism to give them these concessions than to
the National Movement. This is a very important point
which some historians miss while they tend to blame
the Congress and the League equally for the course
that led ultimately to the partition. It seems to me again
that in the UP Cabinet issue of 1937 it was Nehru and
the Left who took a more rigid position, than Gandhi
and Abul Kalam Azad, who were willing to induct the
Muslim League ministers, perhaps in order to modify
the anti-zamindar edge of Nehru's supporters. Certainly
the people who mismanaged the UP cabinet formation
were not Gandhi's supporters who were indeed urging a
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compromise. Subsequently in 1944, C. Rajagopalachari
entered into negotiations with Jinnah and the Desai–
Liaqat formula of 1945 conceded parity and accepted
the very unfair position that Muslim League which was
in a minority should have a parity in the central cabinet
with the Congress. Gandhi went to extremes in giving
these and other concessions, in order to preserve the
unity of the country. Yet the question remains whether
Gandhi, in identifying himself with Hindu social reform
and with Hindus generally, antagonised Muslims. This is
a question that is very difficult to answer because clearly
if the National Movement was to be allied with social
reform which was so deeply wedded to religion, it could
not be separated entirely from religion. It is one thing to
speak within the religious framework for social reform
as Gandhi did, and it is another thing to reject religion
altogether, which is what the Left did.
One would not know which device would have been
more successful given the Indian situation. But certainly
Gandhi adopted the first one; he sincerely adopted it—he
was himself religious. It became clear that one position
he had was that of a Hindu social reformer. Gandhi found
it very difficult to speak of social reform to Muslims,
to condemn bigamy, to demand share in inheritance
for daughters among Muslims, and so on. If he had
emphasised such reform the alienation of the Muslims
from him would have been still greater. And therefore
it is not easy to condemn him on this score. He did all
that could be expected of him to assert that all religions
were true, but that all religions had some errors. They
should exist together.
Moving away from his controversial terminology of
the late 1930s, he argued by 1947 that Hindustani was
the national language of India in both Devnagri and
Urdu scripts. He was a promoter of equality of Hindi
and Urdu as separate forms of that language. I don't
know how many know that he wrote Urdu also and that
his spelling was fairly correct. He didn't make mistakes
in Urdu words, and to my aunt his letters always ended
with 'Bapu ki dua'. He promoted Hindustani, a language
to which Hindus and Muslims could both respond. By
this, and by emphasising monotheism, he was trying to
bring together people of various faiths. He had recitations
from different scriptures in his 'prayer' meetings.
Nevertheless, it was clear that he was a Hindu; but if
Muslims were not to accept a devout Hindu as their
leader, then does it not mean that they had already in
their minds become separatists? Why should a devout
Hindu leader be rejected by Muslims—a Hindu who is
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saying that they are like brothers to him, who is saying
that the Muslims' religion is the Muslims' business, who
is saying that in the national wealth of India they would
have an equal share? The real question is, why should
Muslims feel that way? I am not ready to accept R.P.
Dutt's position that because Gandhi said that he was a
devout Hindu it alienated the Muslims. When Badshan
Khan said he was a devout Muslim, it did not alienate the
Hindus of the North West Frontier. Muslim separatism
did not arise, nor Hindu communalism, for the reason
that Gandhi said that he was a devout Hindu. There are
other reasons. There could be two paths to social reform,
the Hindu language framework of Gandhi and the totally
secular framework of the Left, but the point is we can't
judge between them today because it is the Gandhian
language which succeeded; the Left was only marginally
in competition in this area.
My last point; I think Gandhi's 'finest hours' were his
last month’s—that when massacres broke out, Gandhi
stood by his principles; and here he could forget the
narrow national interests for the larger cause. If you
remember he said in so many words: 'I am not for the
moment concerned with the massacres in Pakistan. I am
basically concerned with the massacres in Delhi and its
neighbourhood; therefore, I am going on hunger strike
here. When I succeed here, I would go on hunger strike
there in Pakistan, which is also my country.’ The second
demand he made was that India must pay Rs 55 crore
to Pakistan.
For the Father of a Nation to take a direct position
against his own nation, and in support of another country
whose government was showering abuse on him and
the entire Indian people, I think that was Gandhi's finest
act. It was an action for which he ultimately gave his
life at the hands of one of the heroes and precursors of
the present Sangh Parivar. It seems to me that there is a
message in this particular action for all serious political
movements—a message that there is a point at which
to compromise with principle is fatal. Gandhi's own
success in stopping the massacres in India was achieved
by frontally opposing the ‘mainstream’ communal
perceptions. One must take a position which is right even
if it is opposed to the national ‘consensus’. How many
of us could remember it in 1962 or 1965?
(Prof. Irfan Habib, Professor Emeritus, Centre for
Advanced Study in History, Department of History,
A.M.U. Aligarh, is a well known historian.)
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Defining Needs: Marx and Gandhi
Samar Bagchi
On 26th November 2019 Agence France-Presse
reported from Paris that the scientists of United Nations
Environment Program (UNEP) have predicted that if
the global temperature rise has to be restricted to 1.5°C
then the global emission of CO2 has to be reduced by
76% by 2030. Acknowledging the imminent ecological
crisis endangering the very existence of life on earth,
European Union (EU) has decided that by 2050 it will
bring down carbon emission to zero. On Monday, 2nd
December 2019, United Nation’s chief Antonio Gutters
while opening the plenary of a UN climate conference
at Madrid, said, “One is the path of surrender, where we
have sleepwalked past the point of no return, jeopardising
the health and safety of everyone on the planet. Do
we really want to be remembered as the generation
that buried its head in the sand, that fiddled while the
planet burned?” All the aspects of nature on which life
depends—forest, biodiversity, water availability, air and
water quality, Arctic and Antarctic ice, glaciers etc.—are
endangered.
The roots of the present social and ecological collapse
lie in our worldview of what we call ‘Progress’ and
‘civilisation’. Socialist theory and reigning historiography
recognise the continuous advance of technology,
industry and society from primitive communism to
socialism as ‘progress’ and ‘civilisation’—which has
been questioned by Indian thinkers like Rabindranath
Tagore and Gandhi. Tagore, while touring China in
1924, said in an address, “We have for over a century
been dragged by the prosperous West behind its chariot
choked by the dust, deafened by the noise, humbled by
our own helplessness and overwhelmed by the speed.
We agreed to acknowledge that this chariot drive was
progress and that progress was civilisation. If we ever
ventured to ask ‘progress towards what and progress
for whom’ it was considered to be peculiarly oriental to
entertain such doubts about the absoluteness of progress.
Of late, a voice has come to us bidding us to take count
of not only the scientific perfection of the chariot but
also the depth of ditches lying across its path.” Gandhi
had similarly warned, “God forbid that India should
ever take to industrialisation after the manner of the
West. The economic imperialism of a single tiny island

kingdom is today keeping the world in chains. If an
entire nation of 300 million took to similar economic
exploitation, it would strip the world bare like locusts.”
The words of Tagore and Gandhi seem to be prophetic.
Marx inherited the ‘progressivist’ interpretation of history
from enlightenment thinkers and Hegel.
If we look backwards into history, we will find that
the human civilisation has produced great peaks in
creativity, self expression and wisdom in which humans
differ from any other life form. In comparison to the past,
the present civilisation seems barren. Take Mediterranean
civilisation as an example. Between the 7th Century
BC and 3rd century AD, the world had witnessed in
the Mediterranean area an astonishing flowering of
civilisational expressions in philosophy, sciences, arts,
drama and architecture. This flowering of culture took
place even though they did not have electricity, mobiles,
computers and rockets, super highways and automobiles
and Coca Cola. Witnessing the barrenness of the present
civilisation, the English poet T.S. Eliot wrote, “Where is
the life we have lost in living / Where is the knowledge
we have lost in information / Where is the wisdom we
have lost in knowledge.” Looking at the social and
environmental crisis that the earth faces today, it seems
that mankind has lost the sense of wisdom.
I think the cause of the escalating ecological crisis
lies in the gluttonous consumerism that has gripped
the handful of rich in the world. But the foundation of
this crisis was laid by the philosophers of sciences—
Francis Bacon (b. 1561 – d. 1626) and Rene Descartes
(b. 1596 – d. 1650)—in the 16th and 17th centuries.
They talked about extracting the ‘fruits of science’.
Bacon emphasised that science would increase human
power and give a better control of nature. He wrote,
“empire of man over things depends wholly on the arts
and sciences.” No wonder that Bacon has been called
the ‘philosopher of industrial science’. Descartes in his
Discourse on Method wrote, “By them I perceived it to
be possible to arrive at knowledge highly useful in life;
and ... by means of which, knowing the force and action
of fire, water, air, the stars, the heavens, and all the other
bodies that surround us, as distinctly as we know the
various crafts of our artisans, we might also apply them
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in the same way to all the uses to which they are adapted,
and thus render ourselves the lords and possessors of
nature.” This was the Judeo–Christian world view. The
Book of Genesis, the first book of the Hebrew Bible,
says: God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply and fill
the earth and subdue it, and have dominion over the fish
of the sea and over the birds of the heavens, and over
every living thing that moves on the earth.” Marx and
Engels celebrated unreservedly, following Bacon and
Descartes, the “subjection of nature’s forces to man”. In
the Communist Manifesto Marx predicted the “clearing
of whole continents for cultivation” by modern bourgeois
production. Descartes’ method would reduce all actions
and phenomenon in nature to mere principles of matter
and motion. He laid the foundations of the Newtonian
mechanistic–deterministic worldview. Engels was aware
of the dangers of the reductionist worldview as expressed
by Bacon and Descartes. Engels wrote in Anti-Duhring,
“The analysis of nature into its constituent parts was
the fundamental condition for the gigantic strides in our
knowledge of nature during the last four hundred years.
But the method of investigation has left us as a legacy the
habit of observing natural objects and natural processes
in isolation, detached from the vast interaction of things.”
It is a fact of history that colonialism, Industrial
Revolution in Europe and the rise of capitalism changed
the whole characteristic of science and technology. It
was highjacked by capital and became a handmaiden
of the ruling class to strengthen its domination and
hegemony over society. Socialism came as a challenge to
capitalism with the advent of the Bolshevik Revolution.
But Lenin, Stalin and later Soviet leaders planned to
fulfill the objectives of communism—‘each according
to its ability and each according to its need’—through a
highly industrialised society. Lenin said, “communism in
Russia means electrification of Russia”. Stalin wrote that
the objective of socialism is “securing of the maximum
satisfaction of the constantly rising material and cultural
requirements of the whole society through the continuous
expansion and perfection of socialist production on
the basis of higher techniques.” Soviet leaders started
speaking of surpassing USA in per capita production,
thereby producing abundance in production of goods
and services in society for the satisfaction of the material
needs of man, which will create the material basis for
achieving the ideals of communism. Late Harry Magdoff,
co-editor of the famous American socialist magazine
Monthly Review, in a letter to Michael Lebowitz of
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Venezuela wrote, ‘When I worked at the War Production
Board I met with members of the Russian purchasing
mission and was astonished, among other things, by
their worship of the big and the focus on catching up
and overtaking the United States.”
In the middle of the 19th century, when the Industrial
Revolution was at its peak, it was not impossible for
Marx to envisage the impending ecological collapse
that the Earth faces today because of the burgeoning
consumerism for maximising profit during the last 200
years or so. The famous American writer Mark Twain
wrote, “Civilisation is a limitless multiplication of
unnecessary necessities.” A statistic will give us an idea
of the growth of ‘unnecessary necessities’. There has
been a phenomenal growth of production of goods by the
end of the 20th century. In the middle of the Industrial
Revolution, in 1800, when an American used to go to
a market, one had a choice of only 300 items to buy in
a market space of about 150 sq m. But in 2000, when
an American, living in a city having a population of a
hundred thousand, went to the market, one had a choice
of one million items in a market space of 1.5 million
sq m. This abundance in production is at the root of the
ecological crisis destabilising the four primary bases of
nature: land, air, water and biodiversity. The planners
of communist society did not consider the inherent
dangers and dialectics of ‘continuous expansion and
perfection of socialist production’. I have full faith in
the egalitarianism of a communist society but Marxists
have to differentiate between ‘need’ and media-inspired
‘scarcity conditioning’ of the human mind.
Tagore wrote, “Simplicity, naturalness and ease are
the marks of the civilized, and excess and ostentation,
of the barbarian.... This is the simple truth, and it must
be brought home to our boys in every possible way and
instilled in their nature.” A new kind of education as
envisaged by Tagore and Gandhi has to be started right
from the childhood, instilling in the mind of a child the
words of the philosopher–mathematician Blaise Pascal
(1623–1662), “Humankind is only a very small link in
the immense web of nature, but it is the only one that
through thought understands nature; it is the only species
on earth to be responsible for the earth and will be able
to transform it for the better or for worse.” Humans have
to decide how science and technology have to be used to
live life simply in a future society. We have to decouple
science and technology from the grip of a consumerist
society—be it capitalistic or socialistic.
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Hence we find that so far as the maximisation of
industrial production is concerned there is not much
difference between capitalism and socialism. On the other
hand, Gandhi says, “Industrialism, I am afraid, is going
to be a curse for mankind. Exploitation of one nation by
another cannot go on for all time. Industrialism depends
entirely on your capacity to exploit, on foreign markets
being open to you, and on the absence of competition....
India, when it begins to exploit other nations—as it
must, if it becomes industrialised—will be a curse for
other nations, a menace to the world.” Ernst Friedrich
Schumacher, in his book Small is Beautiful, says, “As
Gandhi said, the poor of the world cannot be helped by
mass production, only by production by the masses....
The technology of mass production is inherently violent,
ecologically damaging, self-defeating in terms of nonrenewable resources, and stultifying for the human
person.” Mass production continuously increases greed,
which in turn impoverishes nature. So, Gandhi says,
“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s need but
not for every man’s greed.”
On 5th October 1945, Gandhi wrote to Nehru,
“The first thing I want to write about is the difference
in outlook between is. If the difference is fundamental
then I feel the public should also be made aware of it....
I am convinced that if India is to attain true freedom
and through India the world also, then sooner or later
the fact must be recognised that the people will have
to live in villages, not in towns, in huts not in palaces.
Crores of people will never be able to live at peace with
each other in towns and palaces. They will have then no
recourse but to resort to violence and untruth.... While
I admire modern science ... which should be reclothed
and refashioned aright. You must not imagine that I am
envisaging our village life as it is today. The village
of my dreams is still in my mind. After all every man
lives in the world of his dreams. My ideal village will
contain intelligent human beings. They will not live in
dirt and darkness as animals. Men and women will be
free and able to hold their own against anyone in the
world.” Nehru replied to Gandhi on 9th October, “It is
38 years since ‘Hind Swaraj’ was written. The world
has completely changed since then, possibly in a wrong
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direction.... You are right in saying that the world, or a
large part of it, appears to be bent on committing suicide.
That may be an inevitable development of an evil seed in
civilisation that has grown.” Nehru, in his Autobiography,
further says, “We cannot stop the river of change or cut
ourselves adrift from it, and psychologically we who
have eaten of the apple of Eden cannot forget that taste
and go back to primitiveness.” So, the planners of India,
after independence, tried to ape the Western paradigm of
development and led India to a stage where the hungriest
people of the world stay here in India, one lakh farmers
have committed suicide in less than three decades, and
every 3rd second a child dies of malnutrition.
Nehru understood at the fag end of his life the mistake
that he had done. On 23rd September 1963, Nehru spoke
in a seminar on ‘Social welfare in a developing economy’
thus, “My mind was trying to grapple with the problem of
what to do with more than 5,50,000 villages of India and
the people who live there.... If we were to think purely
in terms of output, all the big and important factories in
India are not really so important as agriculture.... what
Gandhiji did was fundamentally right. He was looking
all the time at the villages of India, at the most backward
people in India in every sense, and he devised something.
It was not merely the spinning wheel; that was only
a symbol. He laid stress on village industries, which
again to the modern mind does not seem very much
worthwhile.” Again in a debate in Parliament on Planning
on 11th December 1963, he said, “I begin to think more
and more of Mahatma Gandhi’s approach. It is odd that I
am mentioning his name in this connection. I am entirely
an admirer of the modern machine, and I want the best
machinery and the best technique, but, taking things as
they are in India, however rapidly we advance towards
the machine age ... the fact remains that large numbers
of our people are not touched by it and will not be for a
considerable time.”
It was a very late realisation of Nehru. He died in
1964.
(Samar Bagchi is a scientist and former Director, Birla
Industrial and Technological Museum, Kolkata. He is
famed for his work on taking science to the masses.)
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food, the right to work, and the right to equality, among
others. Dr. Ambedkar’s advice to “educate, organise and
agitate” is more relevant than ever.

(Jean Drèze is a Belgian-born Indian economist and
activist. This article was earlier published in Indian
Journal of Human Rights, January-December 2005. We
are republishing it for its relevance today.)
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The Importance and Centrality of Jawaharlal Nehru in
Contemporary India
Anil Nauriya
If one scans the political landscape of India in the
20th century for a personality who was both a patriotic
front-rank participant in the freedom movement led by
Mahatma Gandhi and simultaneously sensitive to the
need to oppose international fascism and its domestic
Indian manifestations, that man was Jawaharlal Nehru.
He has an obvious relevance for India and the world in
the 21st century. As Acharya Narendra Deva, the doyen
of Indian Marxist Socialism, had noted of Jawaharlal
Nehru in an essay in 1946 : “There is no doubt that
the personality of Gandhiji and the mass movement
initiated by the Congress under his leadership attracted
wide attention abroad and created an interest in Indian
affairs, but it is also true that if the Congress had not
under Jawaharlalji’s inspiration evinced an interest in
world affairs and had expressed its keen desire to ally
itself with the progressive forces of the world, the world
would not have shown that abiding and deep interest
which it has shown.... The fact that he has become today
an international figure is symbolic of the realisation that
he has won international recognition for India and the
fact that he is an idol of the Indian masses is symbolic
of the Congress having won the affection and loyalty of
the masses. For, we must not forget that Jawaharlalji’s
life and activities are indissolubly bound up with the
Congress and that he has completely identified himself
with it. There have been occasions when he has vitally
differed from certain policies and decisions of the
Congress, but when once a decision is taken, he has given
his whole-hearted support to it.”(1)
It is not an accident that Nehru has become a hatefigure for Indian religious sectarianism and the related
political majoritarian-sectarianism which goes together
with it. There has been a systematic and venomous
campaign against Nehru particularly from the early
1950s when Nehru led Parliament to carry out reforms
in Hindu law.
In this context, Hartosh Bal, the political editor of
Caravan magazine, has made an insightful comment
on the Hindu law reform legislation of the 1950s:

“Ambedkar quit the Cabinet well before they were
passed.... But without Nehru none of these reforms would
have ever become reality. Ambedkar on his own could not
have taken on the Hindu Right.... Given this, it is ironical
that today there are enough to speak for Ambedkar or for
the Hindu Right, and very few for Nehru.”(2)
While the present-day Congress cannot entirely
be separated from the legacy of the pre-freedom
Indian National Congress, yet the former has distinct
characteristics and must be organisationally distinguished
from its historical predecessor. Moreover, with the
current decline of the Congress, we need to remind
ourselves that many of us outside that organisation are
also legatees of the space created and occupied by Indian
nationalism since 1885.
There were a wide range of issues that had engaged
the pre-independence Indian nationalists: from Dadabhai
Naoroji to Romesh Chandra Dutt on the economic aspects;
to Mahadev Govind Ranade on social aspects who in turn
had inspired both Gopal Krishna Gokhale and Gandhi;
to Gandhi, Abbas Tyabji, Motilal Nehru, C.R. Das and
Tagore on civil liberties questions arising especially out
of the 1919 events and after and Asaf Ali’s inquiries on
the NWFP and Bannu raids in 1938; to Narendra Deva
and the language-related contradictions in the education
system pointed out by the Education Committee headed
by him in the United Provinces in 1938–39; to the
Rashtriya Stree Sabha of the 1920s, Desh Sevika Sangh
of the 1930s, Sarojini Naidu and socialists Kamladevi
Chattopadhyaya, Rama Devi and Malati Choudhury on
the issue of the relation between nationalism and gender;
to the entire legacy of constructive work associated with
the freedom movement, as represented for example, by
Thakkar Bapa, Kaka Kalelkar, Ginwala, Mithu Petit,
Jugatram Dave, Khurshed Naoroji, B.F. Bharucha, Bibi
Amtussalam, Perin Captain, Walunjkar, Zakir Husain,
Asha Devi and Aryanayakam, and countless others.
The split in the Indian National Congress in 1969 and
the dissolution eight years later of the Congress (O), with
its merger into the newly-formed Janata Party in 1977,

This essay was written in 2015, as a review of Nayantara Sahgal’s book, “Nehru’s India: Essays on the Maker of a
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had the undesirable consequence that the entire Congress
space came to be occupied by Mrs Indira Gandhi’s
party, then known as Congress (I). It is this latter party
which has in recent years been receding politically. In
the circumstances, it should not have been difficult to
foresee that unless those outside this party, who still saw
themselves as legatees of the Indian freedom struggle
as represented by the pre-freedom Indian National
Congress, organised themselves, the vacuum left by the
decline of the Congress would inevitably be filled by
other forces, especially the Hindutva forces.
The anti-Nehru space in India is populated not
merely by Hindutva but also often by the epigones of
Rammanohar Lohia. The answers that the latter-day
Socialists in the Lohia years provided to some of the
social, linguistic and cultural issues Lohia raised are
not necessarily so complete or final that they cannot be
re-thought.(3) On other issues too, remaining confined
to some of the post-independence Lohia–Nehru
controversies, especially of the 1960s and the thinking
that emerged then, has constricted the intellectual growth
of the socialist movement. A similar point was once
also made by the late Kishan Patnaik in the socialist
journal Janata in 1980.(4) It is also worth recalling here
that the late Surendra Mohan, in an introspective article
written for Janata, had once pointed to the connection
between the negativities in the Opposition politics of
the late sixties and the negativities of the post-Shastri
establishment.(5)
Another aspect of the matter is worth appreciating.
The writings of Lohia and the politics of Lohia need,
to some extent, to be distinguished as these are not
necessarily congruent. Speaking generally, the writings
of both Lohia and JP may be rated considerably higher
than their politics, especially Lohia’s politics in the
1960s and JP’s in the 1970s. [Incidentally, this is the
reverse of what is true in the case of Mahatma Gandhi
whose praxis would often race ahead of his writings,
phenomenal though these themselves were; Gandhi
himself recognised this when he said that his writings
could be burnt for all he cared and that it was his life
that was his message; in the same vein, Nehru too had
once observed how much greater Gandhi was than his
“little books”.]
Every movement requires periodic renewal; its
dominant doctrines and practices need to be reconsidered
in the light of experience. The political alliances
Lohia forged and also the thinking associated with
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these alliances certainly need to be re-thought in the
light of subsequent experience and also the changed
circumstances in which the Congress is no longer the
force that it used to be. The Socialist alliance with the
Jana Sangh in the run-up to the General Elections of
1967 had opened the route to further such unthinking
linkages by Jayaprakash Narayan in the mid-1970s and
by V.P. Singh in the late 1980s. The remedies sought
by Lohia, JP and V.P. Singh, and especially the manner
in which these were sought, may have proved worse
than the disease. Few precautions were taken by them
in the forging of their strategies and no adequate steps
taken for the ideological training of cadres. Even if
such precautions had been taken, it should have been
obvious that aligning with reactionary forces, whether
tacitly or otherwise, would have long-term deleterious
ramifications for the country.
Contemporary India must positively re-engage with
the legacy of Jawaharlal Nehru in his role as a great
fighter for Indian freedom and connect with him just as,
say, the founders of the Congress Socialist party had.
The founders of the Socialist movement did not see
themselves as being apart from Nehru. Narendra Deva,
in his presidential address at the first session of the of
the All-India Congress Socialist Conference at Patna on
May 17, 1934, had in his opening words referred to Nehru
in the following terms: “My task is made all the more
difficult by the absence of our beloved friend, Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru, whose absence today we all so keenly
feel and whose valuable advice and guidance would have
been of immense value to us on this occasion.” Twelve
years later, Narendra Deva wrote a perceptive appraisal
of Nehru. Narendra Deva recognised that “Jawaharlalji
took great interest in class-organisation. He was elected
President of the All-India Trade Union Congress in the
year 1929 and it has been his constant endeavour to make
the Congress interest itself in the economic struggles of
the workers. He tried to bring economic questions to the
forefront. The resolution of Fundamental Rights passed
at the Karachi Congress in 1931 was his contribution.
His activities brought about a general radicalisation of
political thought in the country.”(6)
So far as the State was concerned, Nehru was
committed to its religious neutrality as postulated by the
Karachi resolution of 1931 which he had taken the lead
in drafting. As Narendra Deva points out, this resolution
was Nehru’s "contribution”. On Nehru’s personal attitude
toward religion, Narendra Deva writes: "Religion in its
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institutional form is repugnant to him as it is the bulwark
of reaction and the defender of status quo. Its function in
society has been to make social inequalities less irksome
to the lower classes. But he has no quarrel with that
purer form of religious faith which inspires the conduct
of individuals. He, however, believes in ethical social
conduct and has a deep sense of human values.”(7)
It was Nehru who, as the Congress President in
1936, had reorganised the Congress headquarters and
introduced an internationalist perspective into it. Nearly
40 years younger to Gandhi and some 19 years to Nehru,
Rammanohar Lohia wrote to the latter on May 23, 1946:
“Please don’t forget that you and another have influenced
men like me so much that there never has been a place
for a third nor ever shall be.” A photocopy of Lohia’s
letter to Nehru was published by the socialist Bhola
Chatterji (1922–1992) in an article in Sunday magazine
some decades ago.
The socialist leader and intellectual, Madhu Limaye,
who was close to Lohia and nearly three decades
younger than Nehru, was conscious of the need "to
take an objective view and keep out my personal likes
and dislikes, prejudices and predilections”; he refers
to Jawaharlalji as the "uncompromising sentinel of
Independence” and acknowledges that he “gave a new
orientation to (the) Congress policy and programme”;
and that “he championed the cause of the peasantry” and
“took up the case of the workers working in mines and
the factories who were being treated as slaves”.
Jawaharlal Nehru is an intrinsic part of the legacy
of Indian freedom; no contemporary Indian politics that
seeks to take India forward can be defined by excluding
him.
On inter-communal questions, which have a bearing
on the very definition of India, Nehru’s record is par
excellence and second only to that of Mahatma Gandhi.
In spite of the bitterness ensuing from the country’s
partition in 1947, the Nehru dispensation maintained
inter-communal peace, with the first major riot occurring
only in the early sixties.
In this context, it is necessary to energetically counter
the attempts of Hindu Mahasabha, the Bharatiya Janata
Party, the RSS and their associate organisations to
malign and discredit Gandhi and Nehru. The vilification
tendency has now been in evidence for several decades;
but it has lately assumed a virulent character. The RSS
has made virulent attacks on Gandhi because they
believed the Mahatma was their direct enemy as he did
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not disclaim Hinduism and occupied the socio-cultural
political space which they believed was theirs. In addition
Gandhiji’s advocacy of ‘Ishwar-Allah tera naam’ stood
in direct opposition to their idea of Hindu and Muslim
communities. The Mahatma’s appeal to remove hatred
from hearts and minds, and to love all humanity,
including Muslims and Christians, was a direct challenge
to their social philosophy. To their dismay and disgust,
the Congress under Gandhiji had won the people’s hearts
and had a pan-Indian and international following. There
was no chance or possibility to remove Gandhiji from
that political space except by way of killing him, which
is why attempts to assassinate Gandhi preceded partition.
Post-assassination, direct attacks on Gandhi have been
replaced with more subtle strategies that seek to invoke
Gandhi for matters such as cleaning-up while ignoring
his pluralism and mocking his humanism. The direct
attacks are now made mainly by the Mahasabha and its
related organisations which have even sought to glorify
Gandhi’s assassins.
As regards the Sangh targeting Nehru, Kumar Ketkar
writes that “Nehru came on the radar of the Sangh
Parivar only after Gandhiji declared that he would be
his successor.” Gandhi and Nehru were “in complete
agreement” on “the most important and explosive issue
of communalism”.(8)
Another issue on which the intelligentsia must reengage positively with Jawaharlal Nehru is that he was
the builder of post-independence India. Nehru respected
Parliament and urged the judiciary, nurtured in colonial
times, to recognise social concerns in a changing India.
It was Nehru who got the Congress committed to a
socialistic pattern of society in its session at Avadi in
1955. The building up of the public sector enabled
India to hold its own for long in a world that various
international powers sought to bend to their own image.
Stupendous efforts were made under Nehru to reduce
India’s external dependence on oil. How vital this effort
was may be gauged from the lengths to which Western
powers went in opposing similar Iranian efforts under
Prime Minister Mossadegh against whom a successful
coup was organised in the 1950s. The building up of an
independent public sector had other ramifications as well.
The emphasis on research and development, 90 percent of
which was done in the public sector, induced a tradition
of self-reliance, partly squandered by later regimes. In
the case of drugs, this tradition has enabled Indian firms
today to be prime suppliers of relatively low-priced vital
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medication to countries with similar problems as ours,
such as countries in Africa.
Nehru laid great emphasis on science and technology.
In this context, it is worth mentioning the explanation
given by the famous scientist, J.B.S. Haldane, for moving
to India in the 1950s: “One has the absolute impression
of being in a highly civilised community... I feel far
more at home there than I do in some European and most
American cities.” (9)
Nehru is often criticised for neglecting agriculture
at the cost of heavy industry. But it is forgotten that
it was Nehru who led from the front in breaking the
back of the 150-year-old zamindari system within a
democratic framework. At least two rounds of land
reform legislation, at the onset of the fifties and sixties,
took place under Nehru’s leadership. Daniel Thorner,
who had devoted much of his life to studying Indian
land and agriculture, writes: “It is sometimes said that
the (initial) Five Year Plans neglected agriculture. This
charge cannot be taken seriously. The facts are that in
India’s first twenty-one years of independence more
has been done to foster change in agriculture and more
change has actually taken place than in the preceding
two hundred years.” (10)
It will be readily conceded, of course, that more
could have been done and still needs to be done with
regard to irrigation, proper land and water management
and liberating diverse regions of India from the cycle of
flood and drought.
Another important contribution of Nehru, which is
also being much maligned today, was his foreign policy
initiatives. Among the most important contributions of
Nehru in this regard was his non-alignment. The United
Kingdom was particularly upset with Nehru’s stance in
the Suez crisis and the Anglo–French attack on Egypt
in the late fifties. While there were some foreign policy
failures also, as in the case of China, even in this latter
case, Nehru’s mistakes have been exaggerated such as the
one-sided description in Neville Maxwell’s India’s China
War. It is all to the good therefore that some correctives
have emerged in recent years, including a book edited by
the late Air Commodore Jasjit Singh and a very perceptive
paper by Nirupama Rao.(11) At a recent Indo-African
summit in New Delhi, the tendency to ignore Nehru’s
contribution was carried to the point where the African
dignitaries had to remind the current Indian government
of the shared vision and positive contributions of Gandhi
and Nehru to Africa and its struggles.
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The extent to which Nehru moulded the postindependence Congress may be gauged from remarks that
Jayaprakash Narayan made in July 1964, a few weeks
after Jawaharlalji’s death. JP was reported to have said
that leaving the Congress in 1948 to form the Socialist
Party was a mistake committed on account of "the wrong
assessment of the character of the Congress”. According
to JP, most of his partymen thought at that time that the
Congress would slowly develop into a conservative-cumliberal party just like “what the Swatantra Party is today”.
But history belied this assessment.(12) [Ironically,
the then assessment may have provided an accurate
description of the later post-Emergency Congress and
especially towards the last two decades of the twentieth
century.]
The currently dominant Indian intelligentsia’s
attitude towards Nehru induces some of them into making
overt and covert arrangements with the BJP and its
associates, just as they had done in the past with BJP’s
predecessors. This predilection needs rectification. For
example, in the case of the Socialists, the Draft Platform
of the Socialist Party in 1972 had ruled out any modus
vivendi with the Jana Sangh. Yet this formulation was
abandoned within a couple of years of it being advanced.
Those who consider themselves to be inheritors of
the heritage of the Indian freedom struggle, especially
those belonging to the socialist tradition, naturally speak
of such figures as Gandhi, Narendra Deva, Jayaprakash,
Yusuf Meherally and Lohia. They have no difficulty
also in seeking bridges between the social struggles of
Gandhi and of Ambedkar. Although the latter was an
outsider to the political struggle for Indian freedom, his
social legacies are correctly seen by Socialists as being
convergent with their own objectives, as Lohia himself
recognised in the fifties. Why then the contemporary
reluctance of a section of Socialists to recognise their
obvious affinities and convergences with Jawaharlal
Nehru? It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Nehru
is unjustly excluded for subjective and even irrational
reasons connected with the Lohia–Nehru controversies and
because family domination emerged within the Congress
especially after the crisis of the Emergency in 1975–77.
Such exclusion is patently unfair to Jawaharlal Nehru,
attacking whom has become a major organising point for
Hindutva. Besides, to remain silent in the face of such
attacks has the effect of denying the 20th century history
of the Indian nation’s strivings and aspirations, a denial
which, of course, the Hindutva forces ardently desire.
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The crucial issue before the country is the social
fascism associated with the ascendancy of the currently
ruling forces and their associate organisations. Though
it is right in this context to focus on the protection of
civil liberties and on safeguards against a repeat of
the Emergency, it is necessary to go beyond form and
formalism. There is an undeclared social emergency
in the country. Developments in rural western Uttar
Pradesh in the run-up to the 2014 General Elections
should have left no doubt on that score. The lives and
property of members of the minority communities, Dalits
and poor peasants are endangered. These forces operate
with the support of elements within the Central and
provincial state apparatus, the business world and affluent
non-resident Indians. The fight against the malaise of
corruption is only one part of the larger question of
the accountability of power; the latter subsumes within
itself struggles against governmental malfeasance and
misfeasance in protecting citizens’ lives and welfare.
Such accountability and protection is a solemn obligation
on all political parties, a duty which Gandhi as well as
Jawaharlal Nehru fully recognised.
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Dr. Ambedkar and the Future of Indian Democracy
Jean Drèze
The future of Indian democracy depends a great deal
on a revival of Dr. Ambedkar’s visionary conception of
democracy. This vision also needs to be enlarged and
updated in the light of recent experience.

Revolutionary Democracy
Dr. Ambedkar’s vision of democracy was closely
related to his ideal of a “good society”. He did not leave
room for any ambiguity regarding the nature of this
ideal. On many occasions, he stated that he envisaged
a good society as one based on “liberty, equality and
fraternity”. Democracy, as he saw it, was both the end
and the means of this ideal. It was the end because he
ultimately considered democracy as coterminous with
the realisation of liberty, equality and fraternity. At the
same time, democracy was also the means through which
this ideal was to be attained.
Dr. Ambedkar’s notion of “democratic government”
went back to the fundamental idea of “government
of the people, by the people and for the people”. But
“democracy” meant much more to him than democratic
government. It was a way of life: “Democracy is not
merely a form of government. It is primarily a mode of
associated living, of conjoint communicated experience.
It is essentially an attitude of respect and reverence
towards fellowmen.”
Another crucial feature of Dr. Ambedkar’s conception
of democracy is that it was geared to social transformation
and human progress. Conservative notions of democracy,
such as the idea that it is mainly a device to prevent bad
people from seizing power, did not satisfy him. In one
of the most inspiring definitions of the term, he defined
democracy as “a form and a method of government
whereby revolutionary changes in the economic and
social life of the people are brought about without
bloodshed.”
For this to happen, it was essential to link political
democracy with economic and social democracy. Indeed,
Dr. Ambedkar’s vision of democracy was inseparable
from his commitment to socialism. Sometimes he referred
to this combined ideal as “social democracy”, in a much
wider sense than that in which the term is understood
today. The neglect of economic democracy was, in his

view, one of the chief causes of “the failure of democracy
in Western Europe”. As he put it: “The second wrong
ideology that has vitiated parliamentary democracy is the
failure to realise that political democracy cannot succeed
where there is no social or economic democracy… Social
and economic democracy are the tissues and the fibre of a
political democracy. The tougher the tissue and the fibre,
the greater the strength of the body. Democracy is another
name for equality. Parliamentary democracy developed a
passion for liberty. It never made a nodding acquaintance
with equality. It failed to realise the significance of
equality and did not even endeavour to strike a balance
between liberty and equality, with the result that liberty
swallowed equality and has made democracy a name and
a farce.” In this and other respects, his analysis of the
fate of democracy in Western Europe largely applies to
the Indian situation today.

Rationality and Liberation
Dr. Ambedkar’s passion for democracy was closely
related to his commitment to rationality and the scientific
outlook. At an obvious level, rationality is necessary for
democratic government since public debate (an essential
aspect of democratic practice) is impossible in the
absence of a shared adherence to common sense, logical
argument and critical enquiry. Rational thinking is even
more relevant if we adopt Dr. Ambedkar’s broad view of
democracy as a state of “liberty, equality and fraternity”.
Indeed, rationality is conducive if not indispensable to the
realisation of these ideals. A person who is not free can
afford to be irrational, since he or she is not in command
in any case. But if we are to take control of our lives,
rationality and a scientific outlook are essential.
There is also a close affinity between rationality and
equality. For one thing, propaganda and manipulation
are common tools of subjugation. The caste system,
for instance, has been propped over the centuries by an
elaborate edifice of unscientific dogmas. The scientific
outlook is essential to liberate and protect oneself from
ideological manipulation. For another, the scientific spirit
has a strong anti-authoritarian dimension. Authority rests
on the notion that one person’s view or wish counts more
than another’s. In scientific argument, this is not the
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case. What counts is the coherence of the argument and
the quality of the evidence. In that sense, the scientific
outlook is a protection against the arbitrary exercise of
power.
There is a view that reason and science are “western”
notions, alien to the people of India, who have their own
“modes of knowledge”. This view is bound to astonish
anyone who has cared to read the Buddha’s teachings.
Many centuries before Descartes, Buddha urged his
followers to use their reason and not to believe anything
without proof. In Buddha or Karl Marx, one of his last
speeches, Dr. Ambedkar includes the following in his
summary of the essential teachings of the Buddha:
“Everyone has a right to learn. Learning is as necessary
for man to live as food is… Nothing is infallible. Nothing
is binding forever. Everything is subject to inquiry and
examination.”
This is not to deny that there are other modes
of knowledge than rational argument and scientific
discourse. That is the case not only in India but all over
the world. For instance, no amount of rational argument
can convey what a jasmine flower smells like. Direct
experience is indispensable. Similarly, if you hold
the hand of an Iraqi child who has been wounded by
American bombs, you will learn something about the
nature of this war that no amount of scientific information
on “collateral damage” can convey. In The Buddha and
His Dhamma, Dr. Ambedkar gives a fine account of
the distinction between vidya (knowledge) and prajna
(insight). In the step from vidya to prajna, non-scientific
modes of learning often play an important role. But this
does not detract from the overarching importance of
rationality in individual enlightenment and social living.
One reason for bringing this up is that recent threats
to Indian democracy often involve a concerted attack
on rationality and the scientific spirit. I am thinking
particularly of the Hindutva movement. As various
scholars have noted, this movement can be interpreted
as a sort of “revolt of the higher castes”: an attempt to
reassert the traditional authority of the upper castes,
threatened as it is by the expansion of political democracy
in independent India. This reassertion of Brahminical
authority in the garb of “Hindu unity” involves a
suppression of rational thinking and critical enquiry.
That is the real significance of the seemingly “irrational”
statements and actions we are witnessing day after day
from political leaders of the saffron variety: the call for
teaching astrology in universities, the substitution of
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myths for history, the search for Lord Ram’s “authentic”
birthplace, the handover of research institutions to
certified obscurantists, among other recent examples.
Resisting this and other attacks on rationality is an
important requirement of the defence of democracy in
India today.

Morality and Social Order
One of the most interesting features of Dr. Ambedkar’s
political philosophy is his stress on the ethical dimension
of democracy, or what he called “morality”. One aspect
of this is the importance of “constitutional morality”, that
is, of abiding by the spirit of the constitution and not just
its legal provisions. Going beyond this, Dr. Ambedkar
felt that “morality”, in the sense of social ethics, was
indispensable for the realisation of liberty and equality. In
the absence of morality, there were only two alternatives:
anarchy or the police.
Dr. Ambedkar’s emphasis on morality was well
integrated with his commitment to rationality and
the scientific spirit. In particular, he considered that
morality was always subject to rational scrutiny. Most
importantly, for Dr. Ambedkar, morality had a strong
ethical component.
In fact, one of Dr. Ambedkar’s many criticisms of
the caste system was that it undermines morality. In
Annihilation of Caste, he thundered: “The effects of caste
on the ethics of the Hindus is simply deplorable. Caste
has killed public spirit. Caste has destroyed the sense of
public charity. Caste has made public opinion impossible.
A Hindu’s public is his caste… Virtue has become
caste-ridden and morality has become caste-bound.”
He ultimately identified mortality with “fraternity”—“a
sentiment which leads an individual to identify himself
with the good of others”.
Dr. Ambedkar’s attraction to Buddhism has to be
seen in the light of his twin commitment to morality and
reason. Not only did he regard Buddha’s “Dhamma” as
compatible with (indeed committed to) reason, he also
saw it as an expression of the ideal of “liberty, equality
and fraternity”. At one point he even stated that this
ideal of his derived directly “from the teachings of my
master, the Buddha”. Towards the end of his life, he even
seems to have nurtured the hope that the Dhamma would
become a universal code of social ethics.
In retrospect, Dr. Ambedkar’s vision of the Dhamma
as a universal code of ethics was perhaps a little naïve.
Personally, I doubt that there will ever be a universal
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code of ethics. Diversity, including the diversity of ethical
codes, is an intrinsic and welcome feature of social living.
I would even suggest that Dr. Ambedkar’s devotion to
the Buddha’s teachings occasionally jarred with his
commitment to critical enquiry and independence of
mind. Having said this, his recognition of social ethics
as an essential ingredient of democracy has not lost its
relevance. If democracy is just political competition
between self-interested individuals, it will never succeed
in bringing about liberty, equality and fraternity. In
particular, it will never do justice to minority interests.
To illustrate the point, consider the problem of urban
destitution in India—the plight of wandering beggars,
street children, leprosy patients, the homeless, and others.
These people constitute a small minority and they have
no political power whatsoever (most of them do not even
vote). Nor are they likely to have any in the foreseeable
future. This is the main reason why the problem remains
almost entirely unaddressed. If this problem is to come
within the ambit of democratic politics (and there are
signs that this is beginning to happen), it can only be on
the basis of ethical concern. This illustration pertains to
a relatively confined aspect of India’s social problems,
but the potential reach of ethical concerns in democratic
politics is very wide. If social ethics acquire a central role
in democratic politics, a new world may come into view.

Democracy and Socialism
As mentioned earlier, Dr. Ambedkar’s vision of
democracy encompassed “political, social and economic
democracy”. As he saw it, political democracy alone
could not be expected to go very far, if glaring economic
and social inequalities remained. A well-known
expression of this concern is his parting speech to the
Constituent Assembly: “On the 26th of January 1950, we
are going to enter into a life of contradictions. In politics
we will have equality and in social and economic life we
will have inequality… How long shall we continue to live
this life of contradictions? How long shall we continue
to deny equality in our social and economic life? If we
continue to deny it for long, we will do so only by putting
our political democracy in peril.”
Dr. Ambedkar’s diagnosis raised the question of
how the “contradiction” was to be removed. Since he
had distanced himself in the same speech from extraconstitutional methods (including not only violence
but also “satyagraha”), the answer presumably lied in
democratic practice. However, Dr. Ambedkar himself
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warned that the whole process of democratic practice
in an unequal society was vulnerable to being derailed
by vested interests. There is a hint of a chicken-and-egg
problem here: what comes first, democracy or socialism?
At one stage, it seems that Ambedkar envisaged
that socialism would come first, and set the stage
for democracy. His hope, at that time, was that
“state socialism” would be enshrined in the Indian
constitution. A socialist constitution, as he saw it, was
the key to reconciling democracy and socialism. Without
constitutional protection for socialist principles such as
state ownership of land and key industries, socialism
in a democratic society was likely to be derailed by
vested interests. Dr. Ambedkar’s blueprint for a socialist
constitution was presented in States and Minorities,
an early memorandum submitted to the Constituent
Assembly.
In retrospect, this memorandum looks a little
simplistic in some important respects. For instance, one
would hesitate to advocate “collective farming” with the
same confidence today, in the light of recent evidence.
However, this does not detract from the importance of
the larger idea of a socialist constitution, helping to
reconcile socialism with democracy. And some aspects
of Ambedkar’s blueprint have not lost their relevance.
Whatever its merits, Dr. Ambedkar’s proposal for
a socialist constitution was something of a political
non-starter. It had little chance of being accepted by
the Constitutent Assembly, where privileged interests
were well represented. However, Dr. Ambedkar did not
abandon the idea of constitutional safeguards for socialist
ideals and economic democracy. Ultimately, these were
embodied in the “Directive Principles” of the Indian
constitution, which deal with a wide range of economic
and social rights. The Directive Principles are indeed
far-reaching, if one takes them seriously:
“In my judgment, the directive principles have a
great value, for they lay down that our ideal is economic
democracy…. [Our] object in framing this Constitution
is really twofold: (1) to lay down the form of political
democracy, and (2) to lay down that our ideal is economic
democracy and also to prescribe that every Government
… shall strive to bring about economic democracy.”
As it turned out, however, the Directive Principles
were not taken seriously in independent India. They were
not enforceable in a court of law, and nor did electoral
politics succeed in holding the state accountable to their
realisation, as Dr. Ambedkar had envisaged. We are left
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with a half-baked democracy, where reasonably sound
democratic institutions coexist with social conditions
that threaten to make parliamentary democracy “a name
and a farce”. Contrary to Dr. Ambedkar’s expectations,
democracy in independent India has neither flourished
nor perished. Instead, it has limped along, burdened by
the “contradiction” he had identified, which is still with
us today.

The Future of Indian Democracy
Where does this leave us, as far as the future of
Indian democracy is concerned? On the face of it, there
is little reason for optimism. Dr. Ambedkar’s vision
of democracy and socialism has failed to materialise.
Political democracy has survived, but economic
democracy remains a distant goal, and therefore,
democracy remains incomplete and lopsided. In fact,
even political democracy is not in very good health.
Further, Indian democracy is confronting new challenges,
including the Hindutva movement, growing economic
inequality, the rise of militarism, and the brazen misuse
of power by political parties (including those purporting
to represent the underprivileged).
Having said this, there are also counter-trends, in the
form of a growth of democratic space and democratic
spirit. A startling variety of social movements have
flourished in India, and creative initiatives keep
expanding the boundaries of political democracy year
after year. Many new tools of democratic practice have
emerged, unforeseen by Dr. Ambedkar: the right to
information, the panchayati raj amendments, modern
communication technology, transnational cooperation,
to name a few. The quality of Indian democracy is also
gradually enhanced by a better representation of women
in politics, wider opportunities for people’s involvement
in local governance and the spread of education among
disadvantaged sections of the society. The most powerful
and promising trend is the growing participation of the
underprivileged in democratic processes. This, I believe,
is the wave of the future.
As discussed earlier, Dr. Ambedkar had a
visionary conception of democracy, which needs to
be “rediscovered” today. But going beyond that, we
must also enlarge this vision in the light of recent
developments. While Dr. Ambedkar was far ahead
of his time in stressing the link between political and
economic democracy, perhaps he failed to anticipate the
full possibilities of political democracy itself. He thought
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that in the absence of economic democracy, ordinary
people would be powerless. Also, he thought of political
democracy mainly in terms of electoral and parliamentary
processes. In both respects, his assessment was highly
relevant at that time. Today, however, we are constantly
discovering new forms of democratic practice, in which
people are often able to participate even if economic
democracy is nowhere near being realised.
This ability to participate arises from the fact that
economic privilege is not the only basis of advantage in
democratic politics. Money power certainly helps, but
this advantage is not always decisive. Much depends also
on organisational activism, the weight of numbers, the
strength of arguments, the force of public opinion, the use
of communication skills, and other sources of bargaining
power. Aside from bargaining power, social ethics can
also come into play in a democracy where there is room
for what Dr. Ambedkar called “morality”.
None of this detracts from the importance of striving
for economic democracy. But the fact that this goal has
proved more elusive than Dr. Ambedkar anticipated
should not prevent us from pursuing other “revolutionary
changes in the economic and social life of the people”.
The abolition of caste inequalities, for instance, is a
perfectly reasonable goal of democratic practice today. So
are gender equality, peace in Kashmir, the eradication of
corruption, universal education, world disarmament, and
the end of hunger, among other revolutionary changes
that we might aspire to.
It is also worth noting that economic democracy
itself may not be as distant as we think. Indeed, it is an
interesting paradox of contemporary politics that even as
economic power has become more concentrated, it also
looks more fragile. That is one lesson from the collapse
of Enron some time ago, the defeat of the Multilateral
Agreement on Investment, the WTO debacle and the
growing sheepishness of the Bretton Woods institutions.
What looks “politically infeasible” at one point of time
often turns out to be within reach much sooner than
expected.
In practical terms, the best course of action may be
to revive the Directive Principles of the Constitution,
and to reassert that these principles are “fundamental in
the governance of the country” (Article 37). Indeed, in
spite of much official hostility to these principles today,
there are unprecedented opportunities for asserting the
economic and social rights discussed in the constitution—
the right to education, the right to information, the right to
cont'd... on page no. 41
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Remembering the Forgotten: J.C. Kumarappa
Ratheesh Pisharody
The year 2020, brings with it many challenges for
both the planet as well as the "Sovereign Socialist Secular
Democratic Republic of India". When we celebrate
India's "Republic Day" this year on the 26th of January,
there should be an attempt do more than just take a day off
from work and watch colourful tableau passing through
Rajpath. While our "Democracy in Practice" has been
under stress from some time now, our "Secular" nature
has been overtly challenged by actions of the most recent
government. And while our administrative sovereignty
has not yet been a problem, our economic sovereignty is
debatable due to the choices we have made. Add to this
a potent mix of climate and environmental catastrophes,
our Republic has its work cut out.
While the challenges that we face need our action,
both in plenty as well as well as in its variety, it is also
an appropriate moment for us to remember some souls
who worked for not only the Independence of India but
also towards an original vision for India. Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi, very frequently referred to as the
"Father of the Nation" is usually one name that crops up.
An easy choice to make considering his saint-like persona
and appeal; also the image-building that followed post
Independence. There was one man however, who during
Gandhi's lifetime itself was in the process of putting into
practice a lot of what Gandhi was theorising about. His
name was Joseph Cornelius Kumarappa, known as J.C.
Kumarappa.
Born Joseph Chelladurai Cornelius, he later changed
his name to a more "Indian", Kumarappa, presumably to
align with the identity he chose later in life, discarding
western clothes for Indian homespun. J.C. Kumarappa is
not a name that takes much headline space. We don't get
to hear about his work in schools, nor is he mentioned
in television debates. Called an "economic philosopher"
sometimes, he transcended some of those categories. He
was hardly into the kind of economics that the world
understands today and was so much of a practitioner
that calling him a philosopher might be considered
inadequate.
J.C. Kumarappa understood very early that this part
of the world (the undivided subcontinent) needed to use
its geography, demography and also idiosyncrasies to

further its strengths. And to do so, one would have to
conceive something original rather than borrow or align
with where the world was heading to—globalisation
and capitalism. Considering both then and now, "India
lived in her villages" (a quote we attribue to Gandhi),
Kumarappa attempted to understand and formulate his
plans for a future India by "living in the villages".
It is easy to mistake Kumarappa as a mere follower,
or in modern terms, as a Gandhian. That is both an insult
to him as well as our loss. When J.C. Kumarappa met
Gandhi in 1929, Gandhi understood that he now had
contemporaries and compatriots who share his idea of
India. So more than Gandhi "recruiting" Kumarappa,
we should see it as a partnership that went a long way.
Sadly enough, it did not go long enough to yield the
kind of results that both Gandhi and Kumarappa would
have imagined.
Today we live in an India that did not really put into
practice any of the ideas that Kumarappa had. What
worsens the situation is the very fact that whatever little
we tried to imbibe, we have eroded over a period of
time. We also stand at the cusp of a global economic
meltdown combined with a climate change related Arctic
meltdown. The runoff from these meltdowns are going
to figuratively and literally wash us away and since our
actions speak louder than our words, it is fair to say that
both as a global society as well as a country we hardly
seem to care.
Adopting some of Kumarappa's thoughts early
on would have been "our answer" to capitalism that
has continuously and cleverly morphed into newer
and potent forms. While one can hope that the social
and political crisis has in theory some solutions in our
electoral democracy, the economic trajectory we took
off sadly has none. A Republic should have put power
in the hands of the people. But in a modern world which
defines power via capital, we hardly put wealth in the
hands of the masses.
Decentralisation, ethical creation of wealth, caring
for the environment in the process and a holistic
view towards life is what the economic philosopher
J.C.Kumarappa was about. His well known (but hardly
read or acknowledged) "Economy of Permanence" would
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have been our society's most cherished book had we taken
a different fork in the road. From dabbling with organic
manure to making handmade paper, Kumarappa had "got
his hands dirty" at a local level, within the unit of what
we call a village. Officially, he served as the head of the
All India Village Industries Commission (AIVIC).
Granted that J.C. Kumarappa and his thoughts did
not mean much to the ‘politicians’ of his times, the
tragedy is that he also got erased from public memory
after those politicians were replaced by new ones. Every
time India went through a crisis in its seven decades
of Independence, we did not look "inwards" and have
now reached a point where it is almost impossible to
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realistically implement his vision.
The least we can do today is to remember him.
People of the likes of J.C. Kumarappa are the ones
we betrayed when we signed the Faustian pact with
capitalism and later with the new world order. Our
Republic's Sovereignty, Socialism, Secularism and
Democracy needs abundant damage control. Returning
to J.C. Kumarappa is impossible, but some respect,
remembrance and inspiration will provide us the strength
to struggle through these dark times.
(Ratheesh Pisharody is a freelance writer and independent
researcher based in Bangalore. )
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India’s Worsening Unemployment Crisis
Neeraj Jain
Soon after Modi-led BJP won the 2019 Lok Sabha
elections, the government felt emboldened to release the
Periodic Labour Force Survey (PLFS) data, that it had
suppressed. The data show that absolute employment in
the country has actually fallen during the years of Modi’s
prime ministership – the first time it has happened since
independence. Soon after, data released by the Central
Statistical Office showed that India’s growth rate for
Q2 2019 had fallen to its lowest level for the last seven
years. But Modi–Shah led BJP government has artfully
managed to avoid discussion on the country’s worsening
economic and unemployment crisis by channelising
the entire discussion in the country around the issue of
illegal migrants. The article below discusses the country’s
worsening unemployment crisis.
The severity of the unemployment crisis gripping the
country can be seen from just a few statistics:
l

l

l

January 31, 2017: The West Bengal Group–D
Recruitment Board invited applications on-line for
recruitment of 6,000 Group D personnel in various
categories. More than 25 lakh candidates applied
for these posts, including graduates, postgraduates
and even PhDs. The job required an educational
qualification of Class 7 and carried a salary of about
Rs 16,000.(1)
August 30, 2018: Over 93,000 candidates, including
3,700 PHDs holders, 50,000 graduates and 28,000
post-graduates, applied for 62 posts of messengers in
UP police. The post requires a minimum eligibility
of Class V, and knowledge of how to ride a bicycle.
(2)
November 22, 2019: Nearly 5 lakh graduates, postgraduates, MBA and MCA degree holders applied
for 166 Group D vacancies in Bihar's Vidhan Sabha.
The eligibility criteria for the job was that applicants
should have cleared Class X. If finally selected, they
will work as peons, gardeners, gatekeepers, cleaners,
and so on.(3)

Suppressing Data to Hide Unemployment Crisis
Prime Minister Modi has repeatedly asserted
that the economy is doing very well and there is no

unemployment crisis in the country. In an interview to
ANI given on August 11, 2018 (which was bereft of
any serious cross questioning, and where vital questions
remained unasked), when asked about the present
employment scenario in India, he claimed that with the
economy growing at a fast pace, with investment into
and the pace of execution of infrastructure projects at
an all-time high, with FDI inflows at an all time high,
with India having emerged as one of the top start-up
hubs, with App-based aggregators flourishing in India
across innumerable sectors, with foreign and domestic
tourism growing, with 3.5 crore first time entrepreneurs
being given MUDRA loans – all these initiatives and
achievements will obviously be creating many jobs. He
in fact claimed that “all this has led to creation of more
than one crore jobs only in the last year”.(4) PM Modi
repeated this argument while speaking in the Lok Sabha
on February 7, 2019. Countering opposition arguments
that unemployment in the country was at its highest in 45
years, he claimed during the previous five years, millions
of jobs had been created in sectors like the transport
sector, the hotel industry, highways construction, new
airports, railway stations modernisation and rural and
urban housing.(5)
However, employment survey data belie these Modi
claims. During the second year of the Modi government,
data from the fifth round of the Annual Employment–
Unemployment Survey (EUS) conducted by the Ministry
of Labour and Employment was released, in September
2016. This report showed that the unemployment rate in
India had shot up to a five-year high of 5% in 2015–16.
The government panicked, and not only scrapped all
subsequent Annual EU surveys, but also the quinqennial
Employment–Unemployment Survey conducted by
the National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO)—
whose next round was due in 2016–17. This survey on
employment and unemployment has been conducted
regularly every five years since 1972–73 in rural and
urban areas, and provides extensive information not just
about the levels of labourforce participation rates, work
participation rates and unemployment rates, but also on
several other indicators of the quality of the workers and
the non-workers.(6)
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Consequent to the scrapping of these surveys,
the government released no official data on the
unemployment situation in the country for the next
three years. It came in for extensive criticism for
scrapping the EU surveys, and so belatedly instituted
another employment survey, the Periodic Labour Force
Survey (PLFS), to be done by the NSSO. This survey
was conducted between July 2017 and June 2018. But
with Lok Sabha elections coming, the Modi government
decided to withhold the release of this data too, despite
the National Statistical Commission (NSC) approving its
release—and the NSC is the apex body that coordinates
India’s statistical activities and is autonomous. In protest,
on January 28, 2019, two members of the National
Statistical Commission, including the acting chairman,
resigned.(7)
Finally, after the 2019 Lok Sabha elections were done
and dusted with, the government released the suppressed
PLFS data. The data showed that joblessness was at a
45–year high of 6.1% for 2017–18.(8)
Survey reports of the CMIE (Centre for Monitoring
Indian Economy), which are based on a similar sample
survey as done by the NSSO, show that including the
workers who are unemployed and willing to work but
have not been actively looking for a job (generally because
of frustration at not getting a job), the unemployment rate
(the CMIE calls it Greater Unemployment Rate) was
higher than the official figure, at 7% for 2017–18.(9)
Since then, the government has not released any
more unemployment data. But data released by the CMIE
shows that unemployment has continously been rising,
and the Greater Unemployment Rate had risen to 9.35%
for Jan–April 2019 and further to 9.94% for May–August
2019.(10) According to the CMIE, the labour force
(above age of 15 years) during May–August 2019 was
44.95 crore. An unemployment rate of 9.94% means that
nearly 4.5 crore are unemployed.

Manipulating Data
One problem with
the official surveys
is that its statistics
show the labour force
to be declining. This
artificially reduces
unemployment. Note
that the number of
unemployed is the

difference between the labour force and the number of
people employed, also called the work force. Therefore,
one simple way of reducing unemployment figures
without increasing the number of employed is by
reducing the labour force. This is precisely what India’s
official statisticians have done. According to official
figures, over the period 1983 to 1993–94, India’s labour
force grew at 2.05% per annum, but during the period
1993–94 to 2010–11, it fell to 1.41%, and then during
the period 2010–11 to 2017–18, it fell further to just
0.30% (Table 1).(11) (The CMIE survey also has the
same problem. It acknowledges this, but does not analyse
it further.)
Let us estimate the labour force in 2017–18 if it had
continued to grow at the same rate as during 1983 to
1993–94, that is, at 2.05% per annum instead of 1.41%
and 0.30%. In that case, the labour force in 2017–18
would have been 621 million instead of 495.1 million.
That means that as many as 126 million people are
missing from the labour force.
What can account for the sharp drop in the labour
force?
One argument given by mainstream economists
is higher enrolment in colleges. This would no doubt
reduce the size of the labour force, and enrolment in
higher education has indeed increased during the last two
decades. The question is, by how much? The All India
Survey of Higher Education gives the figures for total
enrolment at all levels of higher education, including
diploma courses. This survey was first conducted in
2010–11. The AISHE reports for 2010–11 and 2017–18
show that total student enrolment in higher education
(enrolment in the regular mode) has gone up from 2.41
crore in 2010–11 to 3.26 crore, that is, an increase of 8.4
million in 7 years. That is a compound annual growth
rate of 4.36%.(12) Assuming that enrolment in higher
education has grown at the same rate during the earlier
years too (the actual growth rate must have been lower),

Table 1: India: Labour Force, Work Force and Unemployment Rate
(in million)
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enrolment in higher education for 1993–94 works out
to 1.17 crore. That means that total enrolment in higher
education has increased by (3.26 – 1.17 =) 2.09 crore
over the period 1993–94 to 2017–18. So, of the 12.6
crore people missing from the labour force, only 16.6%
is accounted for by increase in enrolment. Even this is
much exaggerated, as a significant number of students in
higher education want to do jobs, especially those in Arts
and Commerce courses. The number of students enrolled
in Arts and Commerce courses at the undergraduate level
account for 39% of total student enrolment,(13) and it
can safely be said that at least half of them are in jobs
or wanting to do jobs. In several colleges, especially
where poor students study in large numbers, the Arts
and Commerce departments are deserted after 10am, as
most students have left for doing part time / regular jobs.
Therefore, higher enrolment in colleges does not
account for the sharp drop in labour force. The only other
reason that plausibly explains the sharp fall in the labour
force is that many workers have simply given up looking
for jobs out of frustration—because they have not been
able to find a job for a long time. They joined the pool
of the so-called ‘discouraged workers’. The discouraged
workers are not included in the unemployed, nor are they
included in the labour force, whereas actually they should
be included in both.
Let us now calculate the unemployment rate in 2017–
18 including all the discouraged workers in the labour
force, as well as in the total number of unemployed. We
calculate this as below:
l
Total number of missing workers in the labour force
over the period 1993–94 to 2017–18 (A) =126 million
l
Increase in student enrolment in higher education
over the period 1993–94 to 2017–18 (B) = 20.9
million.
l
Total number of discouraged workers = A – B = 105
million.
l
Total labour force in 2017–18 (C) = 495.1 + 105 =
600.1 million
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Total number of unemployed (D) = 30 + 105 = 135
million
l
Unemployment rate, 2017–18 = D/C = 22.5%
That’s almost 4 times the unemployment figure given
in the PLFS, and more than three times the CMIE figure.
Since then, as we have pointed out above, CMIE data
indicates that the unemployment situation has further
worsened.
l

Youth Unemployment
Date made available by the above mentioned official
surveys figures show that youth unemployment levels in
the country are far worse than the overall unemployment
figures. The data are absolutely mind-boggling. Youth
unemployment rate in the country has leapt from 5.4%
in 2004–05 and 6.1% in 2010–11 to 17.8% in 2017–18
(Table 2).(14) This figure is three times the official overall
unemployment rate (6.1% in 2017–18).
That even this high figure is an underestimate is
obvious from the sharp fall in Labour Force Participation
Rate (LFPR) [LFPR = Total number of people in labour
force /total population of that age group]. It has fallen
from 56.4% in 2004–05 to 38.3% in 2017–18. Rising
student enrolment can only account for a part of this fall,
as the fall is very steep. That means, a large section of the
youth are falling out of the labour force due to frustration
at not being able to get a job. Taking into account the
discouraged youth, the youth unemployment level is
much higher than 17.8%.

Estimating Real Unemployment Levels in India

Even these high unemployment figures do not capture
the full extent of the unemployment crisis gripping the
country. That is because whether it be the Labour Bureau
survey or the NSSO survey or the CMIE survey, they
do not take into account one important aspect of the
employment–unemployment problem in India, because
of which all these surveys suffer from one fundamental
flaw.
Table 2: India, Youth (15–29 years): Labour Force, Work Force,
And that problem is, that there
Unemployment Rate and Labour Force Participation Rate
is no unemployment allowance in
(in million)
India. Therefore, people are forced to
take up whatever jobs are available,
or do any kind of work to somehow
earn something and stay alive—like
selling peanuts on bicyles or selling
idlis or pani-puri by the roadside or
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buying some vegetables from the wholesale market and
selling them on a cart or collecting scrap from houses. All
the above mentioned surveys consider all these people
to be ‘gainfully employed’, even if they are not earning
enough to eat two full meals a day. Calling these people
employed is actually an absurdity—they are all actually
unemployed, or underemployed, victims of an economy
that is not being able to create decent jobs.
Let us make an estimate of the extent of real
unemployment+underemployment in the country.
It is generally believed that the only meaningful jobs
in the economy are what are called organised sector jobs.
The organised sector includes all units with 10 or more
workers if using power and 20 or more workers if not
using power. It has been estimated from PLFS 2017–18
data that the organised sector accounts for only a small
share—16.5%—of the total employment (Table 3).(15)
Table 3: Formal and Organised Sector Employment in
India
		
Total Work Force (million)
A Organised Sector Employment (million)
(A) as % of Total Employment
B Formal Sector Employment (million)
(B) as % of Total Employment

2017–18
465.2
76.7
16.5%
42.8
9.2%

Taking advantage of the neoliberal economic reforms
in the country and the systematic assault on labour rights
by the government of India, Indian organised sector firms
have adopted a systematic policy of replacing permanent
staff with contract or temporary workers, and are also
subcontracting out work to smaller units in the informal
sector who are able to produce goods at much cheaper
rates due to low wage costs. Therefore, not all organised
sector jobs are formal jobs, or what the Economic Survey
2015–16 calls ‘good jobs’,(16) where workers have at
least some legal rights such as security of employment,
minimum wages, sick leave, compensation for workrelated injuries and right to organise.
What is the size of the formal / informal workforce
in the country? Even the government does not know.
The Economic Survey of 2018–19, released on July
4, 2019, says "almost 93%" of the total workforce is
'informal'. The Survey does not mention the source of
this information. While the Niti Aayog's Strategy for New
India at 75, released in November 2018, said: "by some

estimates, India's informal sector employs approximately
85% of all workers". From where did it get this figure?
The Niti Aayog refers to a 2014 report, OECD India
Policy Brief: Education and Skills, which, in turn is silent
on its source of information.(17)
More recently, the Azim Premji University has
published a paper by economists Santosh Mehrotra and
Jajati Parida. They base their calculations on PLFS 2017–
18 data and estimate that the total formal employment
in the country is only 9.2% of the total employment in
the country.(18)
Therefore, it can definitely be said that more than
90% of the jobs in the country are informal sector jobs.
That’s a stunning figure. Most of the people doing these
informal jobs—such as fruit sellers selling a few dozen
bananas on hand carts, roadside hawkers selling clothes
or other sundry items, graduates running tiny telephone
recharge shops or driving autorickshaws for 12 hours
every day, sales boys and girls going from house to house
selling cosmetics / sarees / books, unorganised sector
construction workers working in dangerous conditions
at construction sites, farmers toiling day and night in an
attempt to extract the maximum possible from their tiny
holdings—earn below subsistence wages, earn so little
that they are barely able to stay alive.
This is borne out by a study based on the Labour
Bureau’s Fifth Annual Employment–Unemployment
Survey released in September 2016 (Table 4).(19) The
study found that of the total workforce in the country,
as much as:
l
43.4% of the total workforce earned less than Rs
5,000 per month, and
l
84.1% of the workforce earned less than Rs 10,000
per month.
These are jaw-dropping figures. While they would
appear to be unbelievable to our young readers, most of
whom are being brought up on a diet of false propaganda
about development dished out by the media every
day, these figures are similar to another earlier official
report of the National Commission for Enterprises in
the Unorganised Sector (NCEUS). The government
had set up this Commission under the chairmanship
of Prof. Arjun Sengupta to advise on issues related
to the country’s unorganised workforce. In its study,
NCEUS set an overall minimum of Rs 20 per person
per day in 2004–05 as its cut-off for defining the ‘poor
and vulnerable’. In its report submitted in 2006, the
Commission estimated that 77% of Indians earned below
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Table 4: Types of Employment in India and Monthly Wage Earnings, 2015–16

this cut-off! Rather than act on the recommendations of
this Commission, the government wound it up.(20)
So, to conclude, a large section of the informal
sector workers—who earn so abysmally little—should
actually be considered as underemployed and included
in the unemployed. In the developed countries, people
working part-time and desirous of full-time jobs are
considered as underemployed and included in the number
of unemployed. This is also the spirit of the Directive
Principles of the Indian Constitution, which calls upon
the State to endeavour to secure for all workers a living
wage that ensures a decent standard of life and full
enjoyment of leisure and social and cultural opportunities
(Article 43).
Therefore, this means that of the 460 million
workforce in the country in 2009–10, at least 43% (the
number of workers earning below Rs 5000 per month) or
even 50% or probably even more should be considered
to be underemployed and included in the unemployed.
Adding this figure to the number of people officially
unemployed, plus the large number of discouraged
workers—would make unemployment rate in the country
reach stratospheric levels.
Such is the level of unemployment in the country!
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Budget 2020: Impose Wealth Tax and Inheritance Tax on the
Rich to Finance Increase in Social Sector Expenditures
The budget for 2020 is due. We have argued
in articles published in Janata that imposition of a
progressive wealth tax ranging from 2% on India’s dollar
millionaires to 5% on India’s dollar billionaires would
yield at least Rs 8 lakh crore in additional income for
the government. Additionally, imposition of a modest
inheritance tax of one-third of the value of the property
inherited for only the country’s dollar millionaires would
yield an additional revenue of Rs 5 lakh crore. This
amount would be enough to finance good quality and
free education for all children, good quality and free /
affordable health care for all people, pension of Rs 2000
per month for all old people, and universal food security
for all people.
Below are two articles written by leading economists
justifying wealth tax and inheritance tax.

1. A Wealth Tax: Because That’s
Where the Money Is
Martin Hart-Landsberg
The bank robber Willie Sutton, when asked by
a reporter why he robbed banks, is reputed to have
answered, “Because that’s where the money is.” Which
brings us to a wealth tax.
Transforming our economy is going to be expensive.
And a tax on the wealth of the super wealthy is one way
to capture a sizeable amount of money, which is why
both Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren include the
tax in their respective programs. The economists Gabriel
Zucman and Emmanuel Saez estimate that Sanders’s
proposed wealth tax would raise $4.35 trillion over the
next decade, while Warren’s would raise $2.75 trillion.

Where the money is
The concentration of wealth has steadily increased
since the mid-1990s, as illustrated in Chart 1.
A recent Federal Reserve Bank study highlights the
fact that the top 10 percent and even more so the top 1
percent of households have been especially successful
in increasing their equity ownership in US public and
private companies. For example,

“In 1989, the richest 10 percent of households held
80 percent of corporate equity and 78 percent of equity in
noncorporate business. Since 1989, the top 10 percent’s
share of corporate equity has increased, on net, from 80
percent to 87 percent, and their share of noncorporate
business equity has increased, on net, from 78 percent
to 86 percent. Furthermore, most of these increases in
business equity holdings have been realised by the top
1 percent, whose corporate equity shares increased from
39 percent to 50 percent and noncorporate equity shares
increased from 42 percent to 53 percent since 1989.”
It is worth emphasising that last point: the top 1
percent of households now control more than half of the
equity in US businesses, public and private.
Chart 2 shows total wealth holdings for all US
families as of the second quarter, 2019. The top 1 percent
now own almost as much wealth as all the families in the
50th to 90th percentiles combined.
A comparison with the size and distribution of wealth
in 2006 illustrates the rapid gains made by those at the
top.
In 2006, the total wealth held by families in the 50th
to 90th percentiles was slightly greater than that held by
families in the 90th to 99th percentiles and significantly
larger than those in the top 1 percent. But not anymore.
And sadly, families in the bottom half of the distribution,
whose wealth is predominately in real estate, have fallen
further behind everyone else.

Time for a wealth tax
Recognising this reality, and the fact that this
concentration of wealth was aided by a steady decline
in top individual, corporate, and estate tax rates, both
Sanders and Warren want to tax the super wealthy to
generate funds to help pay for their key programs,
especially Medicare for All. And, as an added bonus, to
begin weakening the enormous political power of those
top families.
Sanders would create an annual tax that would apply
to married couple households with a net worth above $32
million—about 180,000 households in total, or roughly
the top 0.1 percent. The tax would start at 1 percent on
net worth above $32 million, with increasing marginal tax
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rates–a 2 percent tax on net worth between $50 to $250
million, a 3 percent tax from $250 to $500 million, a 4
percent tax from $500 million to $1 billion, a 5 percent
tax from $1 to $2.5 billion, a 6 percent tax from $2.5 to
$5 billion, a 7 percent tax from $5 to $10 billion, and
an 8 percent tax on wealth over $10 billion. For single
filers, the brackets would be halved, with the tax starting
at $16 million.
Warren’s wealth tax would apply to households with
a net worth above $50 million—an estimated 70,000
households. The tax would start at 2 percent on net worth
between $50 million to $1 billion, rising to 3 percent on
net worth above $1 billion. Her proposed tax brackets
would be the same for married and single filers.
Zucman and Saez have calculated how some of the
richest Americans would have fared if these wealth taxes
had been in place starting in 1982. For example, Jeff
Bezos, the founder of Amazon, is currently worth some
$160 billion. Under the Sanders plan his wealth would
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have been reduced to $43 billion. Under the Warren plan,
it would be $87 billion.
As a New York Times article sums up:
“Over all, the economists found, the cumulative
wealth of the top 15 richest Americans in 2018—
amounting to $943 billion, using estimates from
Forbes—would have been $434 billion under the Warren
plan and $196 billion under the Sanders plan.”
Despite the fact that the super wealthy will still have
unbelievable fortunes even if forced to pay a wealth tax,
almost all of them are strongly opposed to the tax and
determined to discredit it.

Challenges ahead

Polling done early in the year found strong support
for a wealth tax (Chart 3). As Matthew Yglesias explains:
“Americans are . . . positively enthusiastic about
Sen. Elizabeth Warren’s proposal to institute a wealth
tax on large fortunes, according to a new poll from
Morning Consult. Their survey finds that .
Chart 1: US Household Wealth Becomes More
. . the wealth tax scores a crushing 60–21
Concentrated Among Richest 10%
victory that includes majority support from
Republicans.”
Of course, this kind of support was
registered before the start of any serious
media effort to raise doubts about its
effectiveness. Recently, a number of wealthy
business people and conservative economists
have begun to make the case that a wealth
tax is a radical measure that will harm the
economy. Some point to the fact that many
countries that once used the tax have now
abandoned it. Twelve OECD countries had
a wealth tax in 1990, now only three do
(Norway, Switzerland, and Spain). France,
Chart 2: Assets 3Q 2006 and 2Q 2019
Germany, and Sweden are among the
42.6
majority that no longer use it.
36.9
However, as Zucman and Saez explain,
3Q 2006 2Q2019
35.5
this fact does not mean that a wealth tax would
not work in the US For example, in some
25.79
25.78
countries it was the election of conservative
governments philosophically opposed to
19.2
such taxes that led to their elimination.
More substantively, they highlight four
7.5
problem areas that tended to undermine the
5.6
effectiveness of and support for national
wealth taxes in Europe and why these
Bottom 50%
50-90%
90-99%
Top 1%
should not be a major problem for the US.
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First, European countries have their own separate tax
laws and member states do not tax their nationals living
abroad. Thus, a wealthy person living in a country with a
wealth tax could easily move to a nearby country without
a wealth tax and escape paying it. And many have. But,
as the economists note,
“The situation in the United States is different. You
can’t shirk your tax responsibilities by moving, because
US citizens are responsible to the Internal Revenue
Service no matter where they live. The only way to escape
the IRS is to renounce citizenship, an extreme move that
in both Warren’s and Sanders’s plans would trigger a
large exit tax of 40 percent on net worth.”
Second, European governments tolerated a high level
of tax evasion. Until last year, they did not require banks
in Switzerland or other tax havens to share information
about deposits with national tax authorities. This made
it easy for the wealthy to hide their assets. The US is
in a better situation to avoid this outcome. The Foreign
Account Tax Compliance Act, signed in 2010, requires
foreign financial institutions to send detailed information
to the Internal Revenue Service about the accounts of US
citizens each year, or face sanctions. Almost all foreign
banks have agreed to cooperate.
Third, European wealth taxes had many exemptions
and deductions. In contrast, there are none in the
proposed plans by Warren and Sanders. Zucman and
Saez highlight the French program that was in place from
1988 to 2017 as a prime example:
“Paintings? Exempt. Businesses owned by their
managers? Exempt. Main homes? Wealthy French
received a 30 percent deduction on those. Shares in small
or medium-size enterprises got a 75 percent exemption.
The list of tax breaks for the wealthy grew year after
year.”
Fourth, European wealth taxes fell on a considerably
larger share of the population than would the proposed

plans by Warren or Sanders. In Europe, “wealth taxes
tended to start around $1 million, meaning they hit about
2 percent of the population, compared with about 0.1
percent for the proposed US plans.” This broader reach
of the European wealth taxes helped to generate popular
pressure to weaken them, leading to their eventual
removal. The more limited reach of the proposed US
plans should help to blunt that development in the US
We can certainly expect a fierce debate over the
viability and effectiveness of a wealth tax as the
campaign season continues, especially if Sanders or
Warren becomes the Democratic Party nominee for
president. We should be prepared to advocate for the
tax as one important way to ensure adequate funding of
needed programs. But we should also take advantage
of the debate to shine the brightest light possible on the
growing and already obscene concentration of wealth in
the US and even more importantly on the underlying and
destructive logic of the capitalist accumulation process
that generates it.
(Martin Hart-Landsberg is Professor Emeritus of
Economics at Lewis and Clark College, Portland,
Oregon.)

Editor’s note:
While the US is debating the imposition of a
substantial wealth tax, in India, wealth taxation, which
was always minuscule, was actually abolished by the
Narendra Modi government. In addition, there have
been substantial reductions in taxes on corporate profits
and on capital gains. In fact, the latest example of such
largesse was when the Modi government recently gave
tax concessions worth Rs 1.5 lakh crore to the corporate
sector as a means of stimulating the economy! This has
further added to the wealth of the corporate sector.

Chart 3: Poll Results Among Americans on Imposing Wealth Tax
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One way of getting the economy out of its current
crisis, without further accentuating wealth inequality,
would be to enlarge government expenditure and finance
it by taxing corporate wealth (which would not even
affect the inducement to invest of the corporate sector).
But the Modi government, which is sustained by a
corporate-Hindutva alliance, can scarcely be expected
to do that.

2. Why Even Capitalist Economists Can’t
Justify Inheritance of Wealth
Prabhat Patnaik
If a headload worker were to ask a mainstream
capitalist economist “Why does Ambani have so much
wealth but I do not?”, that economist’s answer would
be that Ambani has certain “special qualities” which
the headload worker lacks. Mainstream economists,
however, are not all agreed on what exactly these
“special qualities” are that are supposed to explain wealth
inequalities.
These “special qualities” that supposedly explain
a person’s being wealthy must be independent of the
fact of that person’s being wealthy, if this explanation is
to have logical soundness. In a capitalist economy, for
instance, capital accumulation occurs, and hence wealth
increases over time. The working people, whose incomes
are too low even for their subsistence, have little scope
for saving, and since saving ipso facto entails addition to
wealth, they cannot add to their wealth, and hence even
acquire any wealth to start with.
It follows, therefore, that an explanation of why
Ambani has wealth while the headload worker does
not, which locates Ambani’s “special quality” in the
fact of his being more thrifty, i.e. saving more, than the
headload worker, is logically flawed. This is because if
the headload worker had as much wealth as Ambani has,
then he would have been as thrifty as, if not even more
so, than Ambani.
Being thrifty, in other words, is a quality of all
wealthy people, since they cannot possibly consume all
the income that their wealth fetches them. Amban being
more thrifty, therefore, is part and parcel of his being
wealthy; it is not any “special quality” and cannot explain
why a man called Ambani should be wealthier than a
headload worker. The “special quality”, in short, has to
be independent of the fact of Ambani’s possessing wealth.
Likewise, consider Prime Minister Narendra Modi

calling capitalists “wealth creators”. This, of course, is an
absurd description of a social process. But let us ignore
this absurdity for a moment and accept this description
for argument’s sake. The point is that it does not explain
why some persons called (Mukesh) Ambani or (Gautam)
Adani should be “wealth creators” and not the person
who currently happens to be a headload worker.
One “special quality”, which the capitalist economist
Joseph Schumpeter had emphasised, was innovativeness,
i.e. the capacity to introduce “innovations”, within which
he included new methods of production, new products,
new markets and such like. He had drawn a distinction
between “inventions” and “innovations”, the former
referring to the development of knowledge about the new
processes and products, and the latter to the practical use
of this knowledge.
While “inventions” occurred independently in
society, the capacity to introduce these inventions into the
production process required a “special quality”, which
consisted in the ability to identify and pick up a profitable
opportunity; this “special quality” was possessed by only
a few, whom he called “entrepreneurs”.
Entrepreneurship, according to Schumpeter, had
nothing to do with whether a person was wealthy or not,
but entrepreneurship was the reason for the acquisition
of wealth since the first to introduce a new process or
product stole a march over others and became rich. His
explanation, therefore, was not logically flawed as the
“thrift” argument was.
Schumpeter also argued that existing firms tend to
be set in their ways of thinking and less prone to trying
out new processes and products etc., because of which
entrepreneurs came from outside the ranks of existing
firms; they started new firms and made a fortune by
introducing innovations. He argued, therefore, that
while wealth inequality existed in a capitalist society, the
composition of the top wealthy group of individuals, i.e.
the identity of those constituting, say, the top 5% of the
wealthiest, kept changing over time.
Schumpeter’s theory, which borrowed much from
Karl Marx, is fundamentally unsound; but we shall not
go into it here. Besides, even Schumpeter admitted that in
modern capitalism, where firms had research laboratories
attached to them, both inventions and innovations were
not independent of the size of the firms and hence of the
wealth already possessed by those who owned the firms.
This made his theory inadequate for explaining why some
were wealthy and others were not since it made addition
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to wealth depend upon the wealth already possessed.
But let us ignore all these problems and assume with
Schumpeter that the wealthy are wealthy because they
have a “special quality” which is “innovativeness”, or
what he called “entrepreneurship”.
But this fact neither explains nor justifies why the
children of the wealthy should also be wealthy. There is
no “special quality” that these children display which
could account for their possessing wealth; the reason they
possess wealth, therefore, has entirely to do with a social
arrangement whereby wealth is allowed to be inherited
by children from parents, an arrangement which has no
economic rationale whatsoever.
Of course, it may be thought, again taking
Schumpeter’s explanation to illustrate the point, that if
wealth was not allowed to be passed down to children,
then there would be no incentive for the “entrepreneurs”
to introduce “innovations”, that inheritance laws were a
price to be paid for “progress” under capitalism.
But “incentives” are completely irrelevant for
explaining “innovativeness” in Schumpeter’s or any other
similar theory. If a new process is available, but is not
introduced into the production system by one firm, then it
would be introduced by another who would outcompete
and replace the first; the motivation for introducing
innovations, therefore, lies in competition and not in any
incentives. In other words, the pace of introduction of
innovations according to all these capitalistic theories,
will not be affected one iota even if the whole of the
wealth of the “entrepreneurs” is taxed away at their death.
True, if an invention is under the monopoly control
of some firm, then that firm would not introduce it
into the production system, in the absence of adequate
“incentives”, such as the ability to pass on wealth to
children and grandchildren; but then the explanation of
wealth has shifted from “innovativeness” to monopoly;
and if monopoly is the explanation of wealth then it
cannot be justified, even according to capitalist theory,
in a democratic society (which is why there are anti-trust
laws and anti-monopoly measures).
cont'd... from page no. 46
29. Karl Marx, Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte
(1852; repr., New York: International Publishers,
1963): 15.
30. See Ian Angus, Facing the Anthropocene (New York:
Monthly Review Press, 2016), 175–91.
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In fact, if monopoly is accepted as an explanation of
wealth, then capitalist theory has to accept the validity
of socialist economics, which traces the origin of surplus
value, the source of accumulation under capitalism, to
the monopoly ownership of the means of production by
a class of capitalists.
Some capitalist economists may claim that because
of economies of scale the size of research and production
establishments has to be large and this is the reason for the
existence of monopolies, so that one need not shed tears
about their existence; they are essential for “progress”
in today’s world and that this explains and justifies
permanent wealth inequalities. This, however, is an
erroneous argument, since large scale of production does
not necessarily mean large private wealth inequalities.
Large-scale production can be carried out where
ownership is dispersed or ownership is with the State.
It follows, therefore, that inheritance of wealth
cannot be justified by capitalist theory itself. It is a social
arrangement for which there is no economic rationale,
even according to capitalist theory.
We have looked only at Schumpeter’s theory; but the
same can be said about any other explanation of wealth
inequalities, namely, that no logically valid explanation
of wealth inequality in society advanced by any strand
of capitalist theory can possibly justify the institution of
inheritance of wealth.
While capitalist theory cannot justify the institution
of inheritance, this institution is what prevails and is
insisted upon by the capitalists. But since the building of
a democratic society requires keeping wealth inequalities
in check, the need to confront capitalists through the
impost of substantial inheritance taxes cannot be denied
even by capitalist theory. The fact that in societies like
ours there is scarcely any inheritance taxation speaks
volumes about the bad faith of our governments.
(Prabhat Patnaik is Professor Emeritus at the Centre
for Economic Studies and Planning, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi.)
31. William James, “Proposing the Moral Equivalent of
War” (speech, Stanford University, 1906), available
at Lapham’s Quarterly online.
(John Bellamy Foster is editor of Monthly Review and
a professor of sociology at the University of Oregon.)
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The Unifying Element in All Struggles Against Capital Is the
Right of Everyone to Full Human Development
Michael Lebowitz interviewed by editors of Hak Mücadeleleri
HM: Let’s start with your ideas about rethinking
Marx, capital’s logic, and the logic of the working class?
And how we can relate these subjects with today’s social
movements?
ML: For some time, I have argued that Marx did
not develop theoretically the side of the working class.
In his major theoretical work, Capital, he looks at the
nature of capital and capital’s logic. But he doesn’t really
develop the other side of capitalism which is the logic
of the working class and the drive of the working class
and its orientation. So, I always say that people have
misinterpreted Marx in the sense that they think he has
given a picture of capitalism whereas he has only given
the picture of capital. That analysis is important because
that knowledge is a weapon for the working class. But it’s
not the whole picture. In much of his other work, he does
talk about the working class; he talks about working-class
struggles and how workers who do not struggle in fact
produce themselves as apathetic, more or less well-fed
instruments of production. You won’t find an examination
of struggle, though, from the side of workers in Marx’s
Capital. In particular, there is no discussion of the wage
struggle. He just assumes that wages are given and that
there is a given standard of necessity. Removing that
assumption was to occur in a later volume that he never
got around to writing, the planned book on Wage-Labour.
So that led me to explore the question of that other side.
And in doing that, I constantly came back to the Marxist
concept of revolutionary practice, that simultaneous
changing of circumstance and human activity or selfchange—how people transform themselves through their
struggles. But not only through struggles; they produce
themselves through their daily activity. People are formed
by what they do. So, for example, a person who is a wage
labourer under capitalism is produced and produces
himself in a certain way, as a person who is alienated,
as a person who simply wants to consume because of
the emptiness of capitalist production. We always have
to ask the question, “what kinds of people are produced
under particular relations of production?” What kinds of
people are produced in an exchange relationship, which is
“I will do this for you, if you do that for me” as opposed
to functioning in a communal society in which people

act in solidarity? You produce certain kinds of people
under those conditions.
Much of what I have stressed is the way people
transform themselves through their activity. That is
where social movements are absolutely critical. Because
in social movements people transform themselves and
they make themselves into different people. That’s what
Marx says in a number of places. What he says is, “well,
of course, wage struggle is not going to change things.
But if workers were to give up the wage struggle, they
would demonstrate that they would not be capable of
anything larger.” Because it is only in that struggle that
they make themselves fit to create a new society. Well,
that’s the wage struggle. But it is true of every struggle. In
every struggle, you are transforming yourself and making
yourself fit, not only individually but also collectively.
HM: After the post-2008 historical crisis of
capitalism at a global scale, in which direction and under
which forms do you think of the social movements should
form and develop?
ML: I don’t know. One thing that we have to
think about is that we traditionally have looked at
the organised working class as this main vehicle for
building socialism. Certainly that’s what Marx talked
about. He said trade unions were the main center of
organisation for the working class. But in the creation
of workers’ movements, it wasn’t only their position
as wage labourers that created the workers’ movement.
They also lived in the same neighborhoods. They related
to the communities and this was always an element. I
think that it’s a big mistake to identify the working class
as simply those who are wage labourers in large-scale
industry. Other people are separated from the means of
production and separated from the historical results of
social labour. If you take Venezuela (and Venezuela is
not unique in this), half of the working class is in the
informal sector. They are not outside capitalism, though.
Many of the people selling goods on the street are selling
capitalist-produced goods; they are simply part of the
sphere of circulation of capital. They just have a such
weak position that capital manages to get them to bear
the risk of selling, rather than just simply being wage
labourers in the sphere of circulation.
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Chávez’s main base is the urban poor. What do we
mean by the urban poor? These are people separated from
the means of production—members of the proletariat.
We have to talk not simply about the exploited; we
have to talk about the exploited and those who would
love to be exploited but who in fact are excluded. They
are in a common position in the sense that they lack
access to the means of production, to the social heritage
of human beings. They are all excluded. So they are
in a common position in that respect. I think that so
much of the current struggles (and this is certainly what
I’ve being emphasising in my work) is that these are
struggles for people’s right to full development. That
transcends particular cases and is a unifying factor. The
idea of everyone having the right to full development
and to development of their potential means, of course,
adequate health facilities, adequate education, adequate
food, etc. That is an element which can unify the whole
working class.
My book The Socialist Alternative: Real Human
Development talks theoretically about issues that I’ve
learned in this process here. But the book also looks at
concrete measures. One of the central measures that has
to be part of a struggle for building a socialist alternative
is the struggle to expand the commons. What does
neoliberalism, what does capitalism, do? Its whole focus
is to commodify everything. Health care—commodify
it. Schools—commodify them. Commodify everything.
So what is the alternative for human beings trying
to develop their potential? Decommodify everything
and bring things under control. Of course, when you
talk about decommodifing and about expanding the
commons, the immediate question that comes up is “well
we all know about the ‘tragedy of the commons’ so if we
have everything free and available to people then it just
leads to absolute tragedy.” Well, there’s no truth to that.
Communities have managed common resources all the
time. But the key element is community. You have to have
a local community that is effective, one that can monitor
the commons. In short, I argue that social movements and
all movements to remove the power of capital can unite
on one common point—the right of everybody for full
human development. That’s the goal in the Communist
Manifesto—the free development of each is the condition
for the free development of all.
HM: There are several criticisms about your opinions
on human needs and human development. One of them is
“Marx didn’t write too much about human needs because
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it’s a relative question and also it’s a problem of the
communist society, so the theoretical basis of the human
needs concept in the way you mention relates to utopian
socialism.” What would you say about such criticisms?
ML: First of all, Capital is written from the
perspective of an alternative society, the inverse situation
in which the products of society serve what Marx called
“the worker’s own need for development.” I think the
struggle for human needs, for the satisfaction of needs
is not simply giving people gifts, but it is a whole
process of people having the power to work together
in the communities to produce for communal needs
and communal purposes. That is the revolutionary
demand and struggle. For those people who say “well,
that’s communism (a utopian society), but socialism
has a different principle—to each according to their
contribution,” I say that’s a distortion of Marx. Marx
didn’t have two stages: socialism and communism. Marx
had one society which comes on to the scene defective
initially because it inherits all these defects from the
old society. But developing that new society cannot be
carried on by building on those defects. That argument
goes back to Lenin, who argued that until people are
highly developed, we have to have the state control
where they work, how much they get, and the “socialist
principle” is to each according to his contribution. But the
tendency to want an equivalent for everything you do is
the defect inherited from the old world. That’s what you
have to struggle against, not build upon. And it obviously
can’t happen overnight. Because people culturally don’t
immediately accept it. But you have to say “this is the
goal.” How will we proceed to build that goal? And you
can’t put off this ideological and practical struggle until
a distant stage. We have to build socialist human beings
while developing new productive forces—a point that
Che made so eloquently.
They didn’t do that in the Soviet Union. They had
a focus there on self-interest (bonuses in that case), and
the same was true in Yugoslavia. Unfortunately, the
same pattern is emerging in Cuba—a growing emphasis
on how “we can’t have distribution of subsidised food,
we can’t have cheap electricity, we can’t have all this
inefficiency, it’s waste, etc.” These are things that have
been part of the revolution which are now being rejected.
The perspective reflects in general the idea that these are
things for a higher stage (and it is not the only thing put
off to a later stage—e.g., there’s worker management). I
think that is a very unfortunate tendency which is going
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along with a re-emphasis upon distribution according to
contribution. However, the whole concept of a separate
stage of socialism and a separate stage of communism
has been the way in which a principle alien to Marxism
was introduced. Building on selfishness which is what
distribution in accordance with contribution is (“I will
give you this only if you give me that”) is not building
anything except building the basis of return to capitalism.
HM: Nowadays, it’s hard to mobilise people for their
rights in our country or in many other countries, they
don’t consider private property as a problem.
ML: It’s not surprising that they don’t think it’s a
problem. Because it only becomes a problem for them
when they see that it’s an obstacle. So when they struggle
for something they identify as a need—for example, to
build communes—then suddenly the owners of private
property say “this land belongs to us, you can’t take
this land”; as soon as that happens, then you see that
the obstacle is private property. Going around and
announcing the slogan “the enemy is private property”—
that’s only going to mobilise people who are already
convinced. But really, you have to put people into motion
and into movement for them to see it and to learn by
themselves. The key thing for people is motion. Because
they transform themselves in motion. Going around and
simply saying in Venezuela “the problems here are all
going to be solved if we nationalise the banks” means
nothing to people in the communities. Do you think that
people locally or in communities are worrying about
that? In Venezuela, they are worrying about “why can’t
we get the government to respond to our demand?” and
“why are we faced with all these bureaucrats?” That’s
their daily concern. So from their perspective, the real
contradiction is not the private ownership of the banks,
it’s the bureaucracy killing the revolution. That’s what
they are thinking all the time.
There is a real problem on the left of rigid thinking.
The traditional concept was that the organised working
class is the sole body that can make the revolution. And
the people continue to say that, when the effects of
neoliberalism and globalisation have reversed the pattern
that Marx described at the time about how capital brings
together workers, organises them, disciplines them, etc.
Capital now is separating and disorganising workers
in industry; it’s dispersing them in order to make them
weaker. How do the people on the left not recognise that
capitalism has created new conditions for new forms of
struggle?! We can’t struggle the same way all the time.
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HM: So you say, we should make a redefinition of
the working class.
ML: Yes, yes. The working class is not a narrow
category. There is a class (bourgeoisie) that has usurped
all of the heritage of human beings. They have the
control over knowledge, not simply the machines—
everything; and everyone else is without it. So, we
have to organise everyone else. We come back to the
question of rights. In The Socialist Alternative: Real
Human Development, I talk about Marx and the whole
concept of human development. This is an absolutely
central conception, and I end the book with a charter
of human development which proposes that everyone
has the right to use the benefits of our social heritage, to
share its benefits. Everyone has the right to be engaged
in developing their potential through protagonism in the
work place and the community, and everyone has the
right to live in a community which is based on solidarity.
Those elements of a charter for human development then
lead to a number of specific demands. Because when
you have that conception of everyone’s right to human
development, then you are going to say, “we can’t have
private ownership of the means of production. We can’t
have this, we can’t have that.” We can’t, for example,
have workplaces in which workers have no power and
all power comes from the top.
We have to have a whole program of demands which
are seen as connected rather than a single issue. Often
there’s a group struggling on this question, another group
struggling on that question, and as long as they focus
only on their question, they can’t succeed in making
real changes. They end up with reforms at best. They
don’t really change the system. But, when you see the
connection between this struggle and that struggle and
see that your struggle is part of the larger struggle, then
you can transcend reformism. That’s why I argue that
the unifying element in all these struggles is the right of
everyone to full human development.
(Michael Lebowitz is professor emeritus of economics at
Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, Canada.)
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